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rn THE MATTER OF A PERMIT APPLICATION (AP-3546) FROM BASIN ELECTRIC.
POWER COOPERATIVE TO CONSTRUCT A 38S·MW PULVERIZED COAL FIRED
. ELECTRIC GENER.-'\.TING FACILITY TO.BE KNOWN AS DRY FORK STATION

I.

INTRODUCTION:

· The Air Qu~1ity Division received a permit application from Basin Electric Power Cooperative to .
construct a coal fIred electric power generating station adjacent to the Dry Fork Mine on Highway 59;
approximately 7 miIesnorth northeast of Gillette, Campbell County, Wyoming. The proposed facility
.. includes one pulverized coal (PC) boiler rated at 422 MW (gross) and 385 MW (net) with associated
material handling and auxiliary equipment. The maximum design heat input for the PC boiler is 3,801
MMBtu/hr. The design values used for coal from Dry Fork Mine include a heat value of 8,045 Btu/lb
(7,800 Btu/lb minimum to 8,300 Btu/lb maximLlm) and asulfur content of 0.33% (0·.25% minimum to
0.47% maximum). Material handling will include Coal, lime, fly ash,bottom ash, and.waste product from
the flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system. AuxiliarY equipment will include.an 8.36 MMBtuihrlnlet
Gas Heater, a 360 hp.Fire Pump; a,nd a 2377.hpEinergencyGenerator.
The Division completed its analysis of the appiication and· advertised its proposed decision to issue a.···
permit in the Gillette News-Record on February 26, 2007 giving opportunity for public commentanda
public hearing on the matter. A public hearing was held on June 28, 2007 at the Campbell CountY
.
Library in· Gil Jette, Wyomingand:the public comment period was extended through the hearing.

T11e Divisionrecelyed 31 conimentletters on the proposedperrnit during the public comment period: 1)[ ..
..\
)

March J6, 2007 Jetter from Bertha Watd;2)aMarch 19, 2007 letter from Ester Johansson Murray; 3)·a
· March 20,2007 letter from Jared Schwab; 4) a March 21,2007 letterfrom Albert Bitner; 5) a March 21;'
··2007 letter from Jane Eakfn; 6) a March 23; 2007 letteffrom John Osgood; 7) a March 23; 2007 letter·
from William Young; 8) a March 24,2007 ietter from David Svendsen; 9) aMarch 26, 20071etter from.
·Arlene Bryant;! 0) a March 26, 2007 letter from·Mariha.Dubois; ! 1) a March 26, 2Q07letter from Kristin
Yannone; 12) a March 22, 20071ett~r from EPA Region VIII; 13) a March.28, 2007 letterfrom Phil .
Round; 14)a March 28, 2007 letter from the National Park Service; 15) a March 28,2007 letter with·
attachments from PRBRC·et al. (Powder River Basin Resource Council, Wyoming Chapter of Sierra
Club, Wyoming WildemessAssociatio.n, Wyoming Outdoor COUl1cil, Biodiversity Conservation
AllIance, Westem Resource Adv'ocates; an9 Natural Resources Defense Council); 16) a March 28; 2007
letter from Basin Electr.ic; 17) an April 30, 20071etterJrom Albert Bitner; 18) an April 30, 2007 letter
from Bertha Ward; 19) a: May 4,2007 letter froin Phil Round; 20) a: May n, 2007 letter ·ft·om AlbeIt
Bitner; 21) a May 11, 2007 letter from Ester Johansson Mun-ay; 22) a May 21",2007 letter from Jared·. .
· Schwab; 23) a June 4,2007 letter from Phll Round; 24) a June 5, 2007 letter from Karla Oksanen; 25) a
June 28, 2007 letter from the Noithern Cheyenne Tribe;·26) a June 28, 20071etter fn;)!Utlie Campbell
CClUI1ty Commissioners; 27) a June 28, 2007 lettedrom the National Park Service; 28) a June 28, 2007
letter from Roy Liedske; 29) a June 28,2007 letter from Kevin F. Lind; 30)a June 28, 2007 letter from
the Powder River Basin Resource Council; 31) a June 28,2007 lette)" with attachments from Basin
Electric; and 32) written transcript of the testimony of James K. Miller presented at the public hearing on
June 28, 2007. Oral testimony was presented at the public hearing by James K. Miller (Basin Electric
Power Cooperative), Rich Pullen (Wyoming Municipal Power), Steve Thomas (Wyoming Chapter of
· Sierra Club), Jill MorrIson (Powder River.Basin Resource·Council), Karla Oksanen (Campbell County .
Resident), Jim Margudant (South Dakota Chapter ofSierra Club), Wayne Gilbert (South Dakota Chapter
of Sierra Club), Kevin Lind (Powder River Basin Resource Council), and Ryan Munz (Wyoming
Resident).
Due to the number of public comments with similar conceins, the Division grouped individual comments
and developed nine summary comments and responses. The comments from EPA, PRERe et aL, NPS,
and Basin Electric were addressed individually. The comments and responses are presented on the
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following pages. The Division also received positive comments supporting this project. The Division
appreciates these comments but they are not included in this document as no respOl1se is required,
Similarly, a number of general comments 110t requesting or requiring a response wel'e not included,
II.

ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC COMMENTS:

1)

.Control of Mercury Emissions - Comments were received I;egarding the need to (:ontl'ol
l11e1'cury emissionsLlsing the best coittrol methods avai1able~

,

Response - Mercury emissions a;'e limited by' federal New .source Perfonnance Standards
(NSPS) to 0,000090 pounds per megawatt-houl'. Inacidhiol1, the permit requires installation and
operation of Best Available 'Control Technology (BACT). Mercury controls for pOWer plants are
an emel'ging technology and the BACT emission'level will be detei'mined based' on the results 'of
a one year mercury optirrization st~ldy to be performed at this facility. The permit requires a
mercury control system to be fnsta(led and a one year mercury optimization study to commence
wi~hin 90 days of initial startup of the boiler. 'the targe{emission level for this study is iOx 10.6
(O.000020)pounds per mt:;gawa1:t-ilour:The final BAct emission limit will be.established based
on the results of the study. Also see the responses to PRBRC et #7c.2, NPS #5e, and Basin'
Electric #3,

al.

2)

Carbon Dioxide Sequestration - Comments were received regardirig sequestration of carbon
dioxide..
. .'
.
,
Response - Wyo,.Stat. § 35-11-213(a) cl,lrrentiy pi'ohibits the Dep~rtmellt of Ei1Vli-onmental
Qualjty (DEQ) or the Environmental Quality Cou~cil (EQC) frolli proposing or promUlgating
rules pr regulations to reduce emissions as yaU~'g for qy the J(yoto Protocol. The Kyoto Protapo!
addressed Carbon dioxide EC02), Methane '(CH.4), Nltrous:Oxide (N20), Hydrofluor6carbons
(HFCs), Perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6) emissions. Since Wyo. Stat.
§ 35-11-213 prohibits the regulation OfCOi, no CO 2 sequestratiol'i I'equil'ements have been
established under t~is permit.
'

3)

Maximum AvaiiableControl Technology.(MACT) and Best Available Control Techncilogx
(BACT)-Comments were received requesting the use ofMACT for an pollutants.

Response -The proposeci perinitestablishes emission limits using the top downBest Available
Control Technology (BACT) process, through the BACT process, aU technically.feasible
control options were evaluated !lnd the most effeGtive controls that are economica1Jy reasonable
were selected. The emission limits in the proposed pennit are among the inost st~hlgel1t limits of
any recently permitted PC boiler. BACT and MACT are required LInder different regulatory
programs and the Division's BACT limits are typically more stringent than MACT limits as
. discussed below.
State and federal regulations req1,lire Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for all'
pollutants regulated under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) rules with potential
emissions above the PSD significanc~ thresholds. BACT was evaluated for NOx, S02, PM/PM IO ,
CO, VOC, H2S04, fluorides, mercury, and beryllium because the potential emissions for each of
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these pollutants ate above PSD significance thresholds. BACT is also required for other
pollutants under WAQSR Chapter 6,Section 2.
,

'.

.

'.

.

;

.

' .

.

.

.

.

Maximum Available Control Technology (MACT) is required for air pollution sources regulated
under the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS). Coal- and OilFired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units are not.regulated under NESHAPS apd MACT
standards do not apply. Several smaller emission units at the proposed facility are subject to
MACT standards. The 2377 hp diesel emergency generator is subject to NESHAPS Subpart
ZZZZ but does not have to meet any MACT emission limits because it is for emergency Llseonly.
The 8.36 MMBtulhr inlet gas heater is subject to NESHAPS Subpart DDDDD but does not have
to meet MACT emission limits due to itS small size. The 134 MMBtu/hr auxiliary boiler is
subject to NESHAPS Subpart DDDDD and this subpart·limits CO.emissions to 400 ppln and
requires a Contiiluous Emissions Monitor (CErvi) to monitor CO emissions. CO is used asa
surrogate to indicate that HAP. emissions are controlled adequately.
All ofthes~ emission unitS-were ~ubjectto .~BACTreview and the Division's BACTemi~sion .
limits are typically more· string~nt than MAcT limits. In this permit,the Division's CO BACT
. limitfol' the auxiliary boiler is O.08lbiMMBtu which corresponds to lip proximately 100 ppm.
This is considerably more. stringentthan the 400 pPl'TI I\1ACT limit inNESHA.PSSubpart .
·DDDDD..
...
.
..
. .
. .

') ....
"

"

4) ,

.

Control of SllIfur Dioxide Emissions ~ Co~m~nts were received regarding the need to control .
sulfur dioxide (S02) emissions...·
.
..
....
...
.

.-'

p~rformed

Response - A top· down BACT anaiysis was
for S02 and the propqsed· permit limited·
. emissions to O.08·lbIMMBtu using a dry lime scrubber .. The analysis was based on the use of a:
lime· spray dryer absorber (SDA} Sincethat time~ Basin Electric has proposed to USe a different
type of dry lime scrubber known as a circulating dry scrubber (CDS). Although this technoiogy
is somewhat more effective at controlling 80 2 emissions~ there have previously be.en technical
issues that preciuded use of this technology. Basin~ecently infonned the Division that the
technical issues have been resolved and agreed to use this technology. The Division requested
Basin to submit a new BACT analysis for the CDS unit and Basin proposed an emission limit of
0.070 Ib/MMBtu, 12 month rolling average. A revised BACT analysis is indudedas Attachment.
A to this document: This limit is among the lowest S02 emission limits for any PCboiler. Also,
.
see the responses to PRBRC et al. comment #7 c.l and NPS comment. #5a. .

5)

Alternate Technologies- Comments ~ere received stating that the Division should evaluate
..
other alternatives such as wind power, solar energy, and conservation.
.

.

Response - The Division did not require Basin ElectriC to evaluate alternate technologies in this
permit application. Page B.13 of the draft 1990·NewSourq~ Review Workshop Manual states,
"Historically, EPA has not con·sidered the BACT requirements as a means to redefine the source
when considering available control alternatives. Forexample, applicants proposing to construct a
coal-fired electric generator, have not been required by EP A as part of a BACT analysis to
consider building a natural gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be inherently less
polluting per unit product (in this case electricity)." The July 20, 1992 Order Denying Review for
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company (pSD appeal No. 92-1) states, "EPA's PSD permit
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conditions regulations do not mandate that the permitting authority redefine the source in order to
reduce emissions."
6)

Cooling Water - One comment was received concerning the lise of cooling water and notes that
the analysis does 110t address how the plant will-becooied.
Response - The Air Quatjty Division does not regulate the use of cooling water.. The an,alysis
dp_es, howev¢r,acldrei;ls BACT for PMIO emissions due to drjft loss from the auxiliary cooling
tOWer. The primaty adoling tower will-be an air 'cooled condenser arid will not use water. The
auxiliary cooling towel' is a wet cooling tower with a fiowl'a,te of 17,000 gallons per.lhinute. The
ddft elin1.inatoi's used in this tower will have a drift loss of 0.0005% resulting In a loss of 42.5
. gallons per minute when the auxiliary toweris !n ll~e.

7)

Light Pollution - One comment was receiyedconceming measures to eliminate night time light
pollution.

Response - Light pollution is o~ltside the A~r Quality Division's regulatory authority.
8)

Environme~tal Impact SfutementrEIS) -

Commentswere received that an ~ir qua.li~ permit
should not be issued until the Federal EISis completed.
Response - The PEQIAQD regulates Wyomil1g' sail' resources pursuant to and- in accordance
with its State Implementation Plan (SIP) (40 CFR § 52.2620 et seq.)! Wyoming's Environmental
Quality Act CWEQA)(Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 35~11~101 et seq.), and the Wyoming Air Quality
Standards and Regulations (WAQSR), The i'equirements fOt" and preparation ofEnyironmental
ImpactStatements eElS) are prescribed by the)~a#oll.a,lEnvirCinmental P,olicy A~t of 196.9 (42
U.s.C. §§ 4321,..47) (NEPA). The NEPA e~tablishes procedures that federal agencies must
follow, not the WyomingDEQ/AQD. The DEQI;AQDhas regulatoi-yauthoritY oVer Wyoming's
air quality program. rhe DEQ/AQQ air quality program prescribes permitting requirements. See
Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 35~1 1-:-801 and WAQSR Ch. 6. The DEQIAQD's per,mitting l'equ~l'ements and
process al'e separate and independe.nt from the fed~l'al ~EPA process and do 110t l'equil'e an EIS.
The DBQ issues permits "upon proof by the applicant that the procedures of this act [WEQA] and
the rule~ and regulations promulgated hereunder have been complied with." The PEQJAQD has
determined that Basin has complied with the WEQA and DEQIAQD permitting requirements and
is therefore issuing a permit to Basin.
.

9)

Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation (NCIR) - Comment was received requesting that the
Department meet face-to-face with the NCIR and Mr. Bill Powers ..
Response.- The request for the face .. to~face meeting was made during the June 28, 2007 public
hearing. As outlined by Dave Finley at the outset ofthepubUc hearing, the record. 011 the
proposed permit closed at the end of the hearing and any comments received prior to ~nd during
the hearing were considered in the fin,a\ decision. While the Division understands the NCtR's
concerns, the Division cannot meettheNCIR after the public comment period has closed without
giving opportunity for f~lIther comments from all interested parties. The Div.ision is willing to
meet with the NCIR, but will not consider comments from a meeting in the final decision .
. Written COmments received from the NClR were considered in the final decision.
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ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS FROM EPA:

The Division provides the following responses to the comments in EPA's March 26, 2007 .Jetter.
1)

Condition 9 - BACT limits for PSD pollutants - EPA commented thatthe draft permit does.·
not set BACT emission limits for sLtlfuric acip rriist (H2S04), fluoride; and VOC. . .
Response - The firial permit includes emission lirriits of 0:0025 IblMMBtu H2S04, 2.621b/hr
· fluorides, and 0;0037 Ib/MMBtu VOC. The analysis for the proposed permit concluded that these
levels represent BACT for fluorides andVOC and that an estimated emission rate of 0.0025
Ib/MMBturepresents BACT for H2S04• The proposed permit already contained testing .
'. requirements for .H2S04 and fluQride and testing requirements were added forVOCi~ the final
· permit.
.

.2).

Condition 9 ~ BACT limit for ammonia - EPA cQmment6d that the draft permit doesnot set
' .. ,
.. BACT emission limits for ammonia (NH3).. .
Response - ThefinaJpermitincludes a 1Oppm(19ilb/hi') limit for ammonia. :The analysis f6r •..
the. proposed permit concluded that this level represents BACT; Thepl'oposed pennlt already
.
. .
contained testing requirements for ammonia .. '.. '.

3) .. '.' Hours limit for AuxiliarvBc::iiler and Inlet Gas iI~ater-EPAcom~ented thatemissions for'

· the auxiliary boiler and inlet gas heater are calculated based on 2000 hours and 2500 hours,
respe.ctively, but the permit does not limit the hours of operation. EP A. also noted that the page"
16 and 17 of the analysis. state that both heaters. are Iimite'CIto 2000 hours each.
. '

.

.

.

' .

"

Response - The final permit limits operation ofthe auxiliary boiler to .2000 hours per year and .
· the inlet gas heater to 2500 hours per year. . Emissions from the inIetgas heater were calculated.'
.using 2500 hours as noted and the reference to .200. hours on page 17 is a typographical eITOI'.
.

4)'

.

' .

'

.

BACT limits vs. NSPS -EPA commented that comparing)b/hr liinits'for S02 and NOx is not a
valid demonstration that the BACT limits are at least as stringent as the N SPS limits because, at
low boiler load, the facility could be in 'compliance with the lb/hrlimits but exceed the NSPS
· IblMW~hr limits. .
' .
.
.
'Response - The permit, as proposed, inciudes both the BACT limits.and the NSPS Emits of 1.0
.lbIMW-hr NO x and 1.4 Ib/MW-hr S02' The NSPS limits ar'e based on a 30 day rolling average.

5)

/

BACT limit averaging period for S02 and NO x - EPA commented that the 12 month rolling
averages for the S02 and NO x IblMMBtu limits are too lengthy an averaging period to represent
BACT and to be consistent with EPA's policy on limiting potential to emit.
Response-EPA's June 13, 1989, Guidance 011 Limiting Potential to Emit in New Source
Permitting states that, ''EPA recognizes that in some rare situations, it is not reasonable to hold a
source to a one month limit. In these cases, a limit spanning a longer time' is appropriate if it is a
· rolling limit. However, the limit should not exceed an annual limit rolled on a>monthly basis."
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The final permit limits S02 to 0.070 Ib/MMBtu and NO x to 0.05 Jb/MMBtu, both annual limits
rolled on a monthly basis. The S02 limit is among the 19west aQd the NOx lin;lit is the lowest
limit we are aware of for a PC boiler. Using a 30 day 01' shorter averaging time would necessitate
an im:rease in the emissi.onlimits in ordel':to account for shortterrn. variations and oper~tion at
lower loads. The control equipment will experience some variation in short term emission rates
due to factors such as load chang~s, fuel pl'Qperties, and maintenance activities. It is also not
reasonable to expect the control equipment to operate at the same control efficiency at low loads
as at maximum load because flow rates and temperatures are both reduced at lowei·loads. It is
.the Division's intent that the lower emissior) limits and longer averaging period will result in
lower annualemissiolls .and this is the goal of the BACT process.

6)

EPA'sJune 13; 1~89 Guidance·on Limiting Potential to Emit il1 New Source Permitting ~lso
states that, "a federally enforqeable permit containing ShOlt terl11 emission limits (e.g. l,bs pel'
hour) would be sufficiel'it to limit potential to emit, provided that such limits reflect the operation
of the control equipment, and the permit includes requirements to install, maintain, and operate a
continuqus emission monitoring (CEM) system,." The proposed permit contains lb/hr.limits.for
S02 and NO~, requires CEMs, and determines compliance with CEM data. th~ Ib/hl' limits are
based on the maximum heat input on,801 MMBtu/hr and 0.05 Jb/MMBtu for NO x and 0.075
IbIMMBtu for SO~.
.
. . ,
Averaging periods in tables - EPA commented that. the PM and CO emission limits in condition
9 do not incl!lde the averaging times.
.
Response"- The avera;ging time~ for the PMlPMl~ atidlb/MMBtu CO limits are specified by the
petformance test requirements in Condition 12. The IbIMMBt\.) and Ib/hr PMt?M 10. limits are
based on the" average of three l2.0,-mlnute tf;)sts per 40CFR60.s0 Da; The Ib/MivIBtuCOllmit is
based on the average ofthree I-hour tests as speCified'in Condition 12. Tile lb/hr CO limit was
revised to a 30 day average using a CEM to demonstrate compliance as discussed in the response
to comment #7 below.
.

7)

Continuous Emission Monitors (CEMs) for PM and CO - EPA l'ecommei1dedthat the
Division require a PMCEMs and a CO CEMs.

Respons~'- There are no regulations l:eqnlring CEMs for PM and CO .atld the Division is not
electing to require them. However, the permitappiication states that Basin plans to if!.stall aCEM
for co. Upon fUlther discussions, Basin agreed to certify the CEM and use it to demonstrate
compliance with the 570.2 lb/hr emission limit on a 30 day rOiling average. Condition 9 was
revised to indicate that the 570.21b/hr limit is 011 a 30 day rolling average. The 0.15 Ib/MM:Btu
limit is still based on the average of three ] -hour reference method tests. Condition 15 was
revised to require a CEM to demonstrate compliance with the lb/hr co emission limit.
8)

NSPSvs. PSD limits - EPA commented that the permit includes NSPS limits and states that
these limits are not required under PSD. EPA stated that a condition should be added that BACT
limits are separaty from NSPS requirements and the·PSD requirements must be met regardless of
compliance with the NSPS.
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Response - The proposed permit addresses PSD requirements as well as Wyoming's Chapter 6
Section 2 permitting requirements. There is nothing in the permit that implies that compliance
with the NSPS requirements lessens the obligation to comply with PSDBACT limits and the
, Division ,does not consider it necessary to add a condition stating this.
9)

NSPS exemptions vs. PSD limits ~ EPA commented that conditions I2(A), (C), and CD) include
citations of the NSPS which contain exempt pedods when determining compliance. EPA stated
that PSD does not afford these exemptions and the pennit should rnake this clear.
Response - Conditions 12(A), (C), and (D) specify that the initial performance tests are to be
, performed in accordance with the NSPS,testing requirements. This means thanhe initial
,
, performance tests will be performed during periods .of normal operation rather than periods of '
startup, shutdown, and malfunction. This does not exemptthefacilit)t from compl.iancewith the
BACT limits during those periods, rather it ensures that the test data is obtained during periods
representative of normal operation; There are no .regulatory requirements that initial performance
testing be pelform~d during periods of startup, shutdown, or malfunct~on. The Administrator has
,the ability, however; to reqtliretesting at any time, compliance is in question per 35-11-110(aXvii)
, of the WyoiriingEnVironmentELlQl.Iality
Act. " '
'
.
,",

'J 0) ,

'

.

'

",

Performance testing- EPA ~ommented that Condition,7 requi~es perf~r~ance testing, "within
30 days of achieving maximum design rite btlt nonater than 90 days following initial start-tip in "
, accordance with Chapter 6, Sectiori2(j) oftheWAQSR.' Ifmaximuni design prod1,lctionrate is ,
not achieved within 90 days of start-up, the Administrator may require testing at the rate achieved
and again when maximum rate is achieved." EPA stated that the word "may" is ambiguous anci
, the permit is unclear whether performance testing is, in fact, required within 90 days:
".. .

.:

"

."

.

.

Response - The first part'ofCondition 7, which states "Performance tests shall be conducted,
, within 30 days of achieving maximum design rate but not later than 90 days following initia1
, start-up;" is clear that an initiaIperfonnancete~t has to be ,conducted.\vithin 90 days of startup.
, The second part of this condition, which,states "If maximum design production rate is not
achieved within 90 days of start-Lip, the Administrator may require testing at the rate achieved
and again when inaximum rate is achieved," allows the Administrator the discretion to require a '
second test if the initial performance test is not conducted at the, maximum, design rate.
11)

Equivalent test methods - EPA commented that condition,s 13eB) and 13(E) require testing for
fluoride and sulfuric acid mist and specify testing using EPA test methods or equivalent methods.,
EP A recommended that the conditions be reworded to state, "or equivalent EPA approved test
methods."
" ,

to

Response- Condition 13 requires testing determine. emission rates for pollutants for which no
limits are established and includes the provision to use equivalent methods. Condition 12
requires testing to verify compliance with emission limits and does not include provisions to use
equivalent methods unless they are equivalen~ EPA approved test methods. Emission limits were
not established for fluoride and sulfuric acid mist in the proposed permit but are included in the
final permit as discussed in comment # 1 above. Because emission limits are now included, the
testing requirementS for fluoride and sulfuric acid mist were moved to condition 12 and specify
testing using EP A approved test methods.
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12)

Modeling Analysis for CO - EPA commented that a CO emission rate of 557 Ib/hr was used to
ltlCid.el compliance'with the NAAQS/WAAQS but the potential emissi.ons are shown as 570.2
Ib/hr and that the application should disclose whether startup emissions were considered.

Response - Potential CO emissions cluri,ng normal opel'ati,on are 570.21b/hr based on3,801
MMBtu/hr and the O.15IbJMMBtu emission limit. The Division ran the model at 570.21b/hr and
the rmi.~i~llm impacts increased from Z2. 1·· ~Lg/m3; 8 hour, average and 108.6 /!.g/m 3, 1 hour
average to 22.6 f.Lg/m3, 8 hour average and 111.2 j.lg/m3, 1 hour aVerage. These values are still
well below both the NAAQS/WAAQ~ and PSD Class II Significant Impact Levels (SILs). Basin
estimated worst case CO emissions during cold staliup to be 1112.1 Ib/hr for a one hour period
during thl;: 8th hour of cold startllP. Basin inodeled a 24 hour cold start emissions profile including
this value'fa,r each of the 365 days of the 2002 meteorological data set. Maximum impacts were
still well below both the NAAQS/WAAQS and P8D Class II 81Ls. ,Basiq' ~ubsequently agreed to
use a CEM to demonstrate compliance with the S70.2Ib/hr CO limit and agreed to comply with
tb.e limitat all time~ including startup an,d shutdown. Although there may still be higherl10urly
em,issions during startup and.snutdown;,the lb/hr CO iimit is based ona 30' day rolIingaverage.
I

Basin Electric's agreement to comply with the emission limits at all times applies not only to CO
but to all pot.iutants. Condition 9 was revised to indicate that' emission limits apply afall times
including startup. ,and shutdown.
13)

ModelingAnalysis for SOa - EPA noted that a 3 hour S02 emission limit 0080 Ib/hr and a 30
day rolling S02,emission limit of 304.11b/hr is proposed and commented .that the application
should documenthow the 3, hour limit w,as calculated and ,disclose whether startup conditions
, .
were considered.

Response ~ The 3 hour S02 limit of 3 80 Ib/hr is based on maximum heat input to the boiler of
3,801 MMBtu/ijr and a ~orst case short term emission estimate of 0.1 IbJMMBtu. This limit was
established to show compliance with Wyoming's 3 hour S02 ambi.ent standard and does account
for worst case S02 emissions during c:old startup. Note that the final permit reqllil'es Basin
,Electric tocomply with the emission limits at all times il1cludillgsta~tup and shutdown as
discllssed in the previous response,
IV.

ANALYSIS OF COMl\1ENTS FROM POWDER RIVER BASIN RESOURCE COUNCIL,
WYOMING CHAPTER OF SIERRA CLUB, WYOMING WILDERNESS
ASSOCIATION, WYOMING OUTDOOR COUNCIL, BIODIVERSITY
CONSERVATION ALLIANCE, WESTERN RESOURCE ADVOCATES, AND
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL:

The Division provides the following responses to the comments in the March 28, 2007 letter from
PRBRC et 8J.
.
1)

Public Notice Requirements - PRBRC et al. commented that the Division failed to meet public
notice requirements by not including the degree of increment consumption in all locations.
FRERe et a1. stated that the Division identified the degree ofincrement consumption for S02 at
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the location with.the greatest impact, did not identify the degree of increment consumption for
. NO x or PMlQ, and did not identify the.degree of increment consumption in Class I areas.
Response'-': The February 26,2007 public notice did not include Dry ForkStation's contribution
to increment consumption near the plant for NO x, PM IO, 3 hour S02 arid annual S02 because
modeled concentrations were below the PSD Class II Significant Impact Levels (SILs). The
public notice included the24-hour S02 increment consumption nearthe plant.
The February 26,2007 public notice did not include Dry -Fork Station's contribution to. increment
'. consumption in Class I areas (Wind Cave NP, Badlands NP, and the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Reservation) because modeled concentrations were'below the proposed EPA Class 1 SILs for
NO x, PM 10, 3 hour S02 and annual S02 and the proposed facility did not contribute significantly
to any ofthe modeled 24-hour S02ex.ceedances at the NOlihern Cheyenne Indian Reservation:
A pubIiGhearing was scheduled for Jlm~ 28,2007" and the public comment period was ex.tended ..
through the hearing. The public notice for the hearing included the anticipated degree of
.. increment consumption f6r all pollutants and averaging periods near :the facility and .at Wind
.. . Cave
National Park, Badlands National
Park, and. Northern
Cheyenne Indian
Res.ervation ...
.
.
. .
.
.

'

",

~)

C01 and otherGreenhouse·dases-PRBRCet aL comllientedthatth~ Division failed to"
. address CO 2 and oth~r greenhouse gases and the collateral.impacts of competing BACT '.
. ' \ . technologies (Le. rGcC) including water use, haZardo~swaste,and endangered species:

Response - BACT (BestAvaiiable Control Technology) m'eans "an emissio~ limitation'
... (including a visible. einission standard) based ori the maximum degree of reduction of each
pollutant subject to regulation under [theWAQSR or the Federa.1 Clean Air Act], wl1ich would be'
.. emitted from or which results for [sic] any proposed majol~.stationaiy s.ource or major
modification which the Administrator, on a case-by-c::ase basis, taking into account energy, : .
environmental, and economiC impacts and other costs, detennines is achievable for such source or
modification through application or production processes and available methods, systems; and
techniques; including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for
control of such pollutant." 6 WAQSR § 4(a).
.
.
Wyoming follows EPA's "top-'down" BACT process. The top-down process railks all available
control technologies in descending order of control effectiveness. The most stringent or "top"
alternative is established as BACT unless the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction ofthe
.Divisionthat
technical considerations, or energy; environmental, or. 'economic impacts and other
.
.
costs justify the conclusion that the most stringent technology is not "achievable." If ~
technOlogy is eliminated, then the next most stringent alternative considered until BACT is
reached. See New Source Review Workshop Manual, EPA (Draft Oct. 1990).

is

!

..,/

The Division considers collateral impacts only when comparing tvvotechnically and
economically feasible control options designed to control regulated NSR pollutants. "Regulated
NSR pollutant" means: (i) any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality standard has'
been promulgated and ~ny constituents or precursors for such pollutants identified by the EPA
Administrator; Oi) any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under section III of
the Federal Clean Air. Act; (iii) any Class I or II substance subject to .a standard. promulgated
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under or established by Title VI of the· Federal Clean Ail' Act; or, (iv) any pollutantthat otherwise
is subject to I'egulationun.der the Federal Clean Air Act, excep~ that any or all hazardous air
pollutants either listed in section 112 of the Federal Clean Air' Act or added to the list pursuant to
section 112(b)(2) of the Federal Clean All' Act. which have not been delisted pursuant to section
I12(b)(3) of the Federal Clean Ail' Act, are riot "regulated NSR pollutants" unless the listed
hazardous air pollutant is also r~gulated as a c0nstituellt 01' precursor' of a general pollutant listed
under section 108 ofthe Federal Clean Air Act. 6 WAQSR § 4(a). As discussed in the response
to public comment #2, CO2 and other greenhouse gases do not meet the definition of "regulated
NSR pollutants" at this time. Basin Electdcdid consider collateral impacts for the feasible
contl'Ol options evaluated for a PC boiler.
3)

Future COl Regulation - PRBRC et,al. commented that the Division must .considel· collateral
costs' of future C02 regulation .in the BACT analysis.
Response - It is not feasible to consider speCUlative future costs in the E}ACTpl'ocess, The
Division notes,. however, ~hat.IGCC does·not inherently include CO2 capture and pc technology
does not preclude it. It i.s possible to captl,lre. Co'2 emissions with add~on control rechnology from
either typ~offl:lGility shou-l~ CO2 be90me regu:l::tted pollutant the future; Also seethe
response to public comment #2.

a

4)

in

IGCC - PRBRC .et al: c.ommented that the Division must consider' applicatIon of production
processes and availab.1e methods, systems, and techniques to lowel' airborne contaminants (i.e.
IGCC).
.
Response - The end result of the BACT pl'OC~Ss is 1:111 emission limitation for each. l:egu Iated NSR
. pollutant; The BACT process is ctll;t~upted on acase-by-case, site and source SPecifiq manner,
eval uatillg. energy ,envirOnmental, andeco!1omicil1ipacts and other costs of permit 'conditions to
be imposed to ensure the proposed facility uses emission control systems that represent BACT.
BACT may involve the application of production pi'ocesses and a:vailahle met~ods, systems, and
techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion technique.s to
control emissions. See 6 W.A,QSR § 4(a). The pe~mit conditions to he imposed on the facility are
not intended to redefine the facility, but are imp0sed on the facility proposed or defined by the
applicant. The Division's BACT review distinguishes elements inherent to the proposed facility
for reasons independent from air quality permitting from those elements that maybe changed to
achi~ve emission reductions without requiring a redefinition of the proposed facility. Although
the Division may request an. applicant to consider other types of facilities, the BACT process does
not require the Division to redefinetbe facility.
.
Basin's Dry Fork Station permit application was for a mine-mouth coal fired electric power
generating station, including Ol1e PC boiler rated at 385 MW (net). The scope ofthe BACT
analysis and the i'ange of contl'OJ measures considered is driven by the definition of the proposed
facility. The particular inherent design characteristics of the proposed facility are an important
part:ofBACT. The permit oonditions evaluated and imposed by the Division are a result of the
BACT process for such a facility, not a redefined facility. A PC boiler combusts coal- coal is
the fuel. IGeC is afundamentally differelit process and technology than a PC boiler; requiring
the conversion of coal to a synthetic gas for combustion in a gas turbine - the Synthetic gas is the
fuel.
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Although the Division is not requIred to consider technologies that would redefine the source and,
therefore, did not require Basin Electric to consider IGCC in its BACT analysis, Basin
.
nevertheless evaluated IGCC as discussed in the response to comment #5 below.

IGee - PRBRC et al. commented that IGeC is an available technology and must be evaluated as

5)

part of BACT:
.'

. . .

..

.'

Response - As discussed above, IGCC is a fundamentally different technology than a PC boiler
· and the BACT process does not require the Division to redefine the source .. Consequently, the
Division did not specify that IGCCbe included as part ofthe BACT analysis. Although not
required for BACT, Basin Electric did evaiuate alternate technologies for generating electridt)' in
· a 2005 document entitled, "Coal Power Plant Technology Evaluation for Dry Fork Station,'"
· November 1, 2005, prepared for Basin Electric byCH2M HILL. This docllment is included .iri
.. Attachment B.

~eet

The evaluation in Attachment 13 conchidesthatIGCe plants are not proven t6
the.
.
· availability and capacity requirements necessary for a baseload uhit. Bas'in Electric reqliires a .
minimum availability of90% anda minimum capacity factor of 85% in order to meet projected '..
· electrical demand. Ofthe four coal based laCC plants in the world, ,none have achieved these
levels of operation. Additionally, of the four IGCC plants in existence, none are greater than300
.MW, none bum sub~bituminbus coal, and none are at high altitude .. BaSin Electric was, therefore,
unable toobtairt an acceptable p~rfcirmance guarantee for art IGCC .plant. . ...
.'.

\
j

Supercritical Boiler -PRBRC et al. commented that the Divisionfailed to evaluate
.supercritics.l orultra-supercriticalbo iler:

6)
·

.

' , '

.

'.'

.

. .

"

a
.

Resp~nse ~A s~percritical boiler requires a completely different boiler arld turbine desigTl.

As
previously discussed, the BACT process does not require the Division to redefine the source.
Consequently, the Division did not specify that supercritical or ultra-supercritical boilers be
included as pali of the BACT analysis.
. .'
.

In the August 30, 2007 Final Statement of Basis for the Deseret Power Electric Cooperative
· Bonanza Power Plant, EPA Region VIII stated that, "The use of supercritical pressure in a power
plant affects the design of all components within the plant cycle, boiler, turbine, pumps, etc. The.
steam cycle is based on available turbine designs. The boiler and other equipment are desigTled to
.meet thesteain cycle defined by the turbine.". Neverthel.ess,.Region VIII concluded that it is .
appropriate to considersupercritical technology, as.a technology transfer control option under
step one of the top;..down BACT analysis. While the Division recognizes that a reviewing agency
is not precluded from considering a technology that redefines the source, the Division is not
required to consider such technologies as discussed in the response to 'comment #4 above. EPA
Region VIII also recognized that the. smallest supercriticai pressure steam turbines available are
· for power plants in the range of 500 MW. .
Although not required for BACT, Basin Electric evaluated both subcritical and supercritical PC
boilers in a 2005 document entitled, "Coal Power Plant Technology Evaluation for Dry Fork
Station," November: 1, 2005, prepared for Basin Electric by CH2M HILL. This document
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discusses the efficiency improvements with supercritical boilers and indicates that improvements
in the net he~t rate. (Btu/MW), of 2.0 to 3.0% are typical for PC bailel's above 500 MW but less for
smaller boilers, A):lditionally, this unit is designed to operate at higher temperature and pressure
than older sub critical units l'esultjng in an improvement. in the net heat l'~te of approximately 2%.
As a result, Basin Electl"ic estimates less than 0.5% difference between the net heat rate fOl'this
. unit ,and a supercritical boiler. Additionally, a sllpercritical turbinein this size range would be a
one of a kind application requl~ing significant up fi'ont design and engineering costs.
.,
Alternatively, a larger than necessary high pressure turbine element could be used but this would
further d,iminish ·any improvements in efficiency. The document concludes that a supercritical
boiler is not appropri!ite for a b9iler ofthis size.

7a)

A~eragingTirnes - PRBRC et al. commented th~t the averaging times for BACT. limits mLlst be
equal 01' shorter'than
the averaging
periods for
NAAQS and PSD illcrelnel1t.
..' .
.
.
.
"

'.

' .

,

Respo~se - The averaging periods for both NAAQS andpSD·i~crement are: annu.al for "NOx;
8-hour and I-hour for CO; annual, 24-hour, and 3-hour for S02; and annual and 24-hour for
PM IO • There is an, annua\..lhnit for NOx, a 3-hour limit for S02. and a 6~hour limit for PM w (three
120 minut~ tests):, These are ail equal or ll?ss than tbe, averaging times {or NAAQS and PSD
increment. The Ib/ivllvIBtu limit for CO is ·a 3-hour limit which ill less than the averaging period
for the 8..houl' standard but longer than the l .. hour standard. A shorter averaging time isnot
necessary for CO. the n;taximum l-~ou.r concentrations modeled for staltup conditions, with an
emission rate almost double the 3-hour limit (1112,1 Ib/hr vs. 570.2 Ib/hr), were still befow the
PSD Ciass II Significant ImpactLev~ls (SILs). Additionally, EPA's (~ference method to
determine compliance with the Ib/MMBtu CO emission limit is based on the average of three 1hour tests, .
7b)

NOx Lirnit- PRBRC et ai. commented that the limitafor NOX: don't reflect the maximum
reduction that could be' achieved. The comment stated that!l- NOx emission level of 0.015
IblMMBtu C?ould be met~ssuming anell1ission rate from the boiler ofO . 1S Ib/MMBtu llsing low
NOx,bU1'llers and overfire air and an SCR control efficiency of90%.
. .

Response - The Division believes that the NO x limits do reflect the maximum reductions that
can be achieved on a cOl1tinuou~ basis, Th.e Q.05.lb/M!v[Btu limit is the lowest BACT limit of
wbich the Division is aware and is equivalent tQ recent Lowest Achievable Emission Rate
(LAER) emission limits set in non-attainment areas, There aretechnical ifisueS with trying to
achieve a lower emission level including additionaL atnmonia slIp, deactivition of the catalyst and
plugg:;tge of the downstream air heater due toamrnonium sulfate and ammonium bisulfate,
additional sulfuric acid mist emissions, and increased particulate matter emissions as discussed on
page 8 of the analysis. The Division concluded that achieying emission levels below 0.05
lb/MMBtu 011 a continuous basis is not technically feasible at this time.
7c.1)

S02 Limit - :PRBRC et al. commented that the limits for S02 don't reflect the maximum
reduction that could be achieved because the Newl~0l1t Nevada TS, power plant permit has a
lower S02 emission limit. The comment also stated that spray dryer absorbers can generally
achieve greater than 90% S02 removal and that the Division must set a requirement for r.emoval
efficiency due to the variability in coal sulfur cOlltent.
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Resp~nse- The Division believes that the SOl limits do reflect the maxim tim reductions that can
be achieved on a continuous basis. As discussed in the response to Public Comment #4 and NPS'
'coinment#5a, the final permit limits S02 emissions to 0.070 Ib/MMBtu, 12 month rolling,
average, based on a circu1ating dry scrubber (CDS). With the exception of the 0.065 Ib/MMBtu
limit for the Newmont Nevada TS power piant, O.070Ib/MMBtu is the lowest BACT limit of
which the Division is aware. The Newmont Nevada TS power plant has not been constructed and'
Basin ElectriC evaluated the control efficiencies necessary to meet these pennit limits over the
range creoal properties expected for the TS power plant. Basin Electric concluded that the spray
dryer absorber (SDA) would have to operate at a level equal to or greater than its technical
,
,capabilities in order to meet the 0.065 Ib/MMBtu l i m i t . '
The Division agrees that a spray dryer absorber (SDA) can generally achieve greater than 90%
S02 removal. In fact"the proposed permit'witIi a 0.08 IblMMBtu emission limit would require
the SDA to achieve.anaverage control efficiency of 92,.4% based on an uncontrolied emi~sion
rate of 1;055 .Ib/MMBtu (based on 0.47% sulfur content, 7800 Btu/lb, and the AP-42 emission
factor).; The finil permit limitis 0'.0'70 IblMMBtu using a circulating dry scrubber (CDS) as
,prevIously discussed .. This resultS in an averagecontr61,efficien~yof93.4%.'
'

an:

, Ther~,isno requirement to s.et a removal efficiency in addition to emissions limitation. The
PSD regulations define BACT as an emissions limitation based on the maximum degree of
.reduction that.isachievable and· reasonable. 'The permit contains such an emissions limitation.
, 'The actual control efficiency wiH vary with coal sulfur content. Control efficiencies are higher
with higher sulfur content coal. When burning coal with a low sulfur 'content, ,the control,·
equipment is not capable of achieving the same l'eiTIoval efficiency even though IblMMBtu
emissions may be less.
'
.
70.2)' . Hg Limit - PRBRC et al. commented that thelimits for Hgshould' be based on a top d~wn,
, BACT analysis and don't reflect the maximum reduction that c~lUld be achieved; The comment'
went on to say thatthe petmitshould require at least 9,0'% control efficiency resulting ioan
emissions limitation between 6.26x 10~6 and 1O.02x 10-6 Ib/MW-hr.
'
Response -A top down BACT analysis for Mercury is n.otreqtiired under the PSD regulations.
However, a BACT analysis was performed under WAQSR Chapter 6, Secti0l12.' '
Mercury control is an ev.olving technology and control ~fficjencies are site spedfic depending on, '
coal properties and control devices used for ,other pollutants. Thepermlt requires Basin Electric
to install a mercury control system within 90 days of startup and perform' a one year optimization, '
. study with a target level of20x 1.0-6 Ib/MW-hr. The target level is to ensure that Basin Electric
evaluates levels specified in other recent permits. The Division will reopen the permit and
establish a final BACT emission limit based on the maximum reductions that can be achieved
considering technical feasibility and cost. The final emission limit may be higher or lower than
20x} 0.6 (0.000020) IbIMW-hr. See also the responses to Public Comment #1, NPS comment #5e,
, and Basin Electric comment #3.
7d)

BACT Limits for VOC, Sulfuric Acid Mist, and Ammonia - PRBRC et at commented that
the Division must impose BACT limits for these pollutants.
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Response - The final permit includes BACT emission limits of 0.0037 Ib/MMBtu fa!' VOC,
O.0025Ib/MMBtu for sulfuric acid mist, and 10 ppm (19.6Ib/hr) for ammonia. A.l~o see. the
responses to EPA coinments # land #2 above.
7e)

Visible.Emission Limit.,... PRBRC et a1. commented that the Division failed to propose a visible
. emission limit reflective of BACT and that Continuous Opacity Mql1itors (COMs) al'e required to
.ensure continuous compliance.
Response:"" WAQSR Chapter 3; Section 2 limits opacity to 20% and this limit is irl.Cluded in the
permit. As stated by PRBRC, the definition of BACT cO)ltains the phrase "ill.chlding a visible
emission standard." It is the Division's position that this phrase allows but does not require an
.opacity lilnit other than the20% limit. Opacitycanilot be directly correlateG! to pal1:iculate
emissions. Therefore, it is not feasible to perform a BACT analysis on visible emissions and any
limit other than 20% w.ould be arbitrary. Basin Electric is planning to.inst~1l;C6Ms in 0rder to
comply with NSPS SUbpartDa. This subpart requires either COMs or PM Continuous Emission
Monitors (CEMs).

8)

Condensible PMlO - PRBRC et .at. commented that the Divisibn must impose a limit on total
PM-Hi (filteni.ble·+ condensible) or must model at an uncontrolled rate,·
Response.;..; There are no methods to control condensible PM 1Q, and therefore it is not feasible to
perform a BACT analysis or set 'emission limits on the total condensibles, Te:sting will be
required for the Dry Fork Project for both filterable and condensible PM IO, and the Division will
.assess the need for additional modeling based all the test results. The Division is imposing a
0.0025 IblMMBtu limit on H2S04 emissions as discussed in the response~ to" EPA cpmment.# 1
and Basin Electric comment #1. The Division is also impOSing a. 2.62 lb/hr limit on fluoride
em iss ions. These twopcHlufants comprise nearly 65% ·Of the ·condensible PM, 0from the Dry Fork
boiler, as estimated by B~inElectric. Also see the responses toNPScomments #5c and'7:

9)

PM2•5 - PRBRC et al. commented that the Division must .address PM2,S.
Response - The memo referred to in the: comlnents (Intei'im Implementation ofNSR
Requirements for PM2•S) states that it is administratively impl'actical:to implement PSD
permitting for PM2.~ at-this time and PM IO should be used as a sUlTogate until appropriate
monitoring and modeling' tools, ar'e available for PM2.5. The memo states that; .in the interim, the
significance level for PM2.5 is 15 tpyofPMio. The Division is following the guidance in this
memo and PM 10 'emissionsare addressed in the analysis. N0te that on September 21,2007, the
EPA proposed PSD rules for PM2.5 in 72 Fed. Reg. 54112, 54138-39.

10)

Design Parameters - PRBRC et al. comm~nted that the proposed permit fails to include any
conditions regarding the design of the source and states that the perm.itmust identify the type of
boiler, maximum heat input, generating capacity, contl'Ol equipment, and I?missioll limitations that
reflect BACT.
Response ~ Condition 2 of the proposed pennit states that the substatltivecommit1).1~nts and
descriptions set forth in the application are enforceable conditions of the permit. The proposed
permit contains emission limitations that reflect BACT.
.
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11 a)

24-Hour S02 Increment - .PRBRC et al. commented that Basin Electric's Class I area.S02
modeling analysis predicted violations of the 24-hour SOl increment at the Northern Cheye~ne
. Indian Reservation and the Division cannot issue the permit because Dry Fork would contribute .
to violatio~s of the S02 increments at.the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation Class i area.

Response - Wyoming's PSD regulations require the Division review rriajor source facility

applications to ensur~ that emissions from the proposed facility will not cause or contribute to an
exceedance of ambient air quality standards or violation of anyPSD air quality increment. 6
WAQSR §§ 2 and 4.. An "increment" is the maximum allowable increases in the concentration
of a palticular pollutant above a baseline. 6 WAQSR § 4(b)(i)(A)(I). Wyoming has iricrements·
for P.M, S02, and NO x. 6 WAQSR § 4, Table 1: The allowable level of incrernental change in
ambient air quality is more stringent in Class I than Class II areas.· .
..
.

\

./

.

" ' : '

"

"

.

'.

.

. Analyzing whether a proposed facility will likely 'cause or contribute' to a violation of the PSD ..
. allowable increment is conducted by-computer modeling and pro.ceeds in stages. See 40 C.F.R.
part 51, App. W. Air Quality regulatory. agencies may exempt de minimis situations ."whe·nthe
burdens of regulation yield a gain of trivial or no value." See AlabamaPower v. Castle, 636- F2d
323, 360-61 (D~C.Cir. 1979). In 1996, EPA proposed the use of Significant Impact.Levels (SILs)·
. . asS: screenil1g tool todetermine whether a proposed facility would cause or contribute to a
.
. violation ofa Class I increment. See 61 Fed. Reg. 38,249;38291-92 (July 23, 1996). Altho"ugh
..·EPA has not finalized these regulations, EPA, Wyoming and other states llse the ClaSs I SIts
routinely in permitting actions. See Groce v. Dep't ofEnvtz." Prot., 921· A.2d 567 (PA. Commw .•.
Ct. 2007) (upholding Pennsylvania's use of EPA's proposed Class I SILs), Refinement of .
Increment Modeling Procedures (Proposed Rule) 72 Fed. Reg. 31372,31377-78 (June 6.
i007)(descr'ibing EPA guidance and recognizing that currentmodeling practice includes
comparing nlodel results to significant impact levels); PSD rulesjor PM2.5 (Proposed Rule), 72'
Fed. Reg. 54112,54.138-39 (Sept. 21, 2007)(settingforth EPA guidance and legal basis fonlse of
SILs).·
.
. ..
.
.

.

.

Since 1996, the Divisio.n has relied on the EPA proposed Cl~ss (SILs as a screening tool tq
evaluate the ail' quality impact of proposed facilities on PSD increment. The Division has found
the SILs to be a practical means of defining "significant" and "contribution." Requiring the
applicant demonstrate that projected emissions will not cause significant deterioration recognizes
that some level of non-zero emission is permissible. The Division recognizes that merely because
a computermodeJ can generate an extremely small number does not make it significant-the key
is whether the number indicates significant air quality impacts or de minimis impacts .. If the
modeled impacts are de minimis, i.e. less than the SIL, the permit applicant is generally not
required to conduct a cumulative modeling analysis. However, if the modeled impacts are greater
than the SIL, the Division requires a.more extensive, time-consuming and costly cumulative
modeling analysis to demonstrate that the proposed facility will not cause or contribute to an
increment violation. The use of SILs provides the D.ivision with a reasonable method to evaluate .
the proposed facility's impact on the allowable PSD increment.·
.
Basin Electric's permit application utilized the EPA proposed Class I SILs to demonstrate that its
proposed facility would not contribute significantly to any of the modeled S02 increment
.
./
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violations at the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation (NCIR) at those receptors and time
periods which the CALPUFF model predicted would occur.
The Division compared the results of Basin's modeling analysis to the Class r SILs and
determined that no additiona.l modeling was necessary. The Division's analysis concluded that
the Dry Fork project does not contribute significantly to any of the modeled S02 increment
violations at the NCIR. Because the Dry Fork faciIit)! would ndt cause 01' contribute to a violation
oHhe .SOi il'lcremenNl.t the ~C1R, the Divisimunayissue the permit ..
;

11 b)

.

Comment - PRBRG et a1. also commented that the .Class I SO,,_ increment analysis did not
. ;iriclude all S02 sources and that Basin Electl'ic.'only modeled the 90 th percentile maximum 3-hour
and 24·hollr S02 emission l'ates from Colstrip Uriits 3 and 4, rather than the maximum 3-houl' and
24-hour average emission rates.
Re~lpOilSe -

In the initial Class I modeling analyses of Dry ForkS02 impacts at Northern
Cheyenne Indi'an Reserva.tion (NCIR)i the model predicted S02 impactfrom Dry Fork-was
greater thaii the3-hoor: and 24:-hour CLass. ISILs for SOi at NCIR, As 1]. result, the.DivisiQl1
required .i3asil1·Electric to conduct cuni.ulativeSO'2 Class 13'..houl' and24~ho.l!r increment
cOl'l.s!lmption analyses at :NCIR.
FbI' the cUinulativeanalysis, the applicant modeled 802 .emission sources locat~dwith.in a300 km

radh,ls of the NCIR, which is considered' as the practical limit for CALPUF'F in the current .EPA
guidan6e'docuinent; Guideline 'on Air Quality Models. The .emissions inventory modeled
inoltidedsoutces located in southernMontal'la, northern Wyoming, and southwest North Dakota.
The onlY'source in North Dakota located within 300 km of the NGIR was iilGluded in the.
analysis; the GascoYJ1e.Generatin:g Stati'Ol'i,a coal.~ftred power plant, Sources hi Montana'include
C6lstripUnJtS' 3 and 4,R0cky Mountain Power (Hardin), Rocky Mbuntain Ethanol, .Colstrip
Energy Limited Partnership, and Roundup Powei' Project Unit::; 1 and 2. Wyoming sources
include WYGEN Units 1,2, and 3, Neil Simpson Units 1 and 2, Two Elk Unit 1, and the
proposed KFx Ft Union plant. One Wyoming source was not included in the cumulative S02
in~teri1e\1tconsuinption allalysis at the NCIR;the Neil Simpson Unit 1 source; a coal-fir~d power
plant In Wyoming that was constl'ucted in. 1969, prior to the major sourc~ baseline dat.e for S02 of
Janual'Y 6" 1975. Additionally, four small sourcesofS02 were idel'ltified in South Dakota.
, However,because these· sources have low 802 emissions and th~ large distance between these
sOUi"ces and the NCIR,·these sources· of SOi were not included in the cumulative Class I.area
inCl'emerit consumption analysis.
Initially, Basin El'ectric modeled all S02 sources using allowable short-term S02 emission rates,
except for Units 3 and 4 at the Colstrip power plant in Montana, which were, modeled at the 90 th
pel'centile of actual emissions, based on actual emissions data from 2003 and 2004. The Division
required Basin Electric to model all sources at the respective shorHerm S02 permitted emission
rates, and the revised S02 incr.ement analyses submitted have included the two sources at the
. Colstrip facility modeled at the permitted 3-hour and 24·hour ~mission rates. Modeling th~ shortterm permitted S02 emission rates for Colstrip Units 3 and 4, as submitted in the permit
application, and subsequ€}nt revisions, does yield predicted S02 concentrations that are greater
than the 24·hour Class I S02' increment of 5 ug/m3, for both 2002 and 2003.
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In their response to this comment, Basin Electric submitted a revised cumulative S02 increment
consumption analysis for the NCIR llsing revised S02 emission rates for the Colstrip facility · Units 3 and4, based on the annual average S02 emission rates obtained from the USEPA Clean
Air Markets web page. Basin Electric states in their response that modeling the revised S02
emission rates for CoLstrip Units 3 and 4, alone, and in combination with the other S02 sources
modeled, the highest 24-hour S02 concentration at the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation did
3
.'.
.
:
not ex.ceed the Class I.S02 increment. of 5 ug/rn .
12)

Soils and Vegetation - PRBRC et hl. commented that a complete analysis is required for the
.. impact on soils and vegetation.
.

..

' .

'

. .

.

Response - A soils and vegetation analysis was. prepared by CH2M HILL and discussed in
section7.8.2 'ofthe November 2005 application. As discllssed in the analysis; oats and 9arley.
were identified by the applicant as sensitive vegetation in the near vicinity the :proposed Dry
Fork power plant. A modeling analysis was performed to evaluate 3-hour foliar effects of NO x
. and S02 on oats. Results of this analysis show the individual NOx and S02 impacts are below ?%
· of the reference concentration known to' cause foliar injury to. oats.· .
. .
.

of

.. A June 20, 200T document, "Dry Fork Stati~n
QuaJitY Impacts to' Soils and Vegetation"
. provides additional information and is included .as Attachrhent·C.Thi& cl:o'cuinent discusses. that a
. specific search was made for information regarding soils and vegetation in the area and
.
documents that" for sensitive speCies, modeled concentrations. of p()llutants know-nta be.
potentially ·hwful were compared With concentrations which harm might occui·. The analysis .
· concluded tliat there would be no harril..·
'.. .
. .

Air

at

\

j .

discus~es

· This document also'
endangered speCies and notes thatthe only endangered species' '.. '.
identified as potentially occmrring in the area, the. Ute ladies' ~tressesorchid,. was not found during •
a site survey. It further states that multiple threats were identified for thespedesbut none related.
· to air quality. .
.
.
. .
..
..
.

V~.

. . . . .

.'

ANALYSIS OF Co.MMENTS FROM THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE:'

The Division provides the following responses. to the coml11ents in the March 28, 2007 letter from the
National Park Service (NPS).
..
..
.
1)

Notification Requirements - The NPS commented that 40 CFR52.21 (p)(1) requires all
information to be submitted to the FLM within 30 days of receipt and at least 60 days prior to
. hearing. The NPS further commented that the Division did not provide the public notice,
analysis, and draft permitconditions until publication ofthe public 'notice and that the Federal
Land Manager (FLM) should have been provided the. opportunity to submit a visibility arialysis
within30 days of the Division's preliminary determination and before announcing·the public
. hearing.
Response- The provisions of 40 CFR § 52.21 only apply to major stationary sources proposing
to construct on Indian Reservations in Wyoming or that received their DEQIAQD permit prior
to September 6,1979; 40 CFR § 52.2630(b). The permit review notice requirements for all
located Chapter 6 of
other major stationary· sources proposing to construct in Wyorriing

are
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the Wyoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations (WAQSR). The Basin DryFork Station
application is for anew major stationary source, so the requirements of Chapter 6 of the
WAQSRapply.
Within thirty days of receiving notice of a PSD permit application for a p~oposed facility which
may affe.ct visibility in a Federal Cla.ss I 'area, th~ Qivision, nJ,ust notify the fLM. 6. WAQSR §
2Cn)(ii). On June 30, 2005, in advance of receiving a formal permit application, the Division
began the process of notifying theFLMs of this potential new major SOlt'rce when the Division
sent a Class I Modeling Protocol to the NPS; followed by a pre-application meeting. on August 4,
2005 attended by the NPS. On September 22,2005. the Division also sent the NPS a copy of the
revised Class I Area modeling protoco[otltlining the ambient air impact analyses to be conducted
for the project.
Within thirty days of receiving. a major stationary sotlrce permit application ,supject to PSD
requirements, but il0t laterthart sixty days befQrethe Division's public notice qf its proposed
decision, the Division is requited toprovide.wrLtten notice to FLMs whose Cl1;l.sS I.areas may be
affected by emissions from the proposed facility,· 6 WAQSR§ 2(1).)'.. rhi,s notic:e includ~s ..
information relevant to the permit application including "an analysis of the anticipated impacts on
air quality and visibility" in the Federal Glass I a,Fe.a. The Division received Basin's Dry Fork
Pel'mit Application on November 1.0, 20.05 and sent a copy to the NPS on November lA, 2.005.
Basin's application included an analysis OfliJ;lticipated impacts on air quality and visibility, .

.

.

.

Additionally, no.l.atel' than sixty days after the Divisio{l'scompleteness determination. the .
Division must reach and publish its proposed decision approving, conditionally approving, or
denying the permit appliqation. 6 WAQSR § 2(g), The rules also require the Division send its
proposed decision and al}a;lYsisto specifiC) persons, including F.LMs whose lands maybe ;.
significantly affected by emissions from the prop.ose~facility, and make'the prop'os~d d~clsion
.and analysisl;tvailable for a thilty day public comment period and an opportunity for the public to
request a hearing. 6 WAQSR § 2(m). 011 August 18,2006, the Division notified the NPS that
Basin's application was complete and also sent additional information the Division had received
from Basin On March 3, June 14, July 12, and July 14,2.0.06, The Division provided its proposed
decision and analysis to the NPS on February 22, 2007. The public comment period started on
February 27,2.007 al1d was origina.lly scheduled to end on March
. 28, 2007. but was continued
.
until the conclusion of the June 28,2007 public hearing. The Divisioncon~ludes that it has
provided the NPS with the opportunity to submit a visibility analysis both prior to and during the
four'month public comment period; The Division notes that the NPS provided to the Division a
visibility analysis 011 March 28,'2007 and a revised visibility analysis on June 28, 2007 and the
Division does not need to re-open the comment period.
2) Impact on Wind Cave NP - The NPS commented that the proposed Dry Fork project emissiolls
would significantly itnpactvisibility at Wind Cave NP, and the results of the Dry FOl'k visibility
analysis indicate the need for fUlther review. The NPS cqmmented that the visibility analysis
should be revised to reflect the higher estimates provided by the National Park Serv.ice.
Response- The NPS has developed methods to estim1;l.te emission rates for each specie that
comprises PM JO emissions from coal-fired boilers. The NPS references AP-42 (Table 1.1-5 and
Table 1J -6) as the basis for estimating their total condensable, organic condensable fractiOll, and
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inorganic condensable fraction ofPM 1o emissions. The emission factors in AP-42 have ratings, .
which reflect the quality of the data, as well. as the quantity of data that were used to develop.the
emission factors. The rating scale spans the values of A-E. A rating of A is considered by EPA
to be excellent, in that the data used to develop the emission factor were based on high quality
source test data from randomly chosen facilities in the industry to minimize variability, whereas a
rating ofE is considered by EPA to be poor, in that the data.used to develop the emission factor
were developed from C and D rated test data from very few facilities, and there may be reason to
suspect that the selected facilities tested do not represent a random sample ofthe industrY, and the.
emission factor data may contain variability within the source category population. The emiss'ion
factor rating for the total PM IO condensable emissions calculated by the NPS for pulverized~coal
fired boilers has a rating of E, arid the eJiJ.ission, factor ratings for the organic condeIisable .
fraction, and the. inorganic condensable fraction of PMIQ emissions from pulverized-coal fired
boilers were listed as ND, which means no data were available.
Basin Electric caicuiatedPM1b condensable emission rates based cmvi:mdor-specific PM 1o '
· emission factors, which were Cl,erived from coal analyses using actual coal samples. This is
consisterit with theDivisicm'spolicy of using vendor guarantees as a primary sour:ce of data to·
calculate emis~ion~; and using AP-42 when higher quality data is available .. Large differences'
. exist betvveenthe cond.ensable PMioemission rates calculated by the NPS arid Basin Electric. due
. to' the differenfemission·factors'used in those calculations, with the AP-42 emission factors
..
.' '.' yielding much higher PMio c()ncie~sable emissions.· Testing will be required for the Dry Fork
. Prpjectfor .both filterable and condensible PM 10 and the Division will. aSsess the rieed for
additional modeling based on the test results. Also see tlIeresponse to NPS comment #8.

no

'. BasinElectri6cond~cted.reYised CALPUFFvisibilitymo.delingf6r the proje~tba.sed on the finai .
emission rates for NO x (0.05 IbIMMBtu), S02 (O.101b/MMBtu, 37hour avg.), and H2S04 (0.0025.....
IbIMMBtu).At the request of the Division, the modeling was conducted using three methods '.' .
within the CALPOST program; Method 2, Method 6, and a modified Method 6 that used aerosol
· backgl'ound concentrations and relative humidity functions from the. Division's BART modeling
· protocol and.a 98 th percentile cutofffortheresults. The results of the revised modeling, which
reflect all three years of meteorological data that were modeled, ar.e presented in the table below:
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CALPOST

Class.! Ar.ea

CALPOST
Method 2

M~thod.6

CALPOST
, M~thod6

(modifi.ed)

1
0

0

5.2

3.5

0
0

0
0

4.9.

2.4

2

0
0

Wind Cave NP (2001-2003)

6
O.
8. 0

Da,ys> 5% .
Days> 10%
Maximum %

. .

0

'

.

Badlands NP(2001-2003)

Days> 5%
Days> 10%
Maximum %

0

0
4;9

NCm. (2001-2003

Days> 5%
Days> 10% .
MaXimuin %

5
1.

1
12.2

. 30.0

.,
.:'
. . ReservatIOn
NCIR = Northern Cheyenne IndIan

3)

..

2.7 .
,

IGCc; - The NPS commented that the anf1,lysis should consider !Gee..
. Response - See the responses to PRBRe et al.. comments #4,.and 5;

4)

Supercritical Boiler .... The NPS commented that the analysis should consider supel'critical and
ultra-supel'critical bollers.
:

.

.

Response- See the response to PRBRC 'etaL comment#6.
Sa)

8,02 Control- TheNPS comment.ed thatS02 is controlled better at other facilities using dry
FGD such as Newmont Nevada and at several proposed facilities using wet FGD..

Response -,. The NPS compared the control effichmcy of the dtyFGD system at Dry Fork Station
to three facilities bumillg low sulfur coal (Newmont Nevada, L8 Power-White Plnes, and L8
Power-High Plains) and three facilities using high sulfur coal (Sitlle-Desert Rock, Sierra PacificEly, and FPL-Glades). Th~ comparison to the three units burning high sulfur coal is not relevant
because FGD units are more efficient with higher sulfur loading as discussed in the response to
PRBRC et al. comment 7c.1. The emission limit in the final permit is 0.070 IbIMMBtu as
discussed in the responses to public comment 4 and PRERe et al. comment 7c.1. This results in
an annual average control efficiency of 93 .4%, which is equivalent to L8 Power-High Plains and
higher than that for Newmont Nevada (93.1 %) and L8 Power-White Pines (93.2%).
The NPS commented that the three facilities using high sulfur coal are controlled with wet FGD
and have lower Ib/MMBtu emission limits. The Division agrees that wet FGD pl"Ovides better
control for higher sulfur coals. An EPA report, ConfJ"olling S02 Emissions: A Review of
Technologies, concludes that control efficiencies for wet and dry FGD are essel}.tially identical for
facilities using low sulfur Powder River Basin coal. This is consistent with discussions the
Division has had with FGD vendors and other electric utilities. Additionally, the three facilities
burning high sulfur coal are all 750 MW units or larger and use a supercritical boiler. This results
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in a higher efficiency and lower IbfMMBtu emissions. As discussed in the response to PRBRC et
al. comment 6, Basin Electric evaluated a supercritical boiler and determined that it is not
appropriate for a boiler of this size.
'
5b)

lb/MW-hr NO x Emissions - The NPS commented that Ib/MW-hr NO x emissions are higher
, than Florida Powerand Light's Glades Power Plant due to the higher efficiency of the Glades
, boilers.
'
,
"
,

'

'

Response- The 0.05 Ib/MMBtu NOxlimit for Dry Fork Station is the lowest lb/MMBtu limit
the Division is aware of for aPC boiler. The boilersthat were proposed for the Glades project are
" somewhat more efficient as they are much larger (980MW) supercritical boilers. The Division
notes that the Florida'Public Service Commission rejected the Glades project onJul1e 5, 2007
b,ecaus'e they did not consider it ec'onomically feasible. '
,'"
"
,

'

As discussed in :th~ response to PRBRC et al. comments 4 and 6, a superc~itical boilel: requires a
~omplete1y different boiler and turbine design and the BACT process does not require the
Division to, redefine the source. Although not required for BACT,B~sin Electric evaluated a, ,,'
, "supercritical' bojler. as discussed in the response to PRRR.C et at comment 6., and determined that
it is not appropriate for a boiler ofthis size. .'
'"
.
"
. ..'
.
'. 5c)"
-\ -:

)

PM IO EmissIon Limits -The NPS ,coinmentedthat tbere:i~no 'limit prop.osed for condensible . '
• ,PM lO and they are,awate ofthreeproje.cts(Sithe's DeseltRock NM, Sithe,~.s Toqoup NV, and .•
North AmericanPower Group's Two Elkexpartsion) with ibwer proposed emission IimitsJor, '
'
.
..,.
filterablePM 1o • ".
.

.

.

.

.'

.

.

" .

, Response- As discussed in the ~esponses to PRBRC et'al. comment. 8 and NPS comment 7;
there are no methods to control condensible PM IO , and therefore it is not feasible to perfonn a
BACT analysis or set emIssion limits for condensible PMio. Ambient air quality modeling was
performed including condensible PMIO arid testing is reqllired. The Division will assess the need •
for additional modeling based on the testresults.
.

filte~~biePMlo

of~hichthe

. 0.012 Ib/MMBtl,! is the lowest demonstrated
limit
Division is aware.
The proposed permit for Sithe's Des~rt Rock NM facility does contain a proposed filterable PM IO
emission limit of 0'.01,0 Ib/MMBtu. Likewise, the appIicatlon for Sithe's Toqoup NVfacility
. proposes a filterable PM lO emission limit of 0.010 Ib/MMBtu. North American Power Group's
Two Elk expansion project originaJly proposed a filterable PM 10 emission limit of 0.012
IblMMBtu and is now requesting a filterable PM 10 emission limit of 0.015 IbfMMBtu. ,
The Division required Basin Electric to evaluate filterable PMl'O emission limits of 0.0 10
Ib/MMBtu and.O.012lb/MMBtu. The Division considered the incremental costOf$30,771/ton
between these two levels,to be ex.cessive and determined that 0.012 IbfMMBtu is BACT for this
proposed facility. The incremental cost is high because there is only a 34 ton per year difference
in potential emissions between these two options and the increase in total annualized cost is
$1,050,000 due to the use of specialty filter bags such as P-84 polyimide or teflon in order to·
meet the lower emission limit.
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Sd)

H2S04 limit - The NPS commented that the H2S04 limit should be lowered to reflect the degree
of coritrol achieved by a dry scrubber at Newmont NV.

Response - The H2S04 limit for Newmont, NV is 0.00 1 Ib/MMBtu. As discussed in the
respanse to Basin Electl'ic camment 1, Basin Electric cancluded that this level is below the
practical'analytical detection Limit of EPA Reference Method 8 and 8A for a caal fired boiler.
The limit in the final permit remains at 0.0025 IblMMBtu H2S04 •

5e)

lIlt Limit - The NPS commented that the Hg limit should be lowel;ed to reflect the degree of
control aChieved by a dry scrubb~r at Newmont NV.
Response - The. fig .limit for Newmont NV is 20x 10.6 Ib/MW-hr. As discllssed in the response
to PRBRC et al. comment 7c.2, mercury control is an evolving technology and control
efficiencies are site specific depending on coal properties and cantral devices llsed far ather
pollutants. The permit l'equires Basin Electric t6 install a mercury control system withit190 days
of startup and perf0ttn a one year optimization study with a target lever of20x 10-6 lh/MW-hr.
The target level i~to ensure thatBasili Electric. evaluates levels specified ill other r:ecent permits.
The Divisi6n:will '!'edpeh the: permit and establish a finaL BACT emission 11mithased on the
maximum reductions that can be achieved considering technical feasibility .and cost. The filial
emission limit may be higher or lower than 20x 10"6 IbIMW-hr.

6)

CEM for PM - The NPS recammended a Continuous Emissions Monitor (CEM) far PM.
Response ~ As discussed in the response to' EPA camment #7, there are nO' regulations requiring
a CEM for PM and the Division is not electing to require one, NSPS Subpart Da requires either a
Continuous Opayity Monit.or (COM) or Continuous Emission Monitar (CEM) far PM .. Basin
Electric is planning to install a COM in order to .~ompl>, with NSPS Su~partDa. . .

7)

Total PMIO for IYIodeling- The NPS commented that Wyoming modeled 63.8 lb/hr total PMIO
while the application lists 75.7 Ib/hr.
Response - The Divisian modeled a total PM IO emission rate of 64.6 Ib/hr for the far field
analyses (Le. CAj:.,PUFF), which reflects an H2S04 emissian .rat~ ofO.0025Ib/MMBtu. The
difference bet,ween the total PM 10 emissionrate modeled (64.6Ib/hr) and the value reparted by
NPS (63;8 Ib/hr)is du~ to the.moltpcular weight adjustments the model makes for sulfates. The
near-field modeling analyses are ~ased an the higher value of 75.7 lb/hr, which is reflective of a
.
higher H~S04 emission rate of 0.0045 Ib/MMBtu.

total PMIO emission rate is the sum of the filterable and condensible components. The
filterable portion is discussed in the response to' NPS comment 5c and the condensible pDltian is
discussed in the response tp PRBRC et at. contment #8. The Division has imposed limits an
filterable PM 10 af 0.0 12 Ib/MMBtu and 45,6Ib/hl'. Testing will be required for the Dry Fork
Project far bath :fiIterable and condensible PM I01 and the Division will assess the.need for
additional modeling based on the test results.
Th~
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.
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.

.

.

..

.

Cumulative Visibility Analysis - The NPS commented that a cumulative visibility analysis.
should be performed for Wind. Cave and Badlands national parks, based on the results of the
CALPUFF visibilitY analysis.
Response - The Division's regulations for requiring the applicant t9 conduct a visibility analysis

of the proposed project il~1pacts at designated Class I areas adopt those in the PSDRule by
reference, which does not require a cumulatiye visibility analysis to be performed for the.
. proposed new source or modification. Only the visibiIityimpactsJrom the proposed new source
or modification must be assessed as required under current Federal regulations, and the Wyoming
Air Quality Standards and Regulations (WAQSR). Specifically, under WAQSR Chapter 6,
Section 4, (b)(i)(B)(I) and 40 CFR Part 51.166 (0)(1), it states that "the owner. or operator shall
provide an analysis of the impairment to visibility, soils and vegetation that would occur as a.
result ofthe facility or modification and generalcomnierclal, residential, industrial, and other'
growth associated with the facility or.modification". The applicant has complied with the
regulations cited above by assessing visibility impacts from the proposed source. Also see the
.response to NPS comment #2.
'"
9).'

Sidfur Depositio~ at Wind CaveNP - The NPS c.ommented that the estimateo annual.sulfur
. deposition (0.008 kg/haJyr) is greater than the Deposition Analysis Threshold (DAT.)at:Wind
,Cave National- Park and further analysis should be performed .. '.
.
"

~pplicant for aPSD .
. permit should provide an analysis of the Impact to soils and vegetation as a result Df the source or·
modification,. Basin Electric (BEP) satisfied this requirement by submitting an analysis of the
.
deposition impacts from the Dry Fork.Projectalone. The results of the analysis for annual
. nitrogen deposition at Wind Cave and Badlands national parks were less than 50% Qfthe NPS's .
Deposition Analysis Threshold (DAT), and the Division did not require any further analysis for
nitrogen deposition. Theresults submitted by BEP for arinual sulfUr deposition at Wind Cave
were .obtained with an emission rate reflective of the short-term (3-hour) permit limit for S02'
Because the deposition DA T was established on the basis of long-term (annual) deposition rates,
the.Divisionperformed a revised analysis with the long-term (30-day) Dry Fork permit limit of
285.1 Ib/hr. The modeled result for annual sulfur deposition vvith this reduced emission rate was'
0.006 kg/ha/yr, which exceeds the established DAT of 0.005 kg/hatyr, bi,lt by a smaller amount
than the conservative amount initially reported by BEP.

. . qResponse ,-Chapter 6, Section 4(b)(i)(B)(I) of the WAQSR describes thatiill
"',

.,,'

10)

.' 24-hour Limits for Visibility - The NPS ~ommented that the permit should include NO x and

PM lO limits consistent with the 24-hour emissions modeled in the visibility analysis.
.

.

Response - There is no regulatory basis for setting short term emission limits, specific to

. visibility protection,as there are no established standards for visibility. As discussed in the
response to PRERC et al. comment 7b, the NO x limit of 0.05 IblMMBtu, 12-month rolling
average, is the lowest BACT limit of which the Division is aware and is equivalent to recent
Lowest Achievable Emission Rate (LAER) emission limits set in non-attainment areas. Using a
shOlter averaging time would necessitate an increase in the emission limit in order to account for
. short term variations and operation at lower loads as discussed in the response to EPA comment
#5. Additionally, setting a short term emission limit would not change actual short term emission
rates.
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11) .

As discussed in the response to EPAcornment 6 and PRBRC et al.. comm,ent7a, the Ib/MMJ;3tu
and Ib/hr PM/PM 10 limits are 6-hour limits based on the average of three 120,.minute tests per 40
CFR 60.50 Da. Additionally, the 380.1 lb/hr S02 limit is a 3~hour average based on 0.1
Ib/MMBtu and this value was lIsed for th~ visibility analysis. These averaging periods are less
than the 24~hour period used in the visibility analysis and shorter averaging periods are not
necessary.
.
.
. .
.
Sulfur and· Nitrogen Deposition at Devils Tower -The NPS commented that sulfur and
n.itrogen deposition,shot)}d be provided
for D~vil's Tower.
.
.
.
ResponSe - A deposition. analysis at Devils Tower National Monument was not proposed by the

applicant in the mod.elingpl'otocol fOl' the Dry.Fork Power Plant submitted by BBP in August,
2005. In the Augl,1st 4,2005 meeting in Cpe.yenne, the NPS provided verbal comments and'
suggested revisions t9 the CAL:PUFF modeling protocol. Appendix A of the revised modeling
protocol contained a summary ofthe NPS suggested revisions to the protocol, in which th~
applicant agreed to model criteria pollutant impacts and visibility at Devils Tower National
Monument. The revised protocol was sentto the National Plli~ks Service on$eptember 22,2005,
and no. c,omments frqm the NPS. Were received by t~e Division regarding any revisions to the
protocol. Therefore, deposition impacts were not assessed at Devils Tower National.Monument.
12)

Reasonable Progress for VisibilitY - The NPS expressed Co11cern about cumulative impacts on
visibility from developtnelJ.t in the Powder ;River Basin and around Wind Cave Natronal Park and
stated that~ undel'the Regional Ha~e Rule (RHR)1 states are to make "reasonable progress"
toward the goal of natural visibility by 2064. The NPS commented that they believe it IS
: appropriate for the Division, to show how issuance.ofthis permit, in conju.nctibilVy'ith other'
.
growth in the area, will' aHow the state to meet the "reasonab.le progress'" obligation.
Response:... The State of Wyoming is currently wotking on a, state implementation plan (SlP) to

address the reqUirements of the regional haze rule. Much of the work that has all'eaoy been
completed toward this effOlt has been acc.omplished through palticipatiol1 in the Western .
Regional Air Partnership (WRAP). The WRAP is a collaborative effort of tribal governments,
state governments. and various Federal agencies, including the National Park Servicei to
implement' the Gr~nd Canyon Visibility TransportComll1i~sion:1l recommendations and to
develop the technical and policy tools needed by western states and tribes to comply with the U.S.
EPA's regional haze l'egulations. The WRAP has not ignored the impact of new power
generation on visibility in western Class I areas. In 2003, Wyoming and four other western states
working through the WRAP, 'submitted the Nation's first Regional Haze SIPs to meet the
requirements of 40 CF:R 51.309 which capped S02 emissions, including those from new growth,
through the first plannil1g period ending in2018. Therefore, in addition to the NSR BACT
review, S02 emissions from new BGUs in the State must fit under the multi-state CAP.
Controliing S02 .emissions from major po'int sources, primarily eh~ctric generating units (EGUs),
marks a significant achievement toward improving visibility. With respect to NOx emissions, the
contribution to visibility impairment at most western Class I areas on the worst days is relatively
small (5,,10%). Projected ney; source growth ofEGUs has been included in all visibility
modeling effOlts. Mobile sources ate the largest source of NOx emissions (213) in the West and
these emissions will decrease dramatically through 2018 as a result of existing and proposed
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Federal fuel and engine standards for on-road and non-road vehicles/equipment (including
locomotives and commercial marine). The State and WRA.P will continue to assess theNOx
contribution from EGDs, but the focus in this first SIP has been t6 reduce NO x from existing'
. EGUs through the application of BART (Best Available Retrofit Technology). WRAP estimates
that western states will reduce NOx levels from coal-fired EGUs by 36% by 2018 from 1998 .
levels. Another critical part to controlling NO x from western EGUs is to address two. major tribal
sources (Navajo and Four Corners), which together emit about 20% of all EGU NO x in the
western power grid: It is EPA's responsibility to address BART from these sources. Addressing
.
the requirements of the RegionaI.Haze Rule is a long-term commitment since the rule directs
states to reach natural conditions by 2064. The State will continue to work collaborative[y with
other states, tribal governments and various Federal agencies to comply with the rule ..
. VI.

ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS FROM BASIN
ELECTRIC:
.
'. .
" .

.

. , '

. The Division provides the following
'. El.ectric Power Cooperative.
1)

\ ).

respo~ses to the comments in the March 28,.2007 Jetter from Basin
.'

. '

.

..

H zS04Limit -:- Basin Electric commented that the proposed 0.0025 Ib/MMBtu emIssion limit for
H2S04 is equivalent to the practical analytical' detection limit· of approximately 1 ppm~ @ 3% O2
for EPA Refererice Method 8/8A. Basin stated that vendors are not willing to guarantee H2S04
emissions below approximately1 to. 2-ppmv @3% O2 due to. the 'lirnitations of the reference
method tests.
.' .
.
.. .
.

'

estimat~d

/-

•Response - The analysis fortheproposed permit concluded that art
'emissionrate Of"
O.00251bIMMBtu represents BACT for H2S04. Basin Electric subsequentlY proposed limit of
0.0045 Ib/MMBtu due to the limitations of the reference method test discussed above .. After
further discussions, Basin Electric determined thatthey should be able to d~inoristrate compllanc~
. with theO.0025Ib/.lVllv.1Btu lirriitby increasingthe sample time fqr Method 8/8A. The final.
permit limit remains 0.0025 Ib/MMBtu:

.. 2)

a

. S02 Monitoring -

Basin Electric commented that NSPSSubpart Da only requires S02 emissions
to be.monitored at the outlet of the control device because the Dry' Fork boiler wiIr meet the'
numerical limit provisions of 40 CFR 60-43Da(i). The. Division's analysis for the proposed
permit states that Subpart Da requires both inlet and outlet monitoring. .
Response -The Division 'agrees with Basin's co.mmentthat onlyS02 outlet monitoring is .
required in accordance with 40 CFR 60.49Da(b )(2).
.

3)

Hg Control SYstem - Basin Electric requested that the Division delete Condition 1O(B) requiring
a Hg control system within 90 days.of startup because it is inconsistent with condition 10CA)
which requires a one year m~rcury optimization study.

Response - It is the Division's intent for Basin Electric to rnstall and operate a mercury control
system within 90 days of startup. It was the Division's expectation that this would be a carbon
injection system or another comparable control device. The Division did riot specify the type of
control system due to the possibility that new Or improved controls will be developed in the
interim. Basin.Electric is now indicating that the circulating dry scrubber (CDS) to be installed
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for 802 control may achieve lip to 70 - 80% mercury control. Additionally, Basin Electric
indicated that they will install a skid mounted bromine 01' chiorine injection system and a skid
mo.unted ca.rbon injection system within 90 ~ays of stat1up.
If Basin Electric can submit dopumentation to. substantiate tnat the CDS unit is expected to,
achieve significant mercury contr.ol above and beyo.nd what a lime sprE).y,dryer absorber (SDA)
wQuldachieve, the Divisiol1will consider whether 01' not the CDS unit will fulfill the intent oftbe
requirement to install a mercury controJ system within90 days of startup. "Skid mounted systems
will fulfilf the intent of this requixemelit as long as they are operated to control me;rcury emissions
rather than only used for testing purpqses.
Part (A) of this condition req~ires a protoco.l for the optimization 'study to be submitted to the
Division for review and approval,prio,!' to commencement of the study. ,Reg~rdless ,of the ,control
efficiency achieved with the CDS unit, it is the Division's expectation that Basin Electric will '
evaluate carbon injection as part 9f the optimization study as a minimum. The Division will
reopen the permit and establish a final BACT emission limit based on the maximum reductions
that can be achieved considering technical feasibility and cost. The final emission limit may be
high¥for lower than 20~10-61bIMW~hr. , , '
,
'

VIT.

DECISION:

On the basis of comments received during the public comment period, an analysis of those commel1ts, and
representations made by Basin Electric Power Cooperative in the application, the Department of
Enviror;tmental Quality has determined that the permit application fil~d by Basin Electric Power
Regulations and that ,a
Cooperative,oomplies with,ail applicable Wyoming AirQ1,lality Standards
permit will be issued to)~asinElectric Power Cooperative allowing con,strllctioi1. ofDl:y Fork Station as
descriged int~e application. Ali ofthe con,ditions'proposed the Divislon;s analysis ~ili included in
the permit with the following changes and additions:

and

in

be

1)

The 12 month rolling average S02 emission limit in condition 9 was changeci'from 0.08 to 0.070
lb/MMatu. The 30 day rolling average S02 emission limit was ,changed; from 304.1 Ib/hr (based
, on 3,801 MMBtu/hl' and 0,08 lb/MMBtu) to 285.1 lb/hr (based on 3,801 MMBtll/hl' and 0.075
Ib/MMBtu). The tpy emission limit was changed from 1331.8 tpy to 1165.4 tpy (based on 0.070
1b/MMBtu).
'
.

2)

Emission limits were added to condition 9 for H2S04 (0.0025 [bIMMBtu, 17.1 lb/hr, 7~.9 tpy),
hydrogen fluoride (2.62 [b/hr, 11.5 tpy), VaC(0.0037 IbIMMBtu, 14.11b/hr, 61.6tpy), and
ammonia (10 ppm, 19.61b/hr, 85.8 tpy) ,

3)

The lb/hl' CO limit in condition 9 was changed to a 30 day rolling average.

4)

Requirements for a CO CEM were added to condition 14.

5)

Compliance provisions for lb/hr CO emissions using CEM data were added to condition 15.
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6)

Testing requirements for fluoride and .sulfuriC. acid mist were moved from conditibn13 to
condition 12 and the provision allowing "equivalent methods" was changed to "equivalent EPA
Reference Methods."
.

7)

. Condition 9 was revised to indicate that the emission limitsapply.at all times including startup.
and shutdown.

.

Dated this lS th day of October,.2007

/
DaVid~'.··.·

/~
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Attachment A
Revised SOz BACT Analysis,
Basin Electric evaluated the following emission control technologies:

1'., Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD) - For wet FGD, SO; is reacted with a limestone or lime slurry to
produce cakium sulfite or calcium sulfate (gypsum). Forced oxidation is commonly used to assure
that only calcium sulfate is produced. Wet FGD can provide a better control efficiency but uses more
, water than dry FGD and has a visible moisture plume. Wet FGD results, in higher emissions
particulate matter compared to dry FGD because the particulate removal device must be upstream of
the wet FGD. Wet FGD also has lower removal efficiencies for acid gases and ,may result in higher'
mercury emissions.

of

2. Spray Drver/Absorber (Dry FGD) - In a spray dryer/absorber, S~ is r~acted with a Ca(OH)2 slurrY
to produce calcium sulfate (gypsum)., The calcium sulfate is captured downstream 'in the fabric filt~r.
Significantly less water is used compared to wet FGD and there is typically no visible moisture
plume.'
, ,
'
,

'

~Iil

,/

'\

,\

/

'3. : Circulating Dry Scrubber(CDS)
a CDS unit, S02.iS reacted with dry Ca(OH)2 to produce calci,um
',' sulfite or calcium sulfate (gypsum). ' CDS units at:~ expected, to achieve, a slightly higher 802 removal
efficiency than spray.dryer/absorbers. The DiVisionorig~nally did not consider a CDS unit becimse
.
" there are only two units operating in the United States and both have experienced problerns with
,., severe corrosion,high lime consumption (approximately twice that for a spray dryer/absorber), and .
high energy costs (approximately 1/3 higher than a spray dryer/absorber). Basin has since informed
. '''the Division thatthe technical issues have beell resolved and agreed to consider this technology .....

seve~l

.... Basin. Electric evaluated dry FG6 and wet FGD at
emission levels and originally proposed dry
.
FCm with an emission limit oro, 10 IblMMBtu; 30 day rolling average, and 380.1 Ib/hr,3 hour block
, , (based on 0;10IbIMMBtu).As »,ith NO Basin Electric evaluated the variability iri actua1.30 day rollin~
average emission levels attvo.facilities and added two standard deviations. This equated toa 23% ,.
, margin of safety added to the 0.073 Ib/MMBtu actual emissions for an emission level of 0.09 Ib/MMBtu ...
Basin Electric then proposed 0.10 iblMlvIBtu .

x,

.·A' review of recently issued PSD' permits ind icates· that New~ortt Nevada Energy Investment's· TS Power'
Plant uses SDA and has the lowest 802 emission limit for a PC boiler burnin,g sub-bituminous coal~ The
TS Power Plant has different emissio,n limits depending on the sulfur content of the coal combusted. .'
When combusting coal with a sulfur content jess than 0.45%, the ,boiler is limited to 0.065 Ib/MMBtu
(24-hour rolling average) and 91 % removal efficiency ... When coinbusting coal with a sulfur content,
greater than or equal to 0.45%, the boiler is limited to 0.. 09 Ib/MMBtu(24-hour rolling average) and 95%
removal efficiency. The design coal for Basin Electric's proposed facility contains 0.33% sulfur with·
sulfur contents ranging from 0~25% to 0.47%. At the upper end ofsulfur content for Basin Electric's
,
proposed facility (0.47%), a 95%removal efficiency results in 0.06 Ib/MMBtu. Therefore, the TS Power
plant would be limited to no ,more than 0.065 IbIMMBtu (24-hour rolling average) when combusting coal
with sulfur contents equivalent t6 :those for Basin Electric's proposed facility. As a result of this finding,
'
,
the Division requested Basin Electri.c to evaluate lower emission levels.

". ./

Basin Electric provided an analysis of cost effectiveness for wet FGD with emission limits of 0.07, 0.08,
and 0.09lb/.MMBtu and for SDA with emission limits of 0.09 and 0.10 lbl1v.llY1Btu. As previously
discussed, Basin Electric added a 23% margin to the 0.073 Ib/MMBtu design target emission level f'Or
SDA to derive an emission limit ofO.09lblMMBtu. Similarly, they added a29.6% margin to the 0.054
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Ib/MMBtu design target for wet FGD to derive an erpission limit of 0.07 Ib/MMBtu. Therefore, the
Division used the economic information provi~ed butd,ivided the proposed emission limits by 123% for
SDA and 129.6% for wet FGD so that the analysis is based on design target levels as with NO x. The
results are shown in the following table. The emissions reduction is the difference between an
uncontrolled baseline emission rate ofO.82lblMMBtu and the design target level emission rate using wet
FGD or SDA. The average cost effectiveness is the total annualized cost for the option. including capital
cost and annual operating ~nd maintenafice costs,' divided 'by the emissions reduction. The Division
considers the average cost effectiveness to be I'easonablefor all options.

In addition to aV~l"age cost effectiveness', the'draft 1990'New'Source Review WOi'ksbopManualprovicles
a method to evaluate incremental cost eff~ctiveness between dominant Options known as the least cost·
envelope. For this ~etil0d, a plot of annual emissions reduction vs. total arinualized cost is produced and
the dominant c<?l1trol options are Ind'icated by fitting a curve or line thl'Oi.lgh the lower and right most
points as shown below. Points above and to the left of the line are consIdered inferior conti'ols because
points or the line provide 11').ore ~rnissions reduction for less money.
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The dominant options are Cases 1 (SDA@ O.081IbIMMBtti), 2(SDA@O.073 Ib/MMBtli),and 5 (Wt;t
FGD @ O.054IbIMMBtu). The iricrementiil cost effectiveness for the' dominant options is calculated
the following table.. The incremental emissions reduction and incremental increase in total annualized
cost isthe differenc~ in these values for each option from the previous table. The incl~emental
effectiveness is the incremental increase in total annualized cost divided by the incremental emissions
reduction.
.
.
.'

in'

cost

.

'

.

"

The average cost effectiveness values for all three dominant options are i'easonable but the Division
considers an incremental cost effectiveness of $15,299/ton excessive when combined with the negative
environmental impacts of wet FGD discussed previously (higher water usage, visible moisture plume,
higher PM emissions, lower removal efficiency for acid gases, and possibly higher mercury emissions).
Therefore, the increme~tal cost effectiveness is considered reasonable forSDA with a design target
.
.
emission level of 0.073 Ib/MMBtu.
.

.

.

As with NO x, it was necessary to determine a reasonable maJ.·gin between the design target emission level
and an emission limit at this point in the revi'ew, Further discussions with Basin Electric indicated that
are several issues that necessitate a margin of safety as discussed below:
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1) Basin Electric stated that the lowest emission guarant~e available for SDA is 94% removal with a
floor ofO.08lb/MMBtu (regardless ofS02 10ading). With an S02loading of 1.33 Ib/MMBtti, 94%
removal results in an emission level of 0.08 Ib/MMBtu. Basin stated that vendors will guarantee 94%
removal with S02loadingsabove 1.33 Ib/MMBtu but will not guarantee less than 0.08 Ib/MMBtu
(equivalent to an 802 concentration of approximately 40 pprnv @ 3% 02) with lower S02 loadings.
Basin Electric originally established a performance target (i.e. design target) of 0.073 Ib/MMBtu
based on an SO,. loading of 1.21 Ib/MMBtli and 94% removal but subsequelltly learned that 0.073
Ib/MMBtu is below the floor ofO.081blMMBtu for an emission guarantee.
2) Injecting additional lime slurry and/or operating the system at an outlet temperature approaching
saturation may increase S02 removal but the slurry feed rate is limited by the l'equitement to bperate
the SDA above saturation ternperature and produce a dry by-product. Operatingthe SDA at or below
the design limit increases the potential for operating issues including wall wetting, smiling, plugging,
and operational problems with the downstream fabric filter,
As a result of these discussions, Basin Electric agl'eed to an annual average emission limit of 0.08
Ib/MMBtu with a 30 day rolling average limit of304.1Ib/hr(based on 3,801 MMBtu/hl' and 0.08
Ib/MMBtu). As with NOx• a lb/hr limit for the 30 day averaging period provides more flexibility and
aHows the facility to come back into compliance quickly by lowering power output. Emissions in
Ib/MMBtil do not necessarily decrease with pbWet output.
Subsequent to the public comment period, Basin Electric indicated that the technicaJ issues with
Circulating Dry Scrubbers (CDS) have been resolved and agreed to consider this technOlogy as previously
discussed. Basin provided a revised BACT analysis fbr,CDS iIrciicating that CDS should be able to
achieve a higher control efficiency than. SDA because higher reactant injection rates and CaiS ratios can
be used without the operational problems discussed above for SDA. Additionally, a smaller rilargin of
safety. is n~cessa.i'y with CDS because there is less of an'is8uewith short term: emission,spikes. Periodic
maintenancefuust performed bn the· reactant atcimizer nozzles for SDA and short term emissions increase
duririgthis time oecause·iI'tdividu'al nozzles are:taken out of service; There afe tlti' a.tomizer nozzles for
CDS. The expected gains ineffidehcya:r~ pattialIY offset by the limited experience and operating liistory
of this technology. Basin's revised BACT analysis stated that the costs for CDS are similar to those for
, .. ···. ··. ·_·. -SB:A.-Hasec;h:mthese considerations, Basin proposed CDS with an emission limit of 0.070 Ib/MMl3tu',,12
month rolling average as BACT. This is among the lowest S02 emission limits for any PC boiler and the
DIvision concludes that CDS with emissr6"n: li~nits of 0.070 Ib/MMBtu, 12 l1'lonth I'olling average, and
28S.1lb/hr, 30 day average. represents BACT for S02.
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Executive Summary
Background
In December 2004, Basin, Electric armounced plans to build a 250 MW (net) coal-based
generation resource in Northeast Wyorrring. Basin Electric's goalfo! this new.generation
resource is to build a high qualityi environmentally· sound, cost-effective generation facility.

Bas:in Electric and its consulting engineers conducted extensive reviews of the current
progress being made in alternative coal-based technologies, including the proven pulverized·
. coar (PC) and circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers, and thedemonsttation integrated .
· gasification combined 'cycle (IGCC) .power plants. As a result of this ieview~ Basin Electric
. and consUltants have determined that the project can meet exceed·all of the project goals .
·bY'utilizing the latest generation of air pollution control (APe) technology with a PC boiler~.
A PC unit with state of the art emission control equipment offers performance that .exceeds
the proven capabilities of CFB or IGCC systems.·
.
.

or

·In May 2005; based on a revised load f~recast for B~sin Electric's me~ber cooper~tivesl the
... annual average net plant Otltput for the proposed coal unit was inctel;tsed 350 Mw (net) ..
'The tecl1.nology· comparison at thls .ratingis virtually identical to the 250 MW desigu case.
The plant was named the Dry Fork Station in August 2005. .'.
. .

to

....~/

This concepruallevel techrioiogy evaluation ~as coriduct~d toadd.ress the~dvantages and
.funitations of PC, CFB and IGCC coal-based power ,generation technologies for the new Dry .
· . Fork Station. The evaluation addresses the capability of each technOIogy.to:fulfill the need of .
.. the project based ontechnicaI,environnle;!ntal, reli.ability, commercial, and economic .
.
..
.
· : evaluation criteria. ....
The basis· of this evaluation is a coal-fue1edpower plantthat Will be mine mouth using PC,
. CFB or IGCC technology. The f~cility would be base loaded with a nUnimUm 85 percent
· . capacity factor and 90 percent availability. VVhile not 'partof the current proposal, the .
· .possibilityd.oes exist for the future expansion of thes·ite with a second unit.. The current
online operational date for the facility is J<;IDuary 2011~ .
.
.
Basin Electric des~es to identify the most pni.dentpower generation technology for this new
coal-fired power plant.. That identification process is guided by these desired characteristics
forthe-pToposed generation:'
..
• .Baseload Capacity
• Environmental Compliance
.• High Reliability and Availability.
.
• Commercially Available and Proven Tec:bitology
• Cost Effective
Coal-based power generation technology selected for this project must be capable of meeting
the des:ired characteristics listed above.
.

)
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Technical Evaluation
The main incentive for IGCC develop~ent has been that units may be able to achieve higher
thermal efficiencies than PC plants, be able to match the environmental performance of
gas-fired plants, and potentially provide a more cost-effective means of removing CO2
should that become a future regulatory requirement. However, the thermal efficiencies of
new PC plants us:ing superheated steam have also :increased as has their envii'onmental
performance. The coal plant te~hnology configurations selected for evaluation are shown :in
Table ES-l.
The PC configuration selected uses a conventional high dust/high temperature SCR system
for NO" control, and a Circulating Dry Scrubber (CDS) FGD system for S02control.
The CFB configuration selected.uses a Selective Non..Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) system for
NOx control; anCllin1estbne addition in the boiler with a downstream CDS FGD system for
S02 c o n t r b l . ·
.
The two rGCC cpnfigurationp selected for evaluation·repret;;en..t a conventional IGCC;unit.and
an U1tra-lowemjs~ions roe<::; unit. The conventional IGCC unit uses E;U:).. amihe gas treatment
system to reduce H 2Sto approximately 25 ppD;lV inthesyngas senH<;i the ·combustion turbine
generators (CTGs) for S02 control, and water injection or nitrogen dilp.tion with low-NO"
bmners in the CTGs f~J! NG\control.
..'.
The ultra~low· emissions IGCC unit uses a Selexol gas treatment system to r~duce H2S to
approximately 10 ppmv in the ,syngas sent to the. CTGs for 802 cphtrol, water inJection with
low-NO" burners in the CTGs and an SCR system for NO" control, and a catalytic oxida1;ion
.' catalyst ,(Cat..;Ox) system.forCO·control.
.
TABLI: ES·1 .
Coal Plant TEichno!ogy Ev~l.u~tion Criterla

Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technolqgy Evaluation·
.___~~~._:...:..Criterl§._._;_;..;.~~_ __;:.;..:;,:.,._p..C_".~"",, __~ _"••__" .._c..EB,, __~. .........C.omi.e.ofi.onai... _
"

Net Plant Output (MWj·

IGCe ..

.-

250MW

250MW

250MW

,":-,.~".U.ltr.a",Low.".

.

Emission IGCC
250MW

'.

10,512

10.,872

11.45.0

11,132

Annual' Plant Capacity
Factor (%)

85%Cbal

85%i COal

15%Natural Gas,
70% Coar

15% Natural Gas,

S02 Control System

CDS FGD

CaC03 in Boiler
and CDS FGD

Amine Syngas
Treatment for H2S
Removal

Selexol Syngas
Treatment for H2S
. Removal

NO x Control System

LNB and SCR

SNCR

LNB and Water
Injection

LNB, Water
Injection and SCR

CO Control System

Combustion
Controls

Combustion
Controls

Combustion
Controls

Cat-Ox

Net .Plant Heat Rate
(Btu/kW..Hr)

'70% Cbal

Notes: CDS FGD. ~ Circula:ting Dry Scrubber Flue Gas Desulfurization System; .LNB - Low NOx Burners; SCRSelective Catalytic Reduction; SNCR - Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction; Cat-Ox - CatalytiC Oxidation

2
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Environmental Evaluation
A PC boiler combirled with. appropriate APC technology offers similar emission rates to a
CFB boiler for 502, NOx,particulate matter, mercury and other hazardous air pollutants
(HAPs). A PC:: boiler based plant with the latest generation of proven APC technology offers
lower S02 and NOx emission rates as compared to the two U.S. demonstration rGCC plants at
the Public Service of Indiana (PSI) Wabash River and Tampa Electric Company (TECO) :polk
stations ..
Future rGCC plants have the .potential of offering lower 502 and NO x emission rates, but at a
. significantly.higher total plant capital cost and projectrisk compared to a PC unit along with
the uncertainties associated with .the use of this developing integration of technologies ..
(includ:ing costly poor plant availability for anurnber of years) .. Table ES-2 compares the.
proposed Dry Fork Station PC emission rates with the current annual emission rates from·
existing CFB commercial plants and from existing U.S. IGCC demonstration plants.
TABLE ES·2

Comparison of Coal Combustion. Technology Emission Rates
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology Evaluation,
Emission Rates for Coal Combustion Technologies (Lb/MMBtu) .

"'\
j

i

.

Pollutant

PC (Potential BACT)

CFB {ExistirigU.S •.
Commercial Plants)

IGCC {Existing U.S.
Demonstration PlantS)* .

802

0.10

0.10

0:17 .

'0.07

0.09

0.09'

PM10**

0.019

0.019

0.011

CO

0.15

0.15

0.045

NO x

.'

VaG·

0.0037 ..

0.0037 .

0.0021

Notes: •
* PSI Energy Wabash River Station and TEe
a Polk.
Power Station
Existing IGee Demonstration
Plants.
.
'
.
.
. .
.
** PM1o.includ~s filterable and condensable portions.

Reliability Evaluation
. BOth PC and CFB technologies have demonstrated high reliability. rGCC technology has
demonstrated very low reliability in the early years of plant op~ration. :Higher reliability has
been recently demonstrated after design and operation changes were made to the faci4ties, .
however, the availability of IGCC units IS still much lower than PC andCFB units.
.

)

.

.

.

. The PCa:nd CFB technologies are capable of achieVing a 90 percent annual availability, an 85
percent annual capacity factor, and are suitable for baseload capacity. The IGCC technology
. has only demonstrated a 70 percent annual availability and 70 percent capacity factor. Using
an IGCC for a baseload unit would require natural gas as a backup fuel for the combustion
turbine combined .cycle section of the plant or duplicate spare equipment. The gasification
islands in the four rGCC demonstration plants have generally only been able to achieve up to
70 percent capacity factors r even after 10 years of operation. The annual availability and

capacity factor data for the two U.S. IGCC Demonstration Plants are compared against the
expected annual availability and capacity factor for a new PC unit in Figures ES-1 and ES-2.
The avallability for the last three years of data reported for the Polk IGCC unit (2001 to 2003)
is calculated to be 73 percent. The availability for the three years of data reported for the
Wabash River IGCC unit (1997 to 1999) is calculated to be 48 percent. The capacity factor for
the last three years of data reported for the Polk and Wabash River IGCC units (1999 to 2001)
is calculated to be 70 percent and 38 percent, respectively.
Figure ES-l
U.S IGCC Demonstration Plant Annual Availability
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Figure ES-2
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Commercial Evaluation··'
Basin Electric received proposals from only three of the.six rGCC technology leaders in .
response to an IGCC Feasibility SrudyRequest for Proposal. (RFP)in February 2005. All
three of the proposals received were deemed unresponsive; they did not specify the terrn.S
.and conditi()Ds which would be proposed for this type .of cO:nimercial offering and did not
describe the financial backing which could be offered for such guarantees and warrantiei, as
specified in the REP.' All parties required further stud±es, additi.onalmoney, and more time
to get to a point where some of the performance and commercial inform.ation requested
would be available,
.
There is' a lack of acceptable performance warranties I guarantees for commercial rGCC
offerings. The reliability of the technology is an important factor given that this plant is
intended for baseload generation and represents approximately 10 percent of the Basin
Electric generation portfolio. In the business of buildmg large scale generation resources, it is
standard practice for suppliers to offer plant performance guarantees that are specific and
precise in nature and are a direct reflection of their confidence that the plants will perform as
desired. The providers of IGCC tecJ:mology were .unwilling to provide such assurances~
greatly increasing the risk and potential future costs should this option be chosen and fail to .
performto expectations. This is'a clear indication of how much more development this
technology requires before it can be considered to fill the role of reliable, large-scale
generation.
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While IGCC technology holds much future promise, it is still an emerging technology,
especially for the lower ranked sub-bituIninous coal typical of the Powder River Basin of
Wyoming. For future development of this new and promising technology in Wyoming,
Basin Electric would be open to considering a partnership with state or federal agencies to
help mitigate the risk for their membership.

Economic Evaluation
APC boiler is expected to have a slightly lower cost compared to aCFB boiler. However, no
CFB boilers have been built arid operated at the 350 MW net size required for the Basin
Electric pxoject. For a CFB based design, the ptojedwould have to use it bOller size that is not
yet prbven,ot use two CFB boilers at 50 'percent size which would result in.an, approximate
.
plant cost increase of 2.0 percent. ..
.

.

.

.

'.

~

.

. IGCC plants are most competitive in ca.pital and busbar cost with conventionaL PC plants
based brt high heating value/high sulfur content eastern bituminous coal or petroleum coke
ruels, plant elevations near sea.1eveland a plant size of at least 500 to .600 MVV. The Basin
Electric Dry Fork Station project will. be a nonrina1350 MW (net) plant at an elevation of 4,250
feet' with low heating value/low sulfur Powder River Basin (PRB) c.oal fueL An IGCC plant
.for this project woUld incur a signifiCant capital·and operating cost penalty due to the small
pLant'siz;e and lower tank high.moisture fuet ~d a significant power oU'l:put derating for the
plant gas turhines' due to the mgh plant elevation. Based upon available data, an IGCC unit
for- the NE Wyoming project would be approximately 50 percent higher in capital cost and
approximately twice the busbar cost of electricity (COE) generated compared to a PC unit.
The first year busbar COE for the four evaluated techn~logy cases are compared in Figure
ES-S.

Conclusions and Recommendations
PC teclrri.ologyis capable of fuimiing Ba~in Electric's need for new generation,' and is .
recommended for the NE Wyoming Power Project.
.
-'--~'CF1rtechhology meets Basin Elech-ids need; however, it !tiCks' demonstrated long-term

operating experience on PRB coal.
IGCC t~chnology is judged not capable of fulfilling the need for new generation. IGCC does
not meet the requirement for a high level of reliability and long-term, cost-effective1 and
competitive generation of power. In addition to higher capital costs, ther.eare problem areas,
discussed in this report; that have not demonstrated acceptable reliability. Current
approaches to improving reliability in these areas result in less efficient and/or higher
capital cost facilities, negatively impacting the cost..;effectiveness.
DOE has a Clean Coal Technology program with the goal of providh1g clean coal
power-generation alternatives which includes improving the cost-competitive~ess of IGCC.
However, the c~rrent DOE time frame (by 2015) does not support Basin Electric's 2011 needs.
·IGCC offers the potential for a more cost effective means of CO2 removal as compared to PC
and CFB technologies should such removal become a requirement in the future. 'However, at
this time, it is only speculative as to j£ such requirements will be enacted, when they will be
enacted, and what they will consist of and apply to if enacted. The risk of installing a more

6
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costly technology, that has not been proven to be reliable and for which strong commercial
performance guarantees are not available{ is far too great for Basin Electric to take on for such
speculative purposes ..

·.'- .

Figure ES-3
. Coal Plant Technology - Busbar Cost. of Electricity·
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SECTION 1;0

Introduction
In December 2004, Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC) armounced plans to build a 250
MVV (net) coal-based generation resource in Northeast Wyoming. Basin Electric's goal for
this new genera:tidn resource'is to build. a high qualitY, envirortritentally sound, cost-effective
generation facility.
.
CH2M HILL was requested by Basin Electric to evaluate coal combUstion technologies for
the NE Wyoming Power Project This investigation was initiated:in July 2004 as.part of the
Technology Assessment Study, and conti,nues today as an ongoing investigation.
The facility, nCiw named the Dry Fork Station, would be base loaded with a minimum 85
percent capacity factor and 90 percent ava:ilability.the currently targeted online operational
date for the unit is January, 2011. This evaluation compates the Pulverized Coal {PC),
Circulating Fltrld-Bed (CFB), ail,d.IntegratedGasilicationCombined Cyde (IGCC)
tecl:m.olo.gies based onthe capability of each technology to ftiliill the need of the project based
on technical, environtnentai~ reliability, commercial and economic evaluation Criteria.
The evalu'ation was guided by these desired characteristics for the pro~osed generation:
•
•
•
•
•

Baseloa.d CapaCity
EnVironmental Compliance
High Reliability and Avallabillty
Commercially Available and Proven Technology
Cost Effective
.
.

.. -~This-feport compares the technical applicability, environmental capability, plant reliability
and availability, commercial availability, and cost of PC, CFB and IGCC coal-based power
generation technologies for ~ new Basin Electric 250 Mw Powder River Basin (PRB)
coal-based power plant project in northeast Wyoming. This study evaluates four teclmology
options based on the selected plant site; one PC case, one CFB case, and two IGCC cases
(conventional IGCC and ultra-16wemissions IGCq. Basin Electric does not consider the
BACT requirement as a process that should be used to define an emission source. However,
an equivalent "Top-Down" BACT Analysis was performed based on the four evaluated
cases.

1.1 Preliminary Technology Assessment
A prelinrinary conceptual level teclmology assessment was conducted to address the
. advantages and limitations of PC, CFB and IGCC coal-based power generation teclmologies
for a new BEPC 250 MW PRB coal-based power plant project in northeast Wyoming. The
technology assessment did not address the specifics at each of the candidate plant sites, but
instead focused on the general characteristics of the wee teclmologies under assessment.

8
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The assessment addressed the capability of each technology to ful£ill the need of the project
based on technical, environmental, commercial, economic, and regulatory and political
evalua:tion criteria.
The assessment concluded that the PC technology was capable of :fulfilling Basin Electric's
need for new getteration,.ano. was' recommended for the NE Wyoming Power Project. It was.
determined that the CFB technology met Basin Electric's ne~d,J:lOwever, it lacked
demonstrated long.:.term operating experience on PRB coal;
The IGCC technology was judged not capable of fulfilling the 'need for new generation.
IGCC did not meet the requirement for a high level of reliability and long-term, cost-effective,
and competitive generation of power~'
,

1.2 Technology Evaluation
InMay 2005, based on a revised'load forecast for Basin Electric~s member cooperatives, the
.', averageci.pntial net plant output for ,the new coal u.nitwa~ increased to 350 :rv.rw net. ,This
evaluation has been conducted based on the 250 MW net plant output to mairitain .
,
" consis~ency vvith previous PC and'CFB 'plant design$ qud cost estim~tes developed for this '
, , plant sIze. Section 10 ,of thjs report diScusses the impaCt on plant design, heatrateand cost
, due to the pla.ri.t siie increaseJrom 250 MW:to 350MW riet plant ou.tput.
"

\

".j

.

" , '

SECTION 2.0

Design Basis
The design basis in this study for the proposed Dry Fork Station is described in the following
,
sections.
'

2.1 GENERAL AND SITE CRITERIA
Plant Location:

Near Gillette, Wyoming

Elevation:

4,250 ft. above mean sea level

Annual Average Ambient Te:p:1.perature:

44°F

Ambient Air Design Temperature: .
Summer Design:
C;ondertser Cooli11g Water System:

o;·y AitCooled Condenser

Auxiliary Cooling Water System:

Cooling Tower w jPlate & Frame HX

Water Supply:

Well Water

Housing:

Indoor Steam Turbine Generator
Allowance for Future Expansion

Design Life:

40 years

2.2_-P.LANT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Net Electrical Output, Design:

250 MWe (100°F @ design condenser pressure)

Net Electrical Output, Max:

275 MWe (44°F and below)

Schedule lVf:ilestones:
Start Construction Date:

March 2007

COD Date:

January 2011

Plant Loading Profile:

Base loaded

Capacity Factor

85%

A vaiiCJ.bility Factor

90%

Primary Fuel:

Powder River Basin (PRB) Coal (see Table 2-1)

Backup Fuel for Start-up:

Natural Gas

10
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TABLE2~1

~'.

DryFork Mine Estimaied Coal Quality
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology Evaluation
Estimated Coal Quality
. Parameters.

·Minimum

Target

Maximum·

As Received Proxiniate Analysis
.8,045

7,800

8,300

Moisture (%)

32.06

30.5

33.8

Ash (%)

4.77

4.2

6.5

.S02 (Lb/MMBtu)

0.82

0.60

. 1.21 ..

Volatile Matter (%) :

30.12.

·28.05

32.01

·Fixed Carbon (%)

33.05

31.64·

. 34.14

Heating Value (BTU/Lb)

..

. ..

. . As Received mtimate Analysis
Carbon (%)
Hydrogen (%)

\

".

)

··47.22

323 .

Nitrogen (%)

. 0.72

Chlorine (%)

<0.1

Sulfur (%)
.Oxygen (%) .

··0..33

1 i.67

.46.55

48.~4

2.98

3.3T·

0;65 .

0:69

<D.1
...0.25·
. .

10.08.·
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.. :< 0.1
0.47

13.68·

SECTION 3.0

Combustion Technology Description
This study evaluates four technology options based on the selected plant site:
•
o

•
•

Pulverized Coal (PC)
Circulating Fluid Bed (CFB)
Conventional Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC)
Ultta~Low Emissions Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC)

3.1 Pulverized Coal Process Description
PC plants :t;epresent the most matu~e of coal-based power generation technologies
considered in this assessment. Modern PC plants gen~rally range in size from 80 MVV to
1,300 MW and can use coal f;rom, various sources. Units operate at close to atmospheric
pressure, simplifying the passage of materials oth.Tol1gh the plant, reducing vessel
construction cost, and allowing onsite fabrication of bollers. A typical process fJ.ow diagram
fot ape unit is shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1
Pulverized Coal Unit Process Fiow Diagram

Steam
CClal
Bunker

Coal

Wate.r

Feeder

DeaeretClr

Coslto
Bumers

Condensate
Receiver snd Pumps

Pulverizer

---. Coal
~Steam
~ Water
---9> Air
---iI'+

Flue Gas

--so- Ash

"
PULVERIZED COAL BOILER

The concept of burning coal that has been pulverized into a fine powder stems from the fact
that if the coal is made fine enough, it will burn almost as eas:ily and efficiently as a gas.

12
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Crushed coal from the silos is fed mto the pulverizers along with ait preheated to a:bout,
580°F. The hot air dries the fine coal powder and conveys it to the burners in the boiler. T;he
burners mix the powdered coal in the air suspension with additional pre-heated combustion ,
air and forces it out of nozzles similar:in action to fuel bemg atomized by fuel injectors.
Combustion takes place 'at temperatures from 2400-3100 oP; depending largely on coal rank.
Steam is ge:n.erated, driving a steam turbine-generator. Particle residence time in the boiler is·
typically 2-5 seconds, and the particles must be small enough for complete burnout to have
taken place during this time. Steam generated'in the boiler is conveyed to the steamturbme
'., generator, which converts the steam thermal energy into mechanical energy. The turbine
then drives the generator to produce electricity.
· The boiler produces combustion gases, which must be treated before exiting the exhaust
stack to remove fly ash, NOXf'and S02. The pollution control equipment includes either a
fabric filter or ESP for particulate control (fly ash), Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) for
removal of NO Xt and a Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD) system for removal of S02.
'. Limestone is required as the reagentfor the most common wet FGD process, limestone .
forced oxidation desulf:uiization. A spray dryer FGDprocess, whichis more co:rrimonly used
'on lower su1.fu:r western coal, uses'lime as thereagent and provides sigrri.fi.cant savingsit:i.
· water consumption over wet FGD systemS. A lime or 1imestone .s;torage cmd handling
system. is .~ requii'e<i ~esignconsideration with this system..
.

'. '.3.2 Circulating Fluidized Bed Process Description'
TheCFB fuel delivery system is similar to that of a PC unit but ~omewhat smlplif:ied tQ
· produce a coarser mateliaI. The plant fuel handling sys~ern unloads flui fuel, -stacks outthe
fuel, crushes or otheiwise prepares the fuel for combustion, and reclaims the fuel as required.
The fuel is usually fed to the CFB by gravimetric feeders. The bed materiat is composed of
·'fuel, ash, sand, and the sulfur removal reagent (typically lirri.estone), also referred to as ..
sorbent. In the CFB the fuel is combusted to produce' steam. Steam is conveyed to the steam
turbine generator,. which converts the steam thermal energy into mechanical energy, The
.turbine then drives. the generator to produce electricity. A typicalprocess flow diagram for a
CFB Unit isshown in Figure 3-2.
.'
CFB combustion temperatures of 1,500 to l,600 ClF are significantly lower than a conventional
PC boiler of up to 3,OOooF which results in lower NOx emissions and reduction of slagging
.and fouling Concerns characteristic of PC units. In contrast to a'pC plant, sulfur dioxide can .
be partially removed during the combustion process by adding limestone to the fluidized .
bed.
'
.

)

· Circulating beds use a. high fluidizing velocity, so the particles are constantly held in the flue
gases, and pass through the main combustion chamber and into a particle separation device
. such as a cyclone, from which the larger particles are extracted and returned to the
combustion chamber. Individual particles may recycle anywhere from 10 to 50 times,
depending on thclr size, and how quickly the char burns away. Combustion conditions are
relatively urriform through the combustor, although the bed is somewhat denser near the
bottom of the combustion chamber. There is a great deal of mixing, and residence time
during one pass is very short.
'
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Figure 3-2
Circulatin Fluid Bed Unit Process Flow Dia a,m
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FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTION BOILER

CFBsare designed for the particular coal to be used. The method is prmdpally of value for
low grade~ high ash coals which are difficult to pulverize( and which may have variabl~
combustion characteristics . It is also suitable for co-fiHng coal with low grade fuelf1;
including sbmewasten:late:d~s. The advantage of-fuel fleXibility ofterimentioneclin
'cotittectioitWiih eF'S units can be misleadlli.g;
combustibn,pt)!tion'of the process is
inherently more' flexible than PC, but material handling systemS must be ..deSigned to handle
larger quantities as~odated with lower qu,allty fuel~: . Qg~e .~~.,~~J.~.E:tEltAtyvill.<?P'C?ra~~
. ··_. ··--'"!i:tbsH;£tiCiently wiili"what~ver' design fuel is specified.' '.'
.'

the

." ..". ·

The design must take into account ash quantities, and ash properties, 'While combustion
temperatures are low enough to allow much of the mineral matter to retain its ,o:r:iginal
properties; 'particle sttl'face temperatures can be El,S much as 350 9 Fabove the nominal bed
temperature. 'If any softe:tring takes place 6n the surface of either the mineral matter or the
sorbent, thetl there is risk of agglomeration or of fouling.' '

a

The CFB produces combustion gases, which must be treated before exiting the exhaust stack
to remove fly ash and sulfur dioxides, NO x emissions can be mitigated through'use of
selective non-catalytic reduction (5NCR) using ammonia injection, usually in the upper area
of the combustor. The pollution control equipment external to the CFB :includes either a
fabric filter (baghqrise) Or electrostatic precipitator for particulate control (fly ash), A
poliShing FGD system may be required ror additional removal cif sulfur dioxides to achieve
sin:ri1ar emission levels to PC units with FGD systems. Limestone is required as the reagent
for the most COttlmOn wet FGD process, lirrtestone forced oxidation desulfurization, and also
as sorbent for the fluidized bed. A spray dryer FGD process, another option for low 502
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concentra:tion flue gas streams, llses lime as the reagent. Alimestone storage and handling
system is a required¢l.esign consideration for CFB units. A lime storage and handling system
would also be required if a lime spray dryer is used for the polishing FGD system.

3.3 IGee Process Description
IGCC for use in coal-based power generation reacts coal with steam and oxygen or air at high
temperature to produce a gaseous mixture consisting primarily of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide. The gaseous mixture requires cooling and cleanup to remove contaminants and
pollutants to produce a synthesis gas suitable for use in the combustion turbine portiOri. of a
combined cycle unit. The combined cyde portion of the plant is similar to a conventional
combined cycle. The most significant differences in the combined cycle are modifications to
the combustion turbine to allow use of a 200 to 400 Btu/SCF gas and use of steam produced
via heat recovery from the raw gas in addition to that from the combustion turbine exhaust
(HRSG). Specifics of .a plant design are influenced by the gasification process and matching
coal supply, degree of heat recovery, and methods to clean up the gas. A typical process flow
diagram for an IGCC unit is shoWn in Figure 3-3.

... . .
..
Figure3-3.
.
rnte ated Gasification CombinedC de Process Flow Dia am

\

)
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.Combined Cycle Plant
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INTEGRATED GASIFICATION COM.BINED CYCLE
Cocil gasification takes place in the presence of a controlled Ishortage1of air/ oxygen, thus
maintaining reducing conditions. The process is carried out in an enclosed pressurized
reactor, and the product is a mixture of CO, H2 and C02 (called synthesis gas, syngas or fuel
. gas). The sulfur present in the fuel mainly formS H2S but there is also a small amount of
carbonyl sulfide (COS). The H2S can be more-readily removed than COS in gas cleanup
processesi therefore, a hydrolysis process is typically used to convert COS to H 2S. Although

OEQ/AQ015004200

na NOx is formed during gasification, some is formed when the fuel gas or syngas is
subsequently burned in the c'ambustion turbines. The 'product gas is cleaned and then
burned with air; generating combustion products at high temperature and pressure.
Three basic gasifier designs are possible, with fixed beds (not normallY,used for power
generation), fluidized beds and entrained flow. Fixed bed units typically use lump coal,
fluidized bed units use a feed of 3-6 rom size, and entr~ined flow gasifiers typically use a
pulverized coal slUrry feed.
'
The IGCC demonstration plants that have'been built use different process designs, and are
, testing thEi practicalities and econcirtJics cif different degrees of integration. In all IGCC plants,
there'is a tequifement fora serie:s of large heat exchangers to cool the synga(3 to ,te:triperattlres
at which it can be cleaned. In such exchangers, solids deposition, fouling and corrosion :may
take place. CurrentlYi cooling the syngas is requited far conventional cleaning, and it is
subsequently reheated beforeCbmbustion. At Puettol1ano, quenchlng is used to cool the .
syngas. ,This is a simple, but relatively inefficient procedure, however, it avoids depbsition
prable~i as 1:11,e ash present is rapidly cooled to a solid non-sticky form. The cold 'gas
cleaning processes used are variants of well proven namal gas 'sweeterring processes to
remove acid impurities and any sulfur present.
Thesyngas is procl!lce&at temperattltes up to 2900°F (m entJi~eci:4bw;ga?ifiers), w4il~,,:the
gas dean up systems which are being assessed/ operate at a maximum temperature of '
900-11 OO°F. Large heat exchangers are required, and there is the possibility of solids
deposition in these exchangers which t~duces heat transfer. It seems that unless it is possible
to deyelop hot gas cleaning as a reliable procedure, the comparative economics of IGCC will
remam unattractive.
'

3.3.1 ConventionallGCC
A Conventional IGCC unit uses chemical absorption with an amine process such as an
ivIDEA (methyldiefuariolamine) gas treatment system to remove H2S fromthe syngas and a
, ".",'.....".~._.~1ftrr"J?Ia.I1-tt9c()nv~~L~~tu,S~oelerrl(~Etal sulfur f2! sal,e 0E disB9sal. The ~>"P.$!.B~.:..~,.:,;;",__"
combustion turbines use water injection and low-NOx burners to c~ntr9l NOx emis~ions.

3.3.2 Ultra..Low Emissions ;IGCC
An Ultra-Lo~ IGCC unit uses ,physical absorption with a process such as a Selex:ol or Rectisol
(methanol solvent) gas treatment system to remove H2S £tom the syngas and a sulfur plant
to convert the IDS to elementalsuliur for sale or disposaL The syngas combustion turbines
use water injection or nitrogen dilu:tloil, law-NOx',bwnetSand downsi;reaJ;fi, SeRta control
NOx emissions and a ~ownstream catalytic oxidation catalyst (Cat.;Ox) to control CO
emissions.
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SECTION 4.0

Technical Evaluation
Tills section contains an evaluation of the teclmical capability of the PC? CFB and IGCC
technologies."
.

4.1 Pulverized Coal
PulveriZed coar has been used for large utility urUts for over 50 years. The technology has
evolved in areas suc1:t__as distributed control systems and einissions control to improve its
.
.'
'.
.
performance.

'. 4.1.1. Development History I Current Status ....
. Presently, pulverizedcoai power is still b~ed on the same methods sta;ted over 100 years'
ago? but improvements in all areas have brought coal power to be anmexpensive power
source used widely today. . There are thousands of units around the world, accounting for
well over 90 percent of the coal-fired generation capacity.. PCUnitS can be used to fire a wide... ·
variety:of coals, although it is not always appropriate for thosewith a high aSh content.

.Subcritical PC

Th~ typical coal units of 250 MW'andabovethat have been builtin the U.S. since 1960 are'..'

subcriticalPCdesignS using a 2400 psig/1000°F/ 1000°Fsingle reheat steam power cycle.
providiri.g a net plant efficiency (HHV) 1 of approXimately 36 perc~nt based on a bituminous
. ' .. coal fuel Occasionally a 2400 psig/1050°F /1050°F steam cycle has been employed.

. Supercritical PC
.A typical cOmInercial super critical PC deslgTI uses a 3500 psig/1050°F jl050°F si~.gle reheat
steam power cycle providing a net plant efficiency (HHV) of appro>cimately 39 percent. .

In Continental EUIope, once-through boilers have been traditional, which do not require
differentials between water arid steam phases to operate. Due to illgh fuel prices :in Europe~
it was therefore lOgical for steam pressures to continue to be increased above 2400 psig ill the
quest for greater unit efficiency. In Japan, the Ministry of Trade and Industry encouraged a
relatively early and universal change to supercritical steam conditions? and virtually all
steam boiler/turbine units above 350'MW operating in Japan use supercritical steam
conditions.
.
.
.
\A1hile the majority of coal-fired units in the U.S. have used subcritical drum boilers, a
significant number of supercritical units have also been built Early supercritlcal units
experienced various reliability problems. Between the first.commercial demonstration of the
1 Net Plant Efficiency (HHV) is defined as the net electrical output of the plant divided by the higher heating value fuel
. :
consumption ofthe plant.
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supercritical teclmology by AEP in 1956, and the mid-1970s, substantial experience was
accumulated. Some of that experience was disappointing. However, most of the
supercritical units built in that period continue to operate today, and many now have good
. availability records. Ameren, an electric utility provider m Missouri and Illinois continues to
operate 1000 MW supercritical units builtin 1966 and 1968. American Electric Power (AEP),
an electrical utility provider to 11 states based in Columbus, Ohio, has units of 600, 800 and
1300 MW that entered service between 1968 and 1990.

4.1.2 Efficiency
A Bas:in Electric 250 MW PC unit would use a subcritical steam cycle design. The additional
capital cost for a supercritical steam cycle is typically only justified by the efficiency
improvement for PC units of 350 MW and larger. There is also a n:ri:rrirri.um 350 Jv.iW size
limitation due to the first stage design of the steam turbme.

4.1.3 Operating History w/PRB Coal
Most of the PRB coal used for electricity generation is burned in PC plants. PC units
experienced many problems during the :initialuse o£PRB coals, but. experience h~ re~uhed
in develop;ment of PC boiler designs to successfuliy bi,u;n PRB coals. PC designs
PRB coal
are basedOJ;l the specific characteristics of tpe fuEil such as moistlire content ash to:r:rtp0sition
and softening temperature, ljllld stilfui content.
.

for

4.1·,4 PC Configuration Se,lacted for E~aluation
.

.

'

The PC configuration selected for evaluation uses a convemtional high dust/high .
temperature SCR system for NOx control and a Circulating Dl'y Scrubber (CDS) POD system
for S02 control.
..

4.2 Circulating :Fluid· Bed

..

CFB power plants have demonstrated technical feasibility in commercial utility applications
~·"·£or·"aboUt 20 years. The technology has evolved during that time to improye its te~hnical
performance,
.,

4.2.1 .Development History! Current Status
Study of the fluidized bed coal combustion concept began :in the early 1960s. The o:tigmal
goal was to develop a compact I!pac~gell coal b6:l1E;!i'fuat could be pre-assembled at the
factory and shipped to aplantsite (a lower cost alternativetCi the costly onsite assembly of
conventional boilers). In the mid-1960s, i~was realized that a fluidized bed boiler not only
represented a potentially lower.cost, more efficient way to burn coal, but also a much cleaner
technology. The same turbulent, orllfluidizing/I mixing of the coal to improve combustion
also provided a way to :inject sulful'-absorbing limestone to clean the coal while it burned. A
500-kilowatt fluidized bed coal combustor test plant was built in Alexandria, Virginia, in
1965. It provided much of the design data for a 30-megawatt prototype unit at the
Monongahela Power Companis Rivesville, West Virginia, plant built in the mid-197Gs.
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The first commercially successful fluidized bed was an industrial-size atmospheric unit
(equivalent to a 10-megawattcombustor) built with federal furtds on the campus of
Georgetown University:in 1979. The Georgetown unit still operates today.
The tec1:inology progressed:into larger scale utillty applications due, iIi large part to Federal .
partnership programs with industry. The Colorado-Ute Electric Association proj~ctin Nucla,
CO {now operated by Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc., of Denver)
was one of the early demonstrations in the Clean Coal Technology Program. From this
project came significant design improvements in utility-scale atmospherk fluidized bed
tecbnology, and as a result, commercial confidence in this advanced, low-polltlting
combustion system picked up considerably.
In 1996, Jacksonville Elect1:ic Authority aEA) chose to replace two older oiland gas fued .,'
units at their Northside Station with atmospheriC fluidized bed combustion technology.
POE contributed more than $74 million to the project as one of the original projects under its
Clean Coal Technology Program. The federal funding went to ins'tall one of the two
combustors: JEA repowered the second steam turbine usingthe new technology Withits
, own funding., On October 14,2002; the utility declared the new technology to be ,£uily . '
operational. The two 300 MW £luidiz;edbed systems at the Northside Station became fully
, operational in October, 2002. At the time they went:into operation, they 'Were, the hrrgest
. '
'fluidized beeL coInbustorsever installed·m a power plant.

'4.2.2 Efficiency,. "",
In the 10o.:200MWerahge,thethennal effi.tie~Cydf CFBunits may be lower than thaHor
. eqruvalentsize PC units by a few percentage points, depending oncoalquality~ InCFB, the
. . heat losses from the cyclone(s). are considerable.: This results in.reduced thermal efficiency,·
· ahdeven With ash heat recovery 'systems/there tend. to be high·heat losses associated with
the removal of both ash and spent sorbent from thesystetn.. The use qf a loyvgrade coal with
·variablecharaderisti.cs tends to result in lower efficiency/and the .addition of sorbentand
8ubsequeri.tremoval with the ash results in heat losses. It.is projected that a 250 MW CFB
... urut for· the BEPC Dry Fork proje'ct would have an effidency similar to ape unit.

'4.2.3 Operating HistolYw/PRB Coal
,

,

.

The majority ~f existing utilityCFB urits buin bituminous coal, anthracite coal waste or
lignite coal The operating history of utility CFB boilers buTningPRB or other types of·
subbituminous coal is 1.imited. CFB technology typically has an economic advantage oruy
when used with high ash and/or high sulfur fuels. Therefore, bituminous COal, petroleum
the typical applications fbr CFB technology.
cokercoal
waste,lignite and biomass fuels are
.
.
.
,

The two JEA 300 MW CFB demonstration units ~re designed to bum both bituminous coal
· and petroleum coke. There is a minimu:i:n coal ash content versus coal sulfur content
specification for these Units: The lowest specified coal sulfur content 6f 0.50 wt. percent
corresponds to a :mirrimum coal ash cori.tent of 12 wt. percent. Most of the PRB coals
proposed for the Basin Electric Dry Fork project contain between 0.30 to 050 wt. percent
sulfur and between 4.0 to 8.0 wt. percent ash. The Dry Fork Wline coal averages
approximately 0.33 wt. percent su.J.fux and 4.77 wt. percent ash. Therefore, none of these PRB
)
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coals would be an acceptable fuel for the TEA CFB units based on sul:fur and aSh content
unless they were blended with a higher sulfur and/ or ash fuel.
PRB coals may also have a tendency to produce small p~ticle size (fine) fly ash that makes it
more clifficultto maintain the required bed volume in·a CFB unit. Therefore,.additional
quantities of inerts such as sand and limestone may be required for a CFB unit burning low
sulfur/low ash PRB coals.
A joint Colorado Springs Utilities / Foster VVheeler 150 MW Advanced CFB demonstration
project at the Ray D. Nixon Power Plant south of Colorado Springs was proposed and .
accepted by DOE NETL in 2002 as part of the federal Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI).'
DOE agreed to a $30 million cost share of the $301.5 million project. The next generation CFB
unit would be designed to burn PRB coal and PRB blended with coal waste, biomass and
petroleum coke.' However, Colorado Springs Utilities and Foster Wheeler cancelled and
. withdrew from the CCPI project in 2003.
.
.

'4.2.4 CFB Configuration
S~lected forEvaluatio~
.

.

.

,

The CFB configuration sele~ted for evaluation uses a 'selective Non-Catalytic Red~ction
'. (SNCR) system'for NOx control and a CDSFGp system for S02 control.

." 4.3 Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle '.,

a

.

:~

. IGCChas been demonstrated.iri few~ommercia1;.sca1e facilities: A variety of coais have ..
'been gasifiedi the resulting gases have bee:i:l cleaned up to allow use in combustion turbines; .
.. and electricity has been generated. However, the capital c~st and performance in a number.
of areas have not been as attractive· as planned. The troublesome a,):'eas for IGCC have
included high-temperatureheatrecovetyandhotgas cleanup: ,
.

An important partof achieving an attra~tiveheat rate is gene!=ation of high pressure and
. temperature' steari:l from the high-temperature raw gas generate:d by gasifyiJig coal. The
temperature of the raw gas is dependent on the gasification process and the Co.al. Slaggfug.
·.gasifiers, such as the Texaco process, typically generate gases in the 2500 to 2800°F range.
These high-temperature gases containing corrosive compounds, such as H2S, create a very' .
·demancllng environment for the generation of high pressure and temperature steam. The
. alternative of notrecovering the heat in the raw gas, such as direct quenching of the gas,
results
in lower
efficiencies.
.
.
' .
. . . .
'.

.

,

.

It is also attractive from an efficiency perspective to provide clean gas to the combustion
. turbine at'an elevated temperature without cooling and reheating, hence the desire to use hot
gas cleanup. Again, this demanding serviCe has not been reliably demonstrated in a
commercial application, resulting in less efficient approaches being used for current plants.

The ~ incenti:ve for rGCC development has been that units may he ~ble to~chieve higher
thermal efficiencies than PC plants; and be.able to match the environID.ental performance of
gas-fired plants, However, the thermal efficiencies of new PC plants using superheated
steam have also,increased as has their environmental performance.
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4.3.1 Development History I Current Status·
IGCC has been under development since the 19808. A number of demonstration units,
around 250MWe size are being operated:in the USA cmd Europe. Table 4:-1 at the end of this
section lists the commercial scale IGCC plants that have been built and their current status.
Most of the IGCC units have used entrained flow gasifiers and are oxygen blown, but one
unsuccessful demonstration unit (Pinion Pine IGCq was based on an air-blown fluidized
bed gasifier. The two plants currently operating in the U.S. are the 262 MW PSI! Global
Energy Wabash.River rGCC in Indiana and the 250 MW Tampa Electric PolkIGCC in Florida.
The 253 MWe utrit at Bugienur:n jn The N ethei'lana.s, statted up in 1993. The largest unit is
located at PuertbUano in Spafu with aca.pacity of 318 MW. .

All of the current.coal·lueled IGCe demonstration plants are subsidized. The U.S. plants are
part 6f the DOE Clean Coal Program, and the European plants are part of the Thermie
Programme. The DOE has partially funded the design and construction of the US. plants, as
well as the operating costs for the first few years. The Wabash River plant was a repowering
project, but from the point of view of demons.trating the .viabil~ty of various systems, it is
effectively a new plant, even though tied to an .existing steam turbine~ The Cool Water and
Louisiana Gasification Tec:h;lology Inc (LGTI) proj~cts were the first commercial-scale IGCC
.projects constructediri. the United States, and were constructed' with guaranteed price
support from the U.S. 5ynth.etic Fuels Corporation; both projects were shut down once the
duration of the price guarantee period expired;
.

4.3.2· Operating History wlPRB Coal
The only cOtnInerdal size rGCC demonstration. plant that has operated with PRE. coal fuel
was the 160 MWe Dow Chemical Louisiana Gasification Technology, )J;'J.<;. (LGTI) 'plant in
Plaquerrrlrle, LA. Th:is piai-tt used an oxygen blownE-Gas entrained flow gasifier and j.s
reported to have c;perated successfully from 1987 to 1996. the plant is now shutdown.
The Power Syste~'DevelQpment FacUity (PSDF), located near Wilsonville, Alabama, i~ a
large advanced coal-:fired.power system pilot plant. it a joint project a£bOE'NETt,
, ..... , ...., ""'~'-~Sout11ern Company an:a-6ffierinutfsttta1-patticiParifS:-·"I'itEf'rta1ibmttin":I«-BR-Transport·
Reactor was modified from a cotnbusto~ to' coal gasifier operation in 1999. The initial
gasification tests have concentrated on PRB coals because their high reactivity and volatiles
. were found to enhance gasification. The highest syngas heating values were achieved with
PRB coal, since PRB coal is more reactive than: bituminous coals.
.

is

Southern Company, Orlando Utilities COmmission, and Kellogg Brown and Root, were
recently selected by DOE NETL for co-funding in the Round· 2. Ciean Coal Power Initiative
(CCPI) solicit~tion. They propose to construct and demonstrate operation ofa 285 MW
coal-based transport gasifier plant in Orange County, Flo:dda. The proposed facility would
gasify sub-bituminous coal in an air-blown integrated gasification combined cycle power
plant based an the KBRTransport Gasifier. Southern Company estimated the total cost for
th.e project at $557 million ($1954/MW) and requested $235 million of DOE funds to support
the project. .
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4.3,3 Efficiency
The driving force behind the development of IGCC is to achieve high thermal efficiencies
together with low levels of emissions. It is hoped to reach efficiencies of over 40 percent, and
possibly as high as 45 percent with IGCC. Higher efficiencies are possible when high gas
:inlet temperatures to the gas turbine Gll). be achieved. At the moment, the gas cleaning stages
for particulates and sulfur removal cart only be carried out at relatively low temperatures~
. which restricts the overall efficiency obtainable.
..

4.3.4 IGCC ConfigLirations Selected for Evaluation·
The two IGCC configurations selected for evaluation represent a converitional IGCC unit and
an ultra,.lowemissions IGCC Unit.
.

.

.

The conventional IGCC unit uses an MDEA. gas treatm~nt system to reduce H2S to .
apprOximately 25 ppmv in the syngas $ent to the combustion turbine. generators (CTG$) for
S02 control, and water injection with 10\~\T~NOx burners in the CTGs for NOx
control.
.
"

"

The ultra~low emiS~ions IGCC urtituses a Selexoi gas· treatment system to reduce H2S to .
. approximately 10 ppmv in the sYngas sent to theCTGs for S02 control; water injection With
·low-NOx buinE~rs in the CTGs and an SCR system f6i·NOx coritrol, and a catalytic oxidation
. c~taJ.yst (Cat-Ox) systeII). for CO control.
.
..
. .

\ .

).

j
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TABLE 4-1
Commercial Scale IGCC Power Plants

Basin Electric Dry Fork station Technology Evaluation
Gas Cleanup

Power Island

Net Plant
Heat Rate
(Btu/kWh)

02 Blown Texaco
Entrained Flow
(2500°F, 600 Psig)

Cold H2Sand
Ash Removal

GE7FECTG
ISTG

11,300 (HHV
Basis)

1984-1988 .
(shutdown)

8ubbituminous
PRBCoal

02 Blown E-Gas
Entrained Flow
(2700°F, 400 Psig)

Cold H2S·and
Ash ~l3moval

West 501
GTG/STG

.10,500 (HHV
Basis)

1987-1995
(shutdown)

107

Low S Western
Bituminous Coal

Air Blown Pressurized
KRW fluid bed
(1800°F, 325 Psig)

HotH2S and·
Ash Removal

GE6FACTG
!8TG

8,390 (HHV
Basis)

1998-2000 (never
successfully
started-up)

Polk County,
FL

250

High 8 Bit. Coal
& Petroleum
Coke

02 Blown ChevronTexaco Entrained Flow
(2500°F, 375 Psig)

Cold H2Sand
Ash Removal

GE.·7FACTG
ISTG

9,6~O (HHV

1996-Present

West Terre
Haute, IN

262

High 8 Bit Coal
& petroleum
Coke

02 Blown E-Gas
Entrained Flow
(260QoF, 400 Psig)

ColdH2Sand
Ash Removar

GE7FACTG
"
/STG

8,~OO

(HHV
Basis)

1995-Present

Buggenum,

253

Bituminous Coal

02 Blown Shell
Entrained Flow
(260Q F, 400 Psig)

Cold -H2S and
Ash Removal

Siemens
·V94.2CTGI
STG

8,240 (HHV
Basis)

1994-Present

02 Blown Prenflo
Entrained Flow
(2900"F, 400 PSig)

ColdH2Sand
Ash Removal.

. Siemens
.V94-3GTGI
·STG

··8,230(HHV
-.Basis)

1998-Present

Plant
Location

Net
Output
(MWe)

Feedsto.ck

Texaco Cool
Water

Daggett, CA

96

LowS & High S
Bituminous Coal

Dow Chemical!
Destec LGTI

Plaquemine,
LA

160

0

Sierra Pacific
Pinon Pine

Tracy
Station,
Reno, NV

~
I\)

Tampa Electric
Polk Plant
PSI I Global
Energy Wabash
River

Plant Name

0

m

0

»

0
a
a

a

(0

NUON/Demcoiec
/
Willem-Alexander

The

ELCOGASI
Puertollano

Puertollano,
Spain

Gasifier Design

D

Netherlands
318

50%/50% Coal
& Petroleum

Coke Mix
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Environmental Evaluation,
, ,Environmental impacts associated with PC units include air eniissions, water/wastewater
discharge issues, and solid waste disposal. hnpacts are minimized by utilizmg air pollution
control equipment, wastewater pretreatrn.ent controls, and the potential reuse of ash.
Environmentalimpacts associated with a CFB coal unit include air emissions,"
, water/wastewater discharge issues, and solid waste disposal. Impacts are rnll::rimized by,
utilizing air pollution control equipment, wastewater pretreaJment controls, and the
potential reuse of ash. A CFB design does have the advantage of burning a wider range of
fuels indudIDg waste materials such as petrolewn coke or reneV\l'able biomass~
The overall envircmmentaJ.impacts from an rGCC unit would, be berureen those of a natural
gas-fired combUstion turbineccimbined cycle unit and a PC unit. Environmental impacts '
would include aD: emissions~ water/wastewater discharge, and solid waste disposal. ,
" .

.

,5.1 Air Emissions'
, 'Pulverized Coal

, ., A PC unit for the Dry Fork Station ~ill use low-NOX'burners ~d SCR for NO xcontr~l, CDS "
FGD for S02 control, arid a fabric filter for particulate control. ' There would be PM10
"
emissions from coal, ash, and lime material handling operations. There would also be other ","
sourceS of air emissions from miscellaneous support equipment such as diesel or natural'
gas-fired emergency generators, fire pumps, and the installation of a natural gas-fired, '
auxiliary boiler. A case-by-cas€, maximum achievable control techrlology (MACT)~ysis
would be required for trace metals in the coal, organics, and add gases.

, Circulating Fluid Bed
Combustion takes place at temperatures from lS00-1600 oP, resulting in reduced NO x
formation compared with a PC unit. 'While the air emissions exiting a CFB boiler (especially
NO x, S02, and CO) are lower than a conventional PC boiler, the final stack emissions would
be similar based on the use of add-on control equipment. Current BACT would require
SNCR for NO x control, limestone injection in the fumace for S02 control, and a fabric filter
for particulate control. A polishing CDS PGD system would also be required for additional
S02 control.
There would be PM10 emissions from coal, ash, lime and limestone material handling
, operations. There would also be other sources of air emissions from miscellaneous support
equipment, such as diesel or natural gas-fired emergency generators; fire pumps, and the
installation of a natural gas-fired auxiliary boiler. A case-by-case MACT ap.alysis would be
required for trace metals in the coal, organics, and acid gases.
j
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Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
An IGCC plant has the potential for reduced emissions of 502, NOx, Hg and particulates
compared to levels produced by conventional PC and CFB units. 502 removal up to 98 to 99
percent and Hg removal of approximately 90 percent is possible in the gas treatment system
downstream of the gasifier. Particulates will be removed to levels approaching natural gas
fired combustion turbines. NOx emissions from the gas turbines should be similar to
en:ussionsfromnatul'al gas fired combustion turbines. Based on a BACT analysis, additional
controls may be required including SCR for NO xreduction and catalytic oxidation for CO
reduction..
Th~re would be PM10 emissions from coal and ash material handling operations. There
would also be other sources of air emisSions from the IGCC process from the syngas/natural
gas-fired auxiliary boilet used to dry the PRB coal, flaring of treated or untreated syngas
durihg plant startups, shutdown and upsets, and from miscellaneous support equipment
such as diesel or natural gas emergency generators and fire pump·s.

The reporteC:i annual S02 and NOx emission rates for the two U.S. IGCC demonstration
plants are shown:in Figures 5-1 and 5-2.
Figure 5-1
U.S. IGCC Demo Units· Annual 502 Emission Rates
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2003
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Figure 5-2
U.S. IGCC Demo Units -Annual NOx Emission Rates
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Table 5-1 compares the proposed Dry Fork Station PC emissicmrates with the current ann'D:~ "
, emission rates from existing CFB conunercial plants and from exi$ting U.S. IGCC
demonstration plants. '
" ,
"
. TABLE 5·1 ,

,

Comparison of Coal Combustion TechnologyEmission Rates
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology Evaluation
EmissionRat~s

Pollutant

PC (Potential BACT)

for Coal Combustion Technologies (LbIMMBtu)
CFB (Existing U.S.
Commercial Plants) ,

IGCC (Existing U.S.
,Demonstration Plants)*,

0.10

0.10

0.17 '

NOx

0.07

0.09

0.09

PM10"*

0.019

0.019

0.011

CO

0.15

0.15

0.045

voe

0.0037

0.0037

S02

'

,

0.0021 .

Notes:
" PSI Energy Wabash River Station and TECO Polk Power Station, Existing IGCC Demonstration Plants.
*"PM 1 o includes filterable and condensable portions.
/
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5.2 WaterlWastewater
Pulverized Coal
Liquid wastes would :include boiler feed water (BFW) blow down, auxiliary cooling tower
blowdown, and chemicals associated with.water treatment. Dry cooling and zero liquid
discharge systems will be used to reduce overall water consumption and discharge. A
groundwater protection permit will be required jf evaporation ponds are included in the
·.·plant design. Stormwa:ter discharge permits and stormwatet pollution prevention plans
(SWPPP) would be required, Spill Prevention, Control, and COUhtermeasures '(SPCC) plans
may also be required.
..
.

Circulating Fluid Bed
Similar to a PC plant, CFB plant liquid wastes wottld include BFW blowdowri,au.xiliary
cooling tower blow-down, and chemicals aSSOCiated with water treatment. Dry cOdling and
zero liquid discharge systems will be used to reduce overall water consumption and
discharge. A groundwater protection permit will be required jf evaporation ponds are
.:included in the plant design. Stormwater dischaige permits and stormwater pollution
pt.evention plans (SWPPP) would bel'equired.. Spill Preverrtion,Coptrol,ancl .'.
COlffite:trtl.easures (SPCC) plans may also be required.
.
.'
.

Integrated .Ga$ification Combined Cycle
An IGCC unit for t'he Dry Fork project would have two primary liquid effluents. The first is
blowdown from the BFW purification system, although the blowdown will be less compared
to·a PC or CFB utiit since the.steam·cyclein a:ii. IGCC plant typically· produces less than 40
percent of the plant's power; However; BFW makeup·may be the ·same as, or even larger,
than aPC or CFB based plant of comparable output, even jf it is weUdesigned, operated: and
mairi.tained. A coal gasilication process may consume significant quantities of BFW in tap
puxges, pump seals, intermittent equipment flushes, synga.s saturation for NOx control, .and
.. ·direet-·steam:injeeti.on-mt0.the~gasi£ier~,as-a.r,eaGtaB,t~a;r1.11'f0:11~temFe·l1atu;J:e,mGdeJjat0J;.i"';"~"'""''''''''
The second liquid effluent from art IGCC plant is process water blowdown. This process
waterblowdown is typically high in dissolved solids and gases along with the various ionic
species washed from the syngassuch as sulfide, chloride, ammonium. and cyanide. The
yvabash Rivet rGCC plant ~taned .an acid-on mech!U1ical.yapor;recompression (M:\TR)
system in 2001 to better control arsenic, cyanide and selenium in the wastewater stream.
As with the PC and CFB power units, dry cooling and zero liquid discharge systems will be
used to reduce overall water consumption and discharge. The Tampa Electric Polk rGCC
plant treats process water blowdown with ammonia stripping, vapor compression
concentration, and crystallization to completely eliminate process water discharge.
Liquid wastes would also :include auxiliary cooling towel' blow down and chemicals
associated with water treatlnent. A groundwater protection permit will be required if
evaporation ponds are :included in the plant design. Stormwater discharge permits and
stormwater pollution prevention plans (SWPPP) wouldbe required. Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) plans may also be required.
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5.3 Solid Waste
Pulverized Coal
Solid wastes include bottom ash from the boiler> and combined dry FGD and fly ash solid
waste from the fabl'ic filter. Disposal of these wastes is a major factor in plant design and cost .....
consideratiOns:.
.
.
.
..
.

Circulating Fluid Bed
Solid wastes :include boiler bed ash, and coni.b~ed dry FGD arid fly ash solid waste from the
fabric filter. Since limestone is injected into the CFB boiler for S02 removal/there w:i1l be .
additional CaO! CaS04 and CaC03 present in the bed and fly ash. There may be a.highfree ..
. lime content, and leachates will be strongly alkalIDe. Carbon-in-ash levels are higher in CFB .
. residues that in those from PC units. As With PC fired units, disposal of these wastes is a
major factor in plant design and cost considerations ..

Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle
.
.

>'.

J .

.

IGCC power generation has demonstrated red.uced en~ironmentaI impact compared to PC
and CFBplantsinterms of solid waste quantities and the potential for leaching of toxic .
substances:iri.to the soil and groundwater. The largest solid waste·~tream produced by an: ...
· rGCC Using an entrained bed gasifier is slag. This type of gasifier operates above the fusion ...
temperature of the coal ash, producing a black,.glassy, sand-like sl~g material that is a
potentially:tnarketablebyproduct. Leachability data obtained from different entramed-bed ' .
· gasifiers has sh()writhat this gasifier slag is highly non-leachable. The slag may be· suitable
for the cement industry, asphalt production, construction backfill and landf:i1l cover
.
operations.
Most gasification processes also produce a smaller amount of char (unreacted fuel) and/ or
fly ash that is entrained in the syngas. This material is typically captUred and recycled to the· .
gasifier to mamtain high carbon conversion efficiency and to convert the fly ash nito slag to .
· elirrrina.te fly ash disposal.
.The other large volume byproduct produced by IGCCplants is elemental sulfur or sulfuric .
acid, both of which can be sold to help offset plant operating costs. This contrasts with a PC
or CFB unit with a dry or semi-dry lime FGD System, which recovers sulfur as dry spent
sorbent mixed with the fly ash. Spent sorbent and fly ash must typically be disposed of as
waste materials in an appropriate landiill.
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SECTION 6.0

Reliability Evaluation
6i 1 Annual Availability and Capacity Factors
Both PC;: and CFB technologies are considered to be mature and are used for baseload power
plants. The overall plant availability of well mamtamed baseload PC and CFB units is
approxitnately 90 percent. All four of the demonstration IGCC plants experienced very low
availa?ility dur:iri.g their early years of operation. The avallability improved after design and
operation changes were made to each facility, however, the:ir current annual availability is
still lower than what can be achieved with PC and CFB units.
Capacity factor measures the amount of electricity actually produced compared with the
maximum output achievable. The overall plant capacity factor for well maintained baseload .
PC and CFB units is approximately 85 percent. All four of the demonstration IGCC plants
continue to experience low capacity factors compared to baseload PC and eFB units. The
reported annual availability and capacity factors for the two U.S. IGCC demonstration plants
are SllOwn:in Figures 6~1 and 6-2. Data for some years was not available.
Figure 6-1
U.S IGee Demonstration Plant Annual AVaili\bility

1996

1997

1998

1995

2000

2001

2002

2003

Year
\-+-Tampa Electric Polk Station ...... PSI/Global Energy Wabash River Station \
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2004

2005

Figure 6-2
U.S. fGee Demo Units -Annual Capacity Factors
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.6.2 TECOPolkPower Station IGee

~ommercial

, The POlle IGCCPower'P;ant began
operation mSeptember 1996. Key availability
factors reported by Tampa Electric are summarized in Table 6-1 .. Availability is defined by
Tampa Electric intheir published papers and reports as the percent of time dUrmg each'
period that the unit was in service or in reserve shutdown...'
TABLE 6·1

TECO Polk Power Station IGCC Availability
Year

Air Separation' Unit

,

.

Gasification Island

Combined Cycle
Power Block

Total Plant

. N/A

N/A

18%

(ASU)
1996

NfA*

1997

N/A

N/A'

55%

45%

1998

N/A

N/A

.87%

60%

1999

N/A

NJA

92%

69%

2000

N/A

NJA

87%

88%

2001

N/A

N/A

91%

65%

'2002

96%

77%

94%

77%

2003

95%

78%

80%

78%

* NfA - Not Available
Source: Presentation at the 2003 Gasification Technoiogies Conference entitled "Polk Power Station Commercial Year of Operation"'by John McDaniel and Mark Hornick.
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6.3 PSI Wabash River Power Station IGCC
The Wabash River 262 MW IGCC Power Plant began. commercial operation in late 1995. Key

Ieee: plant availability and gasification island forced outage rates reported by PSI are
stttninarized:in Table 6-2.

.

TABLE 6-2
'. PSI Wabash RiverlGCC Availability and Gasification Island ~orced Outage Rate
Basin Eleotric bry Fork StatiM Technolqgy Evaluation"
.
Year

Availability

Forced Outage Rate

Gasificatirin Island

Total Plant

.Gasification
Island
..

1997

NIN

lib

NfA

1998

N/A

60

NfA

1999

N/A

40

N/A

2060

73.3

N/A

'18

2001

72.5

N/A

22

'2002

78.7

NJA

. 11**.

2003

74

.' N/A

17.5

* N/A"':' Not Available
'.
** Estimated on partial year data
Source: Presentation at the 2002·and 2003 Gasification Technologies Conferences entitled "Operating
Experience at the Wabash River Repowering Project" by Clifton Keeler.

'6.4 NUONBuggenum Power Station IGCC
..

.

.

,'..

.

-..

."

The Buggenum reee Power Plimt started operation in 1994; It is a 250 MWplant located :in

the Netherlands. Key availability factors reported by NUON aresurru;na:dzedin Tables 6-3.
,,,.,, ··..,·,·-·-In·additioni:o burning coal, other types- of fuel are being explored including wood,sewage
sludge, coffee, rice and chicken litter, with varying degrees of success.
TABLE 6.3·
NUON Buggenum Power Station IGCC Availability
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology.Evaluation
Year

Gasification Island

Combined Cycle Power Block

1999

45

N/A

2.000

50

N/A

2001

N/A*

NfA

2002

67.3

89.3

2003

64.6

94.8

* NfA - Not Available
Source: Presentation at the 2000 and 2003 Gasification Technologies Conference entitled "Operating
Experience at the William Alexander Centrale" by J.Th.G.M. Eurlingsand Carlo Wolte'ts, respectively.
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6.5 Elcogas Puertollano Power· Station IGCC
/'. '-

The Puertollano 335 MW IGCC Power Planthad its first 100 hOllIS of continuous operation ill
AUgUst 1999. Key availability and forced outage rates. reported by. IDeo gas are summarized
in Tables 6-4 and 6-5.
.
TABLE 5-4
Elcogas Puertoliano Power Station IGCC Availability
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology Evaluation
Year

Air Separation

Unit (ASU)

Gasification ..
Island

Combined
Cycle Power
Block

Total Plant

70.6

N1A

2000

87.5·

65.9

2001

NfA*

7"1,5**

.83:9

59.6

.·2002

91.4

74.9·

85:5

63:7

2003

86.7

85.7

..64.3

51.9

Comments

,;; NfA - NotAvailab!e
** Includes Asu and ASR
..
.
.. .
.
. Source: Presentations Cit the 2001 and 2003 Gasification Technologies Conference by fgnacici Mendez-Vigo·.

. J.

TABLEG·5
.
.
...
.
..
- .. Elcogas.Puertoliano PowerStaticin IGCe Forced Outage Rate
. Basin Electric Dry Fork Station TechnQlogy Evaluation ..
Year

Air Separation
. Unit (ASU) .

Ga$ificaticm
Island·

Combined.
Cycle PoWer
Block

Total Plant

2000.

11.4

.33:8

3.1

NJA

2001

NJA*

26.7

13.4

36.9

2.3·

14.7

3.3

.2002
:

2003

25
:

·5.4

7.9

5.1

·.Comments

;'

22.6

* N/A - Not Available·

. Source: Presentations at the 2001. and 2003 Ga!?ification
Technologies .conference by Ignacio
Mendez-Vigo.
,
.
.
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SECTION 7.0

C'ommercial Availability
PC technology is available commercially, with a long history of being the technology of
choice for large base-load utility units. The CFB technology is also available comfuercially,
but the largest CFB m:U:ts in operation are approximately 300 MW in size. The CFB boiler
suppliers indicate a willingness to provide larger unitS 'With full cotnmetcialguarantees.
Current and near-term IGCC plants must be viewed as still under development, and not yet·
delivering the cost and performance to be economically attractive. Current IGCC plan.ts are
providing good :information about the technology, but not demonstrating the necessary cost
of electricity to expect the technology to be available commercially in time frame to support
'
Basin Electric's needs.

7.1 Number/Quality of Suppliers
!3othPC aJ.)d CFBbaseCj. coal-fir~d poyrer pl!ffi~,technc>logies are offeredtQ~ercially;: on a
turnkey basis by some of the larger suppliers such as Bechtel and Mitsubism. In addition,
engineering/boiler vendor/ contractor consortiums will also offer these types of plants on a
turnkey basis. In contrast, Iecc plants are still considered to be high risk ventures and are
not currently offered on a turnkey basis. A General Electric and Bechtel partnership is .
developing a 600 NfW standard design based on the ChevronTexaco entrained bed gasifier
with an eastern bituminous coal fuel. A ConocoPhillips emdFluor partnership is also
deve10ping a 600 NfW standard design b~sed the E.,.Gasentrained bed gasifier-with art
eastern bituminous coal fuel. Both consortiums pIan to ·offer turnkey systems in the future
based on thestandard plant·designs.There are no turnkey IGCCsystems available for q. 250
MW IGCC plant based on PRB coal fuel.

7.2 Availability of Process, Performance and Emission
Guarantees
PC and eBB units are available commercially with strong, financially backed process,
performance and :enrissiort gUarantees on a l:t:ii:nkeybasis; or £rom the individual equipment
suppliers. These types of project guarantees are not currently available for IGeC plants on a
turnkey basis due to their early development status and limited commercial experience.

7.3 Availability of Financing Alternatives
Project financing is available for bOtll PC and CFB based power plants. The lack of adequate
developmental and project financing has been a major challenge to the deployment of IGCC
power plants. The significant underlying causes include the following items:
e

Perceived low rate of availability at rGCC projects in early years of operation resulting in
substantially lower NPVs for that period.
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•
•

Uncertain capital flli"'1.ding heeds of IGCC projects.
Lack of guarantees for overallperfor:rnance of the IGCC power units by plant designers,
equipment suppliers and construction companies.
• Perceived need to fihance rGCC power plants with government subsidies.
• Technical and business risk related to IGCC plant development. (Note that members of
the John F. Kennedy School of Government of Harvard University, acknowledging that
. risk is a barrier to.IGCC plant development" have recently proposed a "3Party Covenantll
whereby the Federal Government provides loan guarantees which allow lower cost·
finartcing, state public utility commissions provide guarantees that output can be sold
even if it is not the lowest-cost resource, and equitymvestors provide project financing
based on the federal and state guarantees).
.

)

/
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SECTION 8.0

Economic Evaluation
8.1 Economic Criteria
The· majo;L' economic ttiteria used for the cost evaluation of the PC, CFB, Conventional IGCC
a.i1.d. Ultra-Low Emission IeCe cases· are listed in Table 8-1;
TABLE 8·1
Coal Plant Economio Evaluation Criteria
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology Evaluation
Criteria

PC

CF8

Conventional
IGCC

Ultra-Low
Emission IGCC

Comments

Net PIEmt Output (MW)

273MW

273MW

273MW

273MW

Annual Average

10,500

10,800

10,500

10,500

Annual Average

85% Coal

85% Coal

15% Natural
Gas, 70% Coal

15% Natural
Gas, 70% Coal

Interest Rate (%)

6.0%

6.0%

8.0%

8.0%

Discount Rate (%)

6.0%

6.0%

6;0%

6.0%

Capital Cost Recovery
'Period (Years)

42 years

42 years

42 years

42 years

Plant Economic Life

42 years

42 years

42 years

42 years

Fixed O&M Cost
($/kW-Yr)

38.33

34.50

50.00

52.50

Non-Fuel Variable
O&M Costs ($/kW·Hr)

0.0027

0.0025

0.0020

0.0021

Coal Cost ($/MMBtu)

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

Natural Gas Cost
($/MMBtu)

7.50

7.50

7.50

7.50

Net Plant Heat Rate
(Btu/kW-Hr)
Annual Plant Capaoity
Faotor (%)

Higher rate for
IGCC due to risk

_.J':(§!;!.f.s.)....

8.2 Economic Analysis Summary
The overnight capital costs and life cycle economic analysis for the PC, CFB, Conventional
IGCC and Ultra-Low Emission IGCC cases is shown in Table 8-2. The net .present value
(NPV) for the PC, CFB, Conventional IGCC and Ultra-Low Emission IGCC cases was
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calculated based on the 6.0 percent discount rate and annual cash flows for a plant econon:ric
life of 42 years.
.

i

TABLE B·2
Economic Analysis Summary for Combustion Technology Options
Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Technology Evaluation .
Costs

Cost ($ Million)
PC

CFB

Conventiona
J IGCC

Ultra-Low·
Emission
IGCe

482

497

.720

756

Fixed O&M Cqst

1'0.7

9.6

13.9

·14.6

Non-Fuel Variable Cost

5.6

5.2

4.1

· .4.4'

Coal.Cost

7.6

7,.8

6.5

6. 5

. 0.0

0.0

24.1

· 24.7
. ·50.2

CAPITAL COST
FIRST YEAR O&M COST

Natural Gas Cost

/

/

,

TOTAL FIRST YEAR OPERATING COST

23.9

22~6

49.3

FIRST YEAR DEBT SERVICE

31.7 .

32.6

~'.

TOTAL FIRST YEAR COST

55.6 "

55.3 .

109.2'

.Net Present Value (NPV)

961

950

1,982 .

. 63.0 .

· 113.1

'.

.2,046'

Incremental Control Cost
Total Pollutant Emissions (Tons!Yr)

3,657

3,981·

1,491

804

Incremental Pollutants Removed (Tons)

Base

-324

2,166

2,853

Incremental. First Year Control Cost ($IT on
Pollutants Removed)
.

Base

. 987

· 20,1}3

24,767·

* .Based on S02, NOx, CO, VOC and PM pollutants removed ..

The total first year cost for the PC case is $55.6 Million versus $55.3 Million for the CFB case.
. The higher CFB Unit ani-l.Ual debt service .is offset to a greater degree by the lower annual
. fixed O&Mand non-fuel variable cost compared to a PC Unit. The total first year costfor the .
. Conventional IGCC and Ultra-LOw E:i:nission IGCC cases are $109.2 Million and $113.1
Million, respectively ..
,

.'

.

.

' "

. The NPV for the PC case is $961 Million versus $950 Millionfor the CFB case over the 42year
plant economic llie. "lhe N"?V for the ConventiorialIGCC and illtra':'Low Emission IGCC
.
cases is $1.98 Billion.and $2.05 Billion, respectively.'
'.

)

. '

.

. . ,

'.

.

The largest life cycle cost driver for all of the four cases is the debt service for the capital cost
of the plant. The annual debt service cost was calculated based on financing 100 percent of
the plant capital cost for 42 years at an annual :interest rate of 6.0 percent for the PC and CFB .
cases and 8.0 percent for the IGCC cases. The interest rate for the IGCC cases is higher due to
the greater project risk for an IGCCplant.
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Besides capital cost and annual debt service, the oth.er large cost differential between the
PCI CFB cases and the two IGCC cases is the natural gas usage. Both PC and CFB are mature
technologies that can meet the 85 percent annual capacity factor for the project. IGCC
technology has not demonstrated over 70 percent annual capacity facto!, and must use
natural gas as a secondary fuel for the gas turbines to make up the 15 percent annual capacity
factor difference (to meet the 85 percent annual capacity factor for the project).

A comparison of the first year busbar cost of electricity for the four technology cases is shown
in Figure B-1.
Figure 8-1
Coal Plant Technology - Busbar Cost of Electricity
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SECTION 9.0

.Equivalent BACT Analysis·
Basin Electric does not consider the Best Available Control Tecbnology (BACT) requirement
as a process that should be used to define or re-define a proposed emission source. Rather, .
the BACT process should be used to identify the emission control technologies available to .
reduce emissions from the source as defined by the proponent. The BACT .process, coupled
with PSD increment ai.ld ambient air quality modeling, will ensure that emissions from the
proposed facility will be :minimized and the proposed facility will not cause or contribute to
any violation of an ambient air quality standard.
. Notwithstanding Basin's objection to us:iri.g the BACT process to define the proposed·
emission source~an equivalent "Top-:-Do-w:n" BACT Analysis:was performed based on the
three ccimpetiitg electricity generating technologies. Basin Electric 'Will follow, to the extent ..
possible, the 5~step top-dcrwn BACT~valuation process described. in the NSR manual to
evaluate the environmental, energy and economic impacts associated with PC CFB and
IGCC generating technologies. The BACT analyses for sulfur dioxide (S02),nitrogen oxides
.. (NOx), Particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), and v.olatlle .organiccompounds .
(VOC) air pollutants will be based on BACT ai! pollution coritrol equipment utilized for each
. type of combustion technology. . . .
.
._/

·9.1 Pollution Controls
The propos~d new unit will be equipped mth controis to.limitthe emissions of S02, NOx, PM,·
.
..
. . .
·CO, and Voc.· ..
' "

"

.

, "

.:,

,'.

','

.

9.1.1· Sulfur Dioxide and Related Compounds··
Emissions of sulfur dioXide and other sulfur compoUnds will be controlled on the new uclt
with the use of pulverized~coal (PC) boiler aitda circulating dry scrubber (CDS) flue gas
desUlfurization (FGD) system. The FGD system will have a design 502 emission rate of
0.10 Ib jMMBtu, which corresponds to an 802 removal efficiency of 91.3 percent at the design
maximum coal sulfur content of 0.47 wt percent_

In a CDS FGD system, water is injected into the flue gas prior to the inlet venturi of the
absorber vessel to·reduce the flue gas temperature to apprOximately 35°F above the adiabatic
approach to the saturation poirit. Pebble sized lime (calcium oxide) reagent is hydrated with
water to form hydrated lime (calcium hydroxide) powder .. The hydrated lime is mixed with
.. recycle solids.captured in the downstr.eam fabric filter and injected into the absorber vessel to
remove S02.
.

\.

j

The solids are recycled between the CDS absorber and fabric filter to provide a long
residence ti.m:e for reagent particles to react with S02 in the flue gas_ The solids bleed stream.
.
consists of a dry calcium sulfite~ calcium su1fate and fly ash byproduct The collected dry
solids will be conveyed pneumatically to a storage silo and trucked to a landfill disposal site
or potentially reused..
.
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9.1.2 Nitrogen Oxides
NOx is formed in the PC boiler :in the combustion process,'particularly when the peak
combustion temperatures in the flame exceed 2.)500° F. The emissions of NOx'from the new
unit will be limited through the use of Low NO x Burners (LNB) with Ovel'fire Air (OFA) and
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR). LNB with OFA control the formation of NO x by staging
the combustion of the coal to keep the peak flame temperature below the threshold for NO x
formation. The burner initially introduceFJ the coal into the boller with.le~s air than is needed
for complete combustion. The flame is then directed toward an area where .additional
eill: is m:troduced from o~er-fire' air ports
alloWing final combu,$tion
.combustion
,
.
. of the fuel.

A seleotive. cataLytic reduction unit will also be installed on The .:new unit to further reduce
the NO x emissions. The pr,oposed SCR is -designed for bigh dust loading applications and
will be located external from the boiler. The SCR system. uses.a catalyst and. a reductant
(ammonia gas, NHs) to dissociate NOx:into nitrogen gas and water vapor. ·The catalytic
~rocess'reaction:s fat this NOx removal are as follows:
,.
4NO + 4NH~+ 02""~ 4Nz + 6H20, and
•

r

•

2N02+ 4N~ +02~ 3N2"+ 6HiC)-,
The optimum temperature window for thiS ·catalylic reacnonis. between :approximat<:Hy
575 and 750 OF. Therefore,>the'SCRreaction chamber will b.e"located between the boiler
economlz.er outlet and air heater flue-gas inlet. The sysfem will be designed to ~se ammonia
as the.reducing agent. The anhydrous ammonia will be transported to and staredonsite.
Gaseous ammonia will be released from the aqueous ammonia and :injected into Unit 3
through :injection pipes, nozzles, and a mix:ing grid that will be located upstream of the
SCR reaction chamber. A diluted mixture of ammonia gas:in air will be dispets'ed through
. injectionn9zzJes into the flue-gas stream. The arrilnoniaj flue-gas. mixture then enters the
reactor where the catalytic reacti~n occurs.
:.
.
.
.
TheSCR system will be designed to achieve a controlled NO x emission rate of 0.07
lbjMMBtu (3D-day average).
,

,

9i1.3 Particulate Matter and .PM10
PM and PMI0 will. be controlled at the new 'unit by a fabric filter. The fabric filters operates by
pass:ing the particle-laden flue gaB through a series of fabric bags. The bags accumulate a
filter cake thatJ:emoves the particles from the flue gas, and theclearied flue gas passes out of
the fabric filter. The "fabric filters will have aparti.culate remov:alefficiency of greater than
99 percent.
The fabric filter system will consist of a number of parallel banks of filter compartments
located downstream of the air preheaters and the flue gas desulfurization system and
upstream of the induced draft fans. Individual filter compartments consist of a bottom
collection hopper, a collector housing, and an upper plenum. A group of cylirtdrical filter
bags, each covering a cylindrical w~e cage reta:iner, hang fl:0m, a tubesheet, which separates
the upper plenum from the collector housing: .
Particle-lad.en flue gas from the boiler enters the collector housing, just above the bottom
collection hopper. The flue gas stream travels up through the collector housing where
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particles collect on the outside of the cylindrical filter bags. The filtered flue gas the:n travels
up through the inside of the cylindrical filter bags, through the tubesheet, and out through
the upper plenum. Particulate matter captured on the filter bags will form a filter .cake. The
filter cake increases both the filtrat;j.on efficiem:yof the cloth and its resistance to gas flow.
Fabric filtration is a constant-emission device. Pressure drop across the filters, inlet
.particulate loading, or changes in gas volumes may change the rate of £i1te~ cake buildup,·but
.
will not change the final emission rate. Actual performance of a fabric filter depends on
specific items; such as air/ cloth ratio, permeability of the filter cake, the loading and nature
of the particulate (e.g., irregular-shaped or spherical), and particle size distribution.
The filter bags must be cleaned routinely to remove accurri.ulated filter cake. The cleaning
frequency. of the individual compartments will depend; in part, on the inlet g+ain loading
· and the flow resistance of the filter cake formed~ It is anticipated that the fabric filter system
will be designed as a pulse jet-type system. In·a pulSe jet-type system, gas flow through an
isolated compart:nient is stopped and pulses of compressed a,ir are blown down into the
inside of each bag causing the filter bag to puff and fracturing the filter cake. The filter cake
fails into the collection hopper for transport to the £1yash-handling system. ..
.
Fabric filter system design involves :inl~t loading rates, flyash chara~teristicslthe s~ec:tion of
the cleaning mechanism, and selection of a suitable filter fabric and finish. . . .
..

9.1.4 Carbon Monoxide and Volatile Organic Compounds·

co and non-methane VOCs areforIn~dfroin the incomplete corrilitlstion of th~ coal int1H~
· boiler. The. formation of COandVOCslB limited by controllirig
combustion of the fuel·
· and providing adequate oxygen for complete combustion; Thus, good combustlQn controlis .
the technique to be used to limit CO arid VOC ~missions.·
..
.. .

the

·9.2 Combustion Technologies ..
9.2.1 Pulverized Coal Technology .
Pulverized coal (PC) plants represent the most mature of coru-based power generation
technologies considered in this assessment. Modern PC plants generally range in size from
. 80 MW to 1,300 :r:vrvv. and can use coal. from various sources. Units operate at close to
.atmospheric pressure, simplifying the passage of matericils through the plant, reducirig
- vessel construction cost, and allovving onsite fabrication of boilers.
The concept of burning coal that has been pulverized into a fine powder stems from the fact
that if the coal is made fine eriough, it will bum almost as easily and efficiently as a gas.
.
Crushed coal from the silos is fed into the pulverizers along wIth air preheated to about
580°F. The hot air dri~s the fine coal powder and conveys it to the burners in the boiler. The :
burners mix the powdered coal in the air suspension with additional pre-heated combustion
air and force it out of nozzles similar in action· to fuel bemg ato~ed by fuel injectors.
Combustion takes place at temperatures from 2400-3100°F, depending largely on coal rank.
Steam is ge:nerated, driving a steam turbine-ge:nerator. Particle residence time in the boiler is
t"jpicaIly 2-5 seconds, and the particles must be small e:nough for complete burnout to have
taken place during this time-. Steam generated in the boiler is conveyed to the steam turbine
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generator, which converts the steam thennal energy into mechanical energy. The turbine
then drives the generator to produce electricity.
Most PC boilers operate with what is called, a dry bottom. Combustion temperatures with
subbitup:rinous coal are held at 2400-2900°F. Most of the ash passes out with the flue gases as
fine solid particles to be collected in a Fabric Filter (baghouse) before the stack.
The boiler produces. combustion gases, which must be treated before exiting the e~aust
stack to remove fly ash, NOx,and 502. The pollution control equipment lncludes a fabric
filter for particulate contr,ol (fly.ash), LNB with OFA and 5CR fbr removal'of NO;"an.o..a
circulating dry FGD'systemfor removal of 502.

9.3 Circulating Fluidized Bed TechnQlogy
.In a circu1c~:ting fluidized bed (CFB) boiler, the coal is btirn~d in a bed of hot combustible.
particles suspe~ded by an upward flow of combustion air. The CFB fuel delivery system is
similar to "that of a PC unit, but somewhat simpli#ed tp produce a coarse.l' material. The plant
fuel handling system. unloads the fuel, stacks out the fuel, crushes or otherwise prepares the
fuel for combustion, and reclaims the-fuel as reqti.lred. The fuel is usually fed to the CFB by
grciviIrtetritfeeders:.The CFB units use a refractory-1ihed combustor bottom section with
fluidizednozzies on the floor'above theW1.Ud bo'xi an ttppercombustor section;artd a
"convective boiler section.
.
The bed material is comp'osed 'of fuel, ash, sartd, and the suJftir removall'eagent (typica11.y
, limestone), also referred to as sorbent. In the eFB the fuel is combusted to produce steam.
Steam is'conveyed to the steam i:iil'bm€ generator, which converts the steam thermal energy
into mechanical energy; The turbme then drives the generator topr6duce el~ctridty;
-

.

,

..

CFBcombustion temperatures of 1,500 to l,600°F are significantly lower than a conventional
PC boiler of up to3,OOO°F which results fulower,NO x .emisslons and reduction of ~laggjng
and fouling concerns characteristic of PC units. In contrast to a PC plant, su1:fut dioxide can
. he..p.artially removed during the combustion proc.e.s.s_by adding limestone to the fluidized
b e d . '

CFBs are designed for theparticula;r coal to 'be used. The method is principally of value for
low grade, high ash coals which ate difficult to pulverize, and which may have variable
combustion characteristics. It is alsosilitable for co-firing coal with low grade fuels,
includitig so:rtJ.e waste materials. The advantage. of fu~l flexibility often mentioned in
connection with CFB units can be nUsleading; the 'combustion portion of the. process is
inherently more flexible than PC, hut material handling systems must be designed to handle
larger quantities associated with lower quality fuels. Once the unit is built, it will operate
most efficiently with whatever design fuel is specified.
The designmusttake mio account. ash quantities, and ash properties. While combustion
temperatures are low enough to allow .much of the mineral matter to retain its original
properties, particie surface temperatures can be C'),s much as 350 0 P above the n6Irt:inal bed
temperature. If any softening takes place on the surface of either the mineral matter or the
sorbentt then there isa risk of agglomeration or of fouling.
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The CFB produces combustion gases, which must be treated before exiting the exhauststack
to remove fly ash and sulfur dioxides. NOx emissions can be mitigated through use of
'
selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) using anunonia injection, usually in the upper area
of the combustor. The pollution control equipment external to the CFB includes a fabric filter
· (baghouse) for particulate control (fly ash). A polishing FGD system may be required for
additional removal of sulfur dioxides to achieve similar emission levels to PC units with FGD
systems. Limestone is required as sorbent for the fluidized bed. A limestone storage and ..
handling system is a required design consideration for CFB units. .
'.
CFB units have been built and operated up to 300 MW in size. Therefore, the NE Wyoming
project would require one new boiler larger than previously demonstrated CFB boilers, or
two 50 percent size CFB boilers to achieve 350 MW net output.
·

"

,

9.4 Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGee) Technology

,.'
J

./ .

futegrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) is a developing technology that has potential
application for electric geneiationin the United States. iNhen funy developed, it may allow
, 'electricity production from coal at greater efficiencies and lower ·environmental impacts than
· traditional coaI-firedpower plants, and with the potential to co-produce other products, such
... as hydrogen for fueling of vehiCles, car~on dioxide for tertiary oil production or chemicalS'.
. production, and su1£uricacid or eleritental sUlfur. Con"tinuedresearch of IGCCshoUld bea
top priority of the United States; with specific research areas iricludlng the reliability and .. " '
, availability of the integrated' gasification/ generation systems, improvements to emission
controls including mercury removal, and efficiency. improvement;>, such' as hot gas cleaning ,
. ' . tecJ.uUques.
"
'.
. .'
.
IGCC sY$tems combine elements common tochemical plants and power plants.'Because
cheD:rlcal process engirieering training and experience are required to develop and operate ar:t
rGCC plant, it requires expertiserypiccilly not found in utility companies. Major components
. of a typical IGCC plant inclu.de cbal handling and processing! cryogenic oxygen plant(s), ,
pressurized gasification systems, "syngas" quench and cooling systems, syngas scrubbers
with carbonyl sulfide hydrolysis systems andequipmeht to flash or othei,wise separate H2S
, off the scrubbing liqUId, either asUlfuric acid plant or a Cla.us sulfur plant, combustion' .
turbines, heat recovery steam generators (HRSG), and steam turb:ine(s):
At least five types of gasification technologies currently exist. 2 These inClude dry-ash moving
bed, slagg:ing moving bed, dry ash fluidized bed, agglomerating fluidized bed, and slagging
entrained-flow gasifiers. Oxygen for the partial oxidation of the coal can be supplied through
either oxygen from an air separation unit (cryogenic oxygen plant) or through compressed
air. The compressed air for either the oxygen plant or for direct feed to the gasifiers can be
supplied either through dedicated air compressors or by bleeding a portion of the air from
the compression section of the gas turb:ine. Many choices of gas cleanup'systems are
· available. Fuel utilization efficiency improvements can be achieved by feeding steam
produced by cooling the raw syngas into the HRSG or steam furbine~ although this
complicates the startup, shutdown, and operation of the facility and creates major challenges

2 "Major Environmental Aspects of Gasification-Based Power Generation Technologies - Final Report", Unites States
Department of Energy, Office of FOSsil Erlergy, National Energy Technology Laboratory, December 2002.
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in .the ability of the facility to adjust total electrical output to follow demand load. There are
no cIea;r "best" choices among these many tecbnology selections.
At this time, IGCC teclmology is hot fully developed, and it is not technically feasible in the
context cif a BACT analysis. According to George Rudins, United States Department of
Eriergy(DOE) deputy assistant secretary for coal, "Right now, there is not a single company
producing a turnkey IGCC power plant, so you have components sold by different
companies, and that mcreases the cliallenge.'i 3 Therefore, at this time, the burden is on the
owner and engineer of the facility to illtegrate the gasifiCation, o>-.),gen, gas clean:ing, and gas
combustion systems, which substantially mcreases the complexitycmd risk of IGCC plant
developltl.~nt, Representatives of DOE, th.eutilitr·indu;str"y, and environmental groups
generally agree that tax credits oromer econo:inic incentives will be required to offset the
technological and financial risks associated with development of commercial IGCC plants.
13eG~use the bUl'¢I.en for techhblogicaldevelopment tests. on the project developer, the
. technology cannot truly be considered commercially available. The EPA states that, .
11 A control technique is considered available, withiil. the context presented above, if it has
reached the licensing and commercial sales state of development. 1/4 While various types of
gasifiers, gas cleatring urutprotesses, andcOl:nbtistiontutbines areCd:t:nrrierciaIly available,
there are no vendors offeringcOrrimerciaI'sa.les of complete IGCCpackage sy's'te:rns. ..
FUithe:trhore~ EPA states mat; "Vendor guarantees may proVide an irldication of commercial
availability and the technical feasibility of a control techtrique and could contribute to a
de!ermirtation of technical feasibility or tech:nical infeasibility ."5 Basin Electric is not aware of
any vendors o£fermg guarantees on' the air' emissions from either the combustion turbine or
tail gas incinerator components of an IGCe system consUi'rUng sub-bituminous ~oa1i this
problem is a function of the fact that developers'must integrate systems offered by different
vendors;
.

Basin EleC'trk is aware that Gerieral ElectriC (GE)' hasrecently.putchased Chevrori/Texaco' s
IGCC techriol6gy>and is the process of developing a standard plant design fat an IGCC
system -with Bechtel. This has not yet beert accomplished, and the level of uncertainty
...... -.. ~ -·"--···regardilig specifiCs ofilie plant design remamifliigh-:-Frrm pncilig ror'sucn'a"system is' riot yet
available.

m

.

.

A case in point regarding the technological and commercial terms challenges is the recent
Pinon Pine project fu Storey County, Nevada. Innovative cori~epts incorporated in the' design
of this plant fuc1uded use of Kellogg KRW air~blown gasifiers as art alternative to
oxygefrblowri gasifiers,and use of hot gas cleanup teclmology. The project was funded
50' percent by the DOE, and benefited from the technological expertise of the DOE. Despite
the expertise available to me project, the plant never achieved steady state operation, and as
such, environmental and economic performance of the project could not be evaluated.
Eighteen unsuccessful attempts were made to start up the gasification system; each
subsequent startUp attempt was not begun Until the cause of the previous malfunction was

3 "Coal- Can it ever be clean", Chemical &Engineering News, February 23, 2004.
4 EPA, New Source ReView Workshop Manual, October 1990, Page B.18.
5 New Source Review Workshop Manual, Page B.20.
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resolved. S TeChnical problems with the system included failure of HRSG components,
unacceptable temperatUre ramps in the gasifiers, whiCh caused failures in gasifier refractory,
a fire in the particUlate removal system, and multiple other problems with the particulate
removal system. VVhile many lessons were learned from development of the plant, and these
lessons may lead to improved plant design in the futLlIe, the plant certainly could not be
considered a teclmological success .

;"
I

... Only two commercial rGCC plants are currently in operation in the UnitedStates. These are
the Wabash River project in central Indiana and Tampa Electric C0Irlpany's Polk Power .
Project in Florida. Both projects were cb~funded by the DOE as demonstration projects. As
these projects involved development of teclmology, substantial modifications were made to
both projects after initial construction. There has never been a commercial rGee plant in t.h.e .
United States that was not eitherco~funded by DOE or otherwise provided financial
.
illcentives for the purpose of tec1mology demonstration.

j

Furthermore, little operating experience exists regarding rGeC plants consuming
·sub,-bituminous coal. None of the four commercial-scale IGCCplantscurrently operating in
the worid consume sub-bituminous coal;. all four consume either bitunlinous coal or
.. petroleum coke. 7 One commercial-scale IGCC plant, the Dow Chemical/Destee LGTI project~
was previously operated on sub-bituminous coali however thls project was supported with ...
• .guaranteed product price support offered by Dow Chemical and the U.S. Synthetic Fuels .
Corporation, arid was promptly shut down when the price support expired . 8 National
Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) also notes th~t,.flThefollowing developments will be
key to the lorig term commercialization of gasification tec;hnologies and integration of this ..
envfronmentany superior solid fuels tec1mology into the existing trrix of power plants.;. [fifth
.. of eight bUllets] Additional optimization work for the lower rank, sub-bituminous and·
lignite coals." 9 Itis clear that the majorityof operating experience for coal-based·IGCCplants
is with bituminous coals and that further study is required to prove the technical and .
ecoI1.brruc feasibility of IGCC operation with sub-bituInirious· coalS, and in the context of
published cost data, it would be irresponsible to ~ssume that on rGCc plant consuming
sub-bituminous coal could match the performance of an IGCC plant consuming bituri:linous .
co~
. .
A Febr~ary 2004 paper bY'm:embers of the JOM F. Kennedy Scltool of Government at
Harvard University proposes innovative financmg mechanisms for IGCC projects. This
proposal is driven in part by the fact that, due to the mcreased risks presented by rGCc·
projects, the cost of capital hinders rGCC plant development. The study notes that, "The
overnight capital cost of rGeC is currently 20 to 25 percent higher than [pulverized coal]
systems and commercial reliability has not been proven.;' 10 The paper further acknowledges.
t.h.at due to risk, private investors are urilikely to develop IGCCprojects and state public
utility commissions (PUes) are urilikely or unable to -shift the burden for these costs to the
6 Project Fa~ Sheet - Pinon Pine IGCC Power Project, United States Department.of Energy - Office of Fossil Energy,
http://WMV.netl.doe.gov/cCtc/factsheets/pinon/oinondemo.html. July 2004.
.
7 "Major Environmental Aspects ... ", Page 1·25.
8 "Major Environmental Aspects ... ", Page 1-19.
9 "Gasification Plant Cost and Performance Optimization",
Revised August 2003, Page ES-3.

.

U.S.

Department· of Energy National Energy Technology Laboratory,
.

10 Rosenberg, William G., Dwight C: Alpern, and Michael R. Walker, "Financing ·IGCC ~ 3Party Covenant," BSCIA Working
Paper 2004-01, Energy Technology innovation Project, Belfer Center for Science and Intemational Affairs, Page 1·.
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ratepayer. Therefore, a "3 Party Covenant between the federal government, state PUCs, and
equity :investors is proposed to ensure a revenue strearr'l. for an IGCC project (i.e.; to ·ensure
that facility offtake can be sold even j£ it is not the lowest tost generation resource) and to
develop financing at lower interest costs thart for typical generation projects, thus :rriitigating
busmessris'k and higher cost of capital. If such Innovative measures are required to spur
successful development of IGCC projects, for a utility that is required by law to develop new
projects to meet customer demand yet satisfy PUC requirements for financial responsibility,
it seems imprudent to consider ffforciItg:l the utility to select IGCC via the BACT process.
l

In fact, fuePublic Service Conu:tJ.ission '0£ Wisconsin (PSCW) r:ecently Came to a very si.n:rllar
cohdusibn. Wis¢onsin Ene:rg)r Corporation (WE Energy) proposed cbnstruction of two new
PC generating ttnits and bheIGCC UJiit at its Elm Road ptbjectsottthofMilwa'd.kee. PSCW
reviewed the project Wit.h.ID the cohtext:o£ its statutory mandate to cortSidet COhGerns
regarding engineermg, economicsi safety, reliability, enVironmental impacts, interference
with loc~ land use plans, and impact on wholesale competition. PSCW concluded that the
IGCC project was 'not ~. acceptable risk or' :financial burden for its ratepay~rs and denied WE
Energyi s :request to develop it.
.

hi. ;its November 10;2003, decision, the ·PSCW made the following'finc:1.fu.g:
"5. The two S¢.P(: [supercriticaJ..pl,l.1~erizedcoal] unitsiare.;re~so,it~ble.and. in
the public mterest after CQnsidermg ruterI).ative sources of supply, individual
hardships, enginee:J;mg, econori:rlc,safety, reliability, and environmental
factoJ;s. The IGCC unit does not meet this standard;"
.
The. proposed new unit is· a PC unit sitiUlar to' those. approved by the
PSCW.
.
.'

Non~ of the,Gommercial syst~ms 'constructed to date have operated.at the almost 9,OOO..foot
altitude ·of thep;roppsed neW tjnit; 'Tb:ls altitm:!,e will result.m de-rating of the, c,ombustion

-.,.~

'"' ........,- .. -.-

tur1:>iUes, andwould,fuusrequire aJarger combined cyclecomponetJ.t of the IGCCsystem to
produce the same output as a system constructed at lower elevation. This wouldfurthet
degrade IGCc .economics at the NE Wyoming Project.
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The longer time required for startup / shutdown, and inflexibility of system output for
load,:"follpwing, of an IGCC sy5t~m.vetsus a PC system.createsadditional challenges for
utilities. Startups have reportedly required up to 70 hours; and ;flaring.pf treated and
untreated syngas during these startups can create substantial· additional air 'emissions, which
are not typically ii:1.c1ud~p' m IGCC emission est:inlates.
IGCC systems also have relatively iow availability, due in lar1ge part to frequent. maintenance
required for gasifier refractory repair. This creates the need for redundant gasifier systems,
or burn.ing pipeline natural gas as a backup fuel which further increases the system capital
and operati.:rig costs and operating complexity.
IGCC is thus a generation method, which is ftindamentally diffel'ent from that of the
proposed project in terms of technology, costs, and business risk. BACT has not historically
been used as a means of redefirUng the emission source. EPA regctlatioli.$ and policy
guidance make it clear that BACT determinations are intendeq, to 'consider alternative
emission control teclmologies, not to redefine the entire source.
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9.5 ·BACT Determination
This section presents the BACT analysis.

9.5.1 Applicability
The requirement to conduct a BACT analysis and determination is set forth in
section 164(a) (4) of the Clean Air Act and in federal regulations 40 CFR 52.210).

9.5.2 Top-Down BACT Process
EPA has developed a process for conducting BACT analyses. This method is referred to as .
the "top.,.down" method. The steps to conducting a "top-down" analysis are listed in EPA's
· JJNew Source Review Workshop Manual," Draft, October1990 . The steps are the following:
•
•
.•
•
•

Step 1 - Identify All Control Tec:hi-l.ologies
Step 2 - Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options
Step 3 - RaJik Remaining Control Technologies by Control Effectiveness·
Step 4 - Evaluate Most Effective Controls and Document Results
Step 5 -:- Select BACT·
.

· Each of these steps has been conducted for the S02, NO~ PM, to. and VOC pollutants and is
described below.
.
. ..
.
. ...
.

.

J

.. ~/

.

.

'.

..'

' .

9.5.3 802, NOx, PMfo,
Analysis .
. . CO and voe
.

. The BACT amilysis for Su.J.£uT Dioride, Nitrogen Oxides, Particuiate Matter, Carbon· .
Monoxide andVolarue C?rganic Compounds is presented below.

· 9.5.3.1 Step 1 ~ Identify All Control (Combustion) Technologies
· The first step is to identify all avail~ble combustion technologies. Most recent PSD permit
applications submitted to the applicable permitt:i.Ug agencies propos:ing to construct. a coal
· combustion steam electric generat:ihg unit have defined the source.a.s a pulverized coal-fired
(PC) unit. Ina majority of the PSD perriritreviews,the permitting ageneyapplied the .
· top-do"W!l BAC'J;' for emission controls based· on the source as defined by the applicant (i.e ..
PC unit). State petmitting agencies ihWisconsin, West Virginia and Wyoming have not
required CFB andlor IGCC technologies to be considered in recent BACT determinations.
Combustion tecJ:mology information related to this type of BACT Analysis is not available
from the EPA RACT IBACT ILAER Clearinghouse (RBLC) database accessible on the.
Internet. However, recent similar BACT determinations have evaluated the following
potential combustion technology emission reduction options:
e
e.

e

'.

Pulverized Coal (PC);
Circulating Fluidized Bed(CFB); .
. Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) .

,.If
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9.5.3.2 Step 2 - Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options
9.5.3.2.1 PC Option
The PC with. FGD option is technically feasible for use :in reducing emissioilS from The new
unit. Most of the PRB coal used for electricity generation is burned in PC plants. PC units
experienced many problems during the initial use of PRB coals, but exp.erience has resulted
in development of PC boilel' des~gns to successfully burn PRB coals. PC designs for PRB coal
are based on the specific characteristics of the fuel such as moisture content, a~h compositj.on
and softening temperature, and sulfur content.
9~5.3.2.2

CFB Option

,The majority 'Of existing utility CFB units bttrnbituminous coal, anthracite coal waste or
lignite coal. The operating history o£'utility CFBboilershul'ning PRB or other types of
subbitu.Ir!ID.ous coal is Jitnited. CFB technology typically ~as an economic advantage only
when used with high ash andlor high sulfur ¥uels. Ther~fore;'high sulfur bituminous, high
sulfur petroleum coke, high ash coal waste, high 'ash lignite and other high ash biomass fuels
are the typical applications for CFB technology.
PRB coals may have a tendency to produce small particle size (fine)' fly ash that makes it
more difficult to maintain the required bed volume in a CFB unit. Therefore~ additlo:nal
quantities of inerts such as sand and limestone may be required for a CFB unit burning low
sulfurflow asht)I(B coa1s~
,
.
'
A joint Colorado Springs Utilities I Foster Wheeler 150 MW Advanced eFB demonstration
project at the Ray D. Nixon Power Plant south of .colorado Springs was', proposed and,
accepted by DOE NETL in 2002 ,as part of the federal Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI).
DOE agreed to a$30 million cost share qf the $301.5 inillion project. The next generation CFB
unit would be designed to burn PRE coal arid PRBbiended with coal waste, biomass and
petroleum coke. However, ColoraO,o Sp~.ings .Vtilitie~,and FOqter \(Vheeler canc~Ued,~d :
,withdrew from the CCPI projeCt:in 2003:
"
' , , ' .'"
,
The CFB option is ,proba,bly technically feasible for use :in red,ucmg SO,2 emisslons from the
, ,-, ""-neWUl.1lt;DU1; it is ,not' considered the best application for PRB coal.

9.5.3.2.3 IGeC Option

The only comme~cia:t 'size IGCC demonstration plant that has operated with PRB coal fuel
was the Dow Chermcal LoUisiana Gasification Technolc:igy, Inc. ,(LGTI) plant:in Plaqtietnine,
LA This plant used an oxygen blown E-Gas entrained flow gasilier and is reported tbhave
operated s.uccessfullY'fro:rn 1987to 1995. The plant is now shutdow:p..
The Power Systems Development Facility (PSDF), located near Wilsonville, Alabama, is a
large advanced coal-fired power system pilot plant11 . It is a jo:int project of DOE NETL,
Southern Company and other industrial participants. The Haliburton KBR Transport Reactor
was modified from a combuster to coal gasifier operation in 1999. The initial gasification tests
have concentrated on PRE coals because their high reactivity and volatiles were found to
enhance gasification. The highest syngas heating values were achieved ~ith PRB coal, s~ce
PRB coal is more reactive than bituminous coals.

11 Ref, 10.
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Southern Company, Orlando Utilities Commission, and Kellogg Brown and Root,'recently
submitted a proposal to DOE NEIL for the Round 2 Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI)
solicitation12 • They propose to construct and demonstrate operation of a 285 MW coal-based
transport gasifier plant in Orange County, Florida. The proposed facility would gasify
,
sub-bituminous coal in, an air-Hown integrated gasification combined cycle power plant
, based on the KBR Transport Gasifier~ Southern Company estimated the total cost for the
project at $557..million ($1954/MW) and has requested $235 million of DOE funds to support
,~~~,

'

,

The IGCC option is probably technically feasible for use in reducing S02, NOx, PM, CO and
VOC emissions from, the new unit, but it is not considered the best application for PRB coal.

, 9~5.3.3 Step .,3 - RankRemaining
Control Technologie& by Control Effectiveness
.'.
.
, Emission rates~for each of the combu~t1on technologies are provided in Table9-1;
TABLE S·1 '

'

,"..,"

"

Comparison of Coal Combustion Technology Potential BACT Emission Rates
Basin EfectricDry FQrk statiOn Technology Evaluation '
Emissi<:>nRates forCoalCombustion Technologies (Lb/MMBtu) ,
,PC (Potential BACT)

Pcillutant

i

0'.1.0., '

0.10 '

0.03

,NOx '

0.07

,0.09

0.07

PM10

0.019

0.019

.0.011

0.15

'0.1.5

0.03

.0.0037 '

0.0037

0.004

, CO

VOC

.
. .

, , IGCC (Potential,BACT)

SOz

!

,

CFB (Potential BACT)

..

.
'

:

..

.

.
"

"

'.

, " 9.5.3.4 Step 4 - Evaluate Most Effective Controls and Document Results
This step involves the consideration of energy, enviio;nmental, and economic impacts
associated with each control technolo~.'
'
.Most oithe PRB coal used for electricity generation is burned in pulverized coal (PC) plants.
PC Units experienced many problems during the initial'use of PRB coals, but experience has
resulted in development of PC boiler designs to successfully bum PRB coals .. PC designs for
, PRB coal are based on the specific characteristics of the fuel such as moisture content, ash
composition and softening temperatUre, and sulfur content.
CFB technology is an alternative combustion technique that could be considered for this
power plant application. However, the proposed new w;1it emission rates are consistent with
emission rates achievable with CFB boilers.

12 Ref. 11.,
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IGCC is a promising technology, w]:Uch presents the opportunity for electric generation at
lowet emissions of c;riteriaair pollutants 'f:4an conventional coal technology. How~ver, at this
iime, significant technical uncertainty eXists; at least one recent project ended in failure. No
vendors offer complete IGCC packages, and ,as a result project 'owners mw;t integrate the
many-components of the IGCC system and must develop projects with no emission
guarantees from vendors. At the cur~ent tiine, in order for r<;;CC projects to satisfy the
.financial and risk criteria required to qbtain PUC app;roval to pass, projects costs onto
ratepayers, tax credits, innovative financing, or other financial incentives are required.

An incremental cost analysis has been prepared for PC versus CFB technology and PC versus
IGCCtechndlogy. A,s\Ut.lilJ4ary oftheresults is shown in Table 9-2. The detailed cost analysis
is provided in Appendix E. The incremental cost difference between PC arid CFB is :$987 per
additional ton of pollutant removed, "GEB ted;J.nology removes ~ess Dve:ralltons of pollutants
while having a slightl:y lower total annua1iz~d co~t. The incremental cost difference between
PC and IGCC is $24,767per additional ton of pollutant removed. Basin Electiic believes that
the high additional cost of IGCC combustion technology is not warranted for this project ,
based on the use of low sulfur coal and-the limited :additional tons o£'pollutants removed,
TABLE 9·2

Comparison of Coeil Combustion Te9hnoiq9y. Ecqnomies'
Basin Electric DryFork Station Techi70/ogy Evaluation
Costs ($)

PC

CF8

,lGCe

$ 482,000,000

,$ 497,OOQ,OOO

$ 720,000,000

Total Fixed & Variable O&M Costs

$ 23,900,000

$ 22,600,000

$ 49,300,000

TotaIAnnualiied Cost

$ 55,600 j OOO

$ 55,300,000

$109,200,000

$ (300,000)

$ 53,700,000

(324)

2,166

Factor

Total Installed Capital Costs

Incrementai Annualized Cost Difference: PC
versus CFB, and PC versus IGCC
Incremental Tons Pollutants Removed: PC
versus CFB, and PC versus IGeC
Incremental Cost Effectiveness per Ton of
Addition!:ll Pollutant Removed:
PC versus CF'B, and PC versus IGee

24,767

9.5.3.5 Step 5- Select BACT
The final step in the top-down BACT analysis process is to select BACT. Based on a review of
the technical feasibility, potential controlled emission rates and economic impacts of PC, CFB
and IGCC combustion technologies, the PC-based plant desigrt represents BACT for the
proposed new Unit.
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Impact of Plant Size. Increase
. .In December 2004/ Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC)' announced plans to build a 250
:MVV (net) coal-based generation resource in Northeast Wyoming. In May 2005, based ona
reviSed load forecast for Basin Electric's meIhbercooperatives/ the net plant output for the
new coal uillt was increased to 350 MYV net.·. The technology comparison at this rating is
virtually identical to the 250 MW design case.

Impact on Plant Design and Heat Rate' ..
·A 250 MWnet IGCC plant wocld most likely u~e two 7EA gas turbmes arid a small amount .
of duct firing. of syngas in the HRSGs to generate the required export power to the grid based ..
on the PRB coal fuel and the plant elevation of 4,250 feet. The gasifier would be sizedto
supply syngas to the Auxiliary Boller for drying the high moisture PRB coal,syngas to the
gas turbinesr and syngas for duct-firing :in the HRSGs.·
"

) ..
,/

.. A350 MwnetIGCC plantwo~ldinosflikelyuse tWo7FA gas turbmes and a l~ger amount'
· of duct firing of syngas. in the HRSGs to generate the reqUired export power to the grid~ .The
. larger 7FAgas turbines used in the 350 :rv.rWplant are higher efficiency compared to Ute
smaller 7EAgas turbines, however, this Will probably be offset by' the larger amount of
. syngas used for d-uct-:-firingin the larger power plant. Duct-fufuglowers the overall plant .
'.' efficiency of a gas turbine combined cycle power plant. Therefore, it is expected that the net ..
plant heat rate will be comparable for the 250 MVV md 350 MW plant sizes. .

Impact on Cost...

'.

.

The larger 350MW IGCCplant is expected to have some cost savings on a $jkW installed
· capital cost basis due to economy of scale. H6wever~ this economy of scale cost savings will
. be matched by the similar economy. of sca1~ cost savings achieved by a PC or ·CFB unit when ..
going from a 250 to 350 MW plant size.. '
.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
11 1 Baseload Capacity'
i

PC and CFB technologies are capable of achieving an 85 percent amiual capaCity factor, and
are suitable for baseload capacity. The IGCC technology is only capable of acbieving an 85
percent annual capacity factor for a baseload uri.lt by' aCldin.g redundant back-up systemS or
using natural gas as a backup fuel for the combustion turbine combined cycle part of the
plant.
. .
, .

11.2 Commercially Av'ailable and Proven Technology.; ,
PC and APC tecfu.tology is commercially available ahd prov'enfor PRB coal. The CFB
technology has been cOm:n1erci81ly' demonstrated for bitumihotis, low sodium lignite arid
anthracite waste coals, however, long term cD:tTIrnerCihl ope±ationwith.PRB coaJhas not been
demonstrated.

Idce technology is still Under development Ail foUx commerCial demonstration titrlts that
are' operating in the tJ.S. and Europe were subsidized with governmerit funding. SiX of the
thirteen. second round Clean Coal Power :tmtiative. (CCPI) proposals that were received ~d
announced by DOE NETL rn JUly 20a4,'Were for demonstration IGee plants to receive
government cost Sha,ring13 . The goal 6£ the DOE eCPI program is .to assist indu,stry With
development of new' clean coal power tecl:ui.6lbgles.It is anticipated that IGee wID riot be
d.eveloped for full commercial use before the ,2015 time period.

"·. .1-1-;a~-:H igh""R:e·llability~·"~"~~·-:'~·--""···--·-:--·-·~'-·-"~-'·'·""". "-"'.-:"'' ' ' ' '"" "'' '

,.".",,,w ..,, .• ,,_...

_.~. "•. _"._,,,._,,.,, ......"••..•

Both PC and. CFB technologies have demonstrated high reliability, IeCC technology has
demonstrated very low reliability in the early years of plant operation. Improved ;reliability
has been recently demonstrated after design and operation Changes were made to the
facilities, however, the availability of IGCC units is still much lower than PC and CFB units.

11.4 Cost Effective
PC technology is the most cost effective for a new 250 MW PRB coal power plant in
Northeast Wyoming, A PC unit will have the lowest capital and operating & maintenance
cost of all three technologies evaluated. The CFB technology would have a slightly higher
capital cost, but lower operating and maintenance cost compared to a PC unit. The IGCC
technology would have a much higher capital, operating and mamtenance cost compared to
both the PC and CFB technologies.

13 Ref. 11,
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11.5 Summary
PC technology is capable of fulfillingBasin Electric's need for new generation, and is
recom:rrlended for the Basin Electric Dry Fork Station Project. CFB technology meets Basin
Electric's need, however, it lacks demonstrated long-term operating experience onPRScoal
and in the final analysis would be :i:note costly.
rGCC technology is also judged not capable of ~g the need for new generation. rGCC
does not meet the requirement for a high level of reliability and long-term, cost-effective; and
competitive generation of power. In addition to higher capital costs, there are problem areas, .
discussed previously, that have not demonstrated ac·ceptable availability and reliability. The
current appro(;lches to improving reliability in these areas result in less efficient facilities,
negatively impacting the cost-·effectiveness .. DOE has a Clean Cbal Technology program
with the goal of providing clean coal power-generation alternatives which includes. .
improving the cost-competitiveness of rGCc. However, the current DOE time frame (by
2015) does not support Basin:E1eetric 's 2011 needs.
Gec offers the potentiai for a more· cost effective means Of C02 removal as compared to PC
and CFB·tecbnologiesshou1d such removal become arequirement:in the futUre. ·Howeve~, at
· this time, it is only speculative' as tOll such requirements willbeenacted, when they will be.
· enacted,and what they will consist of and apply to i,f enacted;
risk of installing a more
. costly technology, .thathas not been proven to be reliable and fon.v.hicl!.. strong commercial ..
· performance guarantees are not availil.ble; is far too great for Basm Electric to take for suCh· .
..
.
.
speculativep-urposes. .
.. .
.

The

on

tt.s. Continuing Activities
Plan ned conferenceatten dance

. Basin Electric plans to attend the 2005 Gasification Technolo'8iesc:oimciI"annuru con£~ence
. in October, 2005, in San Francisco, CA.
.
.
..
.
.

· Canadian Clean
Power
Coalition
.
..
. .

.

.

Basin Electric has been workh-tg closely with other lignite and sub-bitummous users iri the
Canadian Clean Power Coalition (CCPC) on rGCC technology and advanced conventional"
technologies such as oxy fuel firing and advanced amine scrubbing systems for low rank
coals .. The ccpe has funded feasibility studies from ConocoPhillips jFluo!, Shell and Future
Energy, Basin Electric will monitor and review the results of these studies .
1/

Wilsonville PDSF
Basin Electric has been supporting the EPRI ! Southern Company PDSF testing in
Wilsonville, Alabama. Basin Electric will monitor and review the results of this testing.

Future investigations
Basin Electric and their engineering consultants continue to review the. ongoing performance
of the four rGCC demonstration plants and monitor the status of commercial rGCC offerings.
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· TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Dry Fork Station Air Quality Impacts to Soils and
Vegetation
.

PREPARED FOR:
PREPARED BY: .
DATE:

.

Basin Electric Power Cooperative
.. CH2MHILL
June 20, 2007

Introduction
The following review of analyses of air quality impacts on soils and vegetation from the Dry·.
Fork Station was prepared fol' Basin Electric Power Cooperative in light of com:rnents on
that topic filed with the Wyoming Departrnent of Envirc:ininental Quality, Ail' Quality .
Division, by the Powder River Basin Resource Council and other environmental
organizations· (EIwiromnental
Coalition).
.
.
.

\

· Impacts to ~6ils and vegetation were evalu~ted in·section 7.8.2 of the Basin Electric DryFork·
Station Air Construction Permit Application, Novembei 2005 (Permit Application). This·
analysis is included unde!the "Additional Analyses~' required uilclerPSO·rules(40 CFR.
51.166(0)):
. .
..
.

./

· The inoner 01' opemtol' shall provide an analysis of the impairment to visibility, soils, mid vegetation
that would OCCU7' as. a result of the soutce 01' 11wdificationand general commercial, residenti·al,. ..
industrial,an.d othergrowth.associc+~ed 'With the source or modification. The owner o1'·operato1' need
not:pl'ovicie Cl1i Cln:.alysis ofthe impact on vegetation having no significant c07.11.711.e1'cial or recreational
value. Wyoming Air QuaIinj Standardsan.dRegulations,.Chap. 6,§4{b)(i)(B)(I).
The Dry FO~'k StanoI:! analysis considered soils as well as native and cOnUnercialvegetatiori
withln the project area. No sensitive soils or native vegetation wel'eidentified, and oats and
barley were the only crop species ideritiliedas sensitive: An ~valuation of impacts on the .
sensitive crop species showed that potential concentrations of NOx were well below the .
injury thresholds determined by BPAcriteria documentation (USEP A 1993). .

to

· Comments .filed by the Envitonmental Coalition allege the permit application failed
· include a site-specific inventory of soils .and vegetation (including threatened 01' endangered
species); that reliance on the EPA's 1980 Screening Levels is inadequate, and that there was a .
failure to analyze the impact of all pollutants, The comments rely heavily on the EPA·
Environmental Appeals Board's decision in the lndeck Elwood case in Illinois.
This mem01'a.n.dum summal'izes the soils and vegetation analysis performed f01' the PSD
application, including dispersion modeling results and specific inventories, and also
discusses additional information regarding air quality impacts on soils and vegetation.
Dry Fork Station Air Pollutant Impact Analysis
General dispersion modelLn.g results are presented ill, sections 7.7.2 through 7.7.6 of the PSD
application,
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Conservative pre1inU,nary air pollutant dispersion modeling show.ed that Class II impacts
for the following pollutants were below federal significance levels:

•
•

CO
NO::!

•

PM10

This same modeling estimated that concentrations of the following pollutants would be fa,r
below the federal monitoring de minimis levels:
II

.••
•

Lead
Mercury
Bel'yllium
Fluorides.

In ad.dition, this modeling determined that ambient concent'l.'ations of the following
pollutants would be well below the Wyoming Ambient Ail' Quality Standards (WAAQS):
•

Fluorides

Because the preliminary impact analysis determ.ii1.ed that 24;how 802 impacts may he above
the federal sIgnificance levels, a full-impact analysis was conducted for this pollutant that
indudec;l. 'other SD2 sdtt1'Ces within a 50 km· :radius of the proposed DryFork Station location.
This full"impatta:halysis determined that the iinpa~ts would be well below the Class ti PSD
increment and the WAAQS. Dry Fork Permit Application at 7:7.6·
Regardmgozone impacts, as d.il3cuss~d lnsectio:r;1, 7,8.4 of the Dry Fork PSD application,
there·arecttl:;rerl.t1y noapptoved regulatory modeling methods for determi;ning ozone
impacts forFSD sources.
.
The' PSD' applic~ti~n (section 7.9) also !ricluded a Ti~r I huma,n risk evaluation that was
. "." ..... _.......~.1i.ormgflf9..;"§?11a:z;~4s>.u.:.s.~..:eS:~lh;ttants~~~·'.T.his evaluation :included cancer, ch1'onic,
and acute 'l'isks. Although the diSpel'SiOri. modeling, exposure, and risk assumptions in a
Tier I evaluation are quite conservative, no risks were identified.
.

Analysis o£Vegetation Impacts.
The Environmental Coalition contends that"iliel'e Was no site specific inventory of soils 01'
vegetatidn performed as part of the pel'm:i,t application," and infers that the 'Basin Electric
'relied blindly on the EPA's 1980 Screening Procedure. These allegations are false, and
mischaraderize the analysis that was done. EPA's 1980 Screening Procedure was not
utilized at all. As stated in the Dry Fork Permit Application at§7.8.2, a specific search was
done for information regarding vegetation in the vicinity of the Di'y Fork Station, l'elyiri.g
both on the latest U.S. Department of Agriculture census and on the Wyoming GAP
Analysis of land covel' for Campbell County, Wyoming. USDA, 1979; Wyoming GAP, 2005.
'Based on these data, it was' deter.triined that 'of the species identified, only oats and barley
have been identified as sensitive species that occur in this area. 'Because photosynthesis is
inhibited :in alfalfa and foliar injury to oats occurs at exposure.s to NOx and/ or SOx above
certain levels, levels whel'e possible damage occurs was compared with modeled
concentrations and the modeled concentrations were far below levels that might adversely
affect these species.
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This analysis is fully consistent with the EPA's Draft New Source Review Manual, October
1990 (NSR Manual), which states that an inventory should be done for all vegetation with
commercial or recreational value, and that such information may be available from
conservation groups, government agencies and universities. "For most types of soils and
• .vegetation, ambient concentrations of o'iteria pollutants below the secondary national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) will not result in harmfule£fects. However, ·there .
are sensitivespecies (e.g., soybeans and alfalfa) which maybe harmed by long-term
.exposure to low ambient air.concentrations of regulated pollutants for which there are no
NAAQS." NSR Manual at D.o.
.
.
The NSR Manual approach was followed for the Dry Fork analysis. Ambient pollutant
concentrations were modeled to be far below the levels of secondary NAAQS, indicating
most species will be protected, and for sensitive species additional analysis was done to
· com:t='are potentially ~arm£ul pollutant levels to modeled concentrations.
The Environmental Coalition appears·to argue that impacts of a long list 6f pollutants on
each and every species must be evaiuated. The NSR Manual, however, notes that modeling
compliance With secondary.ambient sta:ndardsis adequate.for most species. As to sensitive
· species, further analysis"wasdorie for pollutants thafare known to havepcitential adver~e .
.
effects. The Environmental Coalition has identified no instance jnwhich the Dry.Fork
analysis failed to analyze the impacts ona sensitive plant.speCies of a pollutant known or
. sUspected to have possibly harmful effects, .Arid modeling predicted that concentrations .of
.. alIDost all pollutants will behelowde minimis modelirigor.monitoring levels.

'\

/.

· The Environmental Coalition also .contends that, because no site-specific inventory of ..
vegetation was performed, it is impossible to know whether any enciangered, threatened, .
or sen~itive species are located in or around the plant site." In fact~ we do know whether
endangered, threatened or sensitive species are present. .In addition to the analysis reported
· in the Dry Fork Permit Application, further inventories of the plant communities of the
· proposeci pOyierplant sites and the two transmission line route alternatives were conducted
· by EDAWffi 2005 and 2006, the results of which aJ:e .sUmmarized in the Dry Fork Station
Project Ov.erview and Environmental Evaluation (EDAW; 2006) These.inventories included
· federally listed endangered and threatened species and ELM sensitive species for Campbell
and Sheridan Counties,
obtained from the
.
. U.S. Fish and WUdlifeService.
.
/I

· In the USFWS letter, the Ute ladies' -b.'esses orchid (Spiranthes diIuvialis) was named as the
only listed oi' ELM sensitive pla11t species that potentially could occu!' within the proposed
and alternaTIve powel' plant and transmission line project areas. The following discussion
summarizes the results of studies regarding Ute ladies'-tresses, including the occurrence of
this species in Campbell or SheridanCoui'1tles,
Ute ladies' -b.'esses populations are found on seasonally inundated river floodplains typically.
occurring on clayey-sand beds, sandy point baTS, or thin alluvium ov·er large cobbles, and
soils had to be suffiCiently stable and moist in the summer flowering season to support Ute
ladies'-tresses oTchid occurrences (Fertig et al, 2005). Based on the lack of suitable habitat,
. Ute ladies'-tresses orchid would·not occur aT'. the proposed or alternative power pla..T1t sites.
The Ute ladies' -tresses orchid was not observed during field surveys· of the proposed or
alterative transmission line corridors conducted in June 2006, Potential habitat for the o:::cliid
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is lirilited within the transmission line corridors. Most of the creeks are ephemeral, and this
orchid is found primarily along perennial waterways within floodplains. Of the
transmission line corridors that were evaluated, potential Ute ladies'-tresses orchid habitat
was identified along segments X and W (Little Badger Creek) and segment F (Rawhide
Creek)i
. "
Known populations of Ute ladies' -tresses. in Wyoming. hi:~ye been found in Goshen County
in the H~rse' watershed, al1,d in Converse, Larami:e, and Niobrara Counties in the Antelope
and Niobrara headwaters watersheds: Note that these watersheds are all tributary to the
North Platte River or the Cheyenne River, both of which flow east out of Wyoming. The
DryCtee1< Station is located in.the Pbwder River Basin, which is tributary to the
Yellowstone River to the. north, and no Ute. ladies' -b.'esses populations are known from
anywhere in this major dramage basm. AU Ute ladies' ";tl'esses popu~ations in Montana OCCUT
far to the west along tributaries to thE)' Miss.ouri RiveJ,' in the southweste~'n part of th~ state
(Ferti~ 2000),
.
Multiple existing andpotent:(al threats to Ute ladies' -tresses have been identified (Fertig et
.

al. 2005); but none of theseJs related to. air quality.

Surveys conducted?l,t the neafby Th~~el' Basin Na;ti<?na1 Gr~sslartd (T13NG) and the'
Medi<;ine Bow National Forest (MBNF) dUring 1998 also found no "qte ladiel-tresses. The
Final Envuonmental I:mpact Statement (EIS) for the R.eVised Land arid Resource .
Management Plan for the MBNF (USPS 2003) lists Ute ladies'.;tresses as It extremely rsh! or
not present.'; there' are currently no known popi11a:tions of any USFWS~designated
threatened b~' endangel'ed plant species on the TBNG or the MBNF, altho1l:gha single
candidate plant species (slender .moonwott,Br;;tnjchium Zineare) is known from the MBNF.
Ail' quality is :nofcited asa potential thte.at to the slender moo;nwort. TheEIS cites "nutrient
'efuicb,ment" as a potehfiaHhreat to one wetland p.l~nt species (lesser bladdervvort, . .
Utrlculatici.11iili01') designated. as a "Regional Forester'sSensitive Species." Although some
nutrient entichrrlent of wetlands could result from air pollution,. this impact. is more
......... _. -... j:;reaori:1ihantly attributed to runoff from fertiliZEd agricultural lands into surface waters.

Analysi~ of Soils Im}?acts
The Environmental Coalitionalso·a:sserts thel'ewasno site-specific soils inventory. In fact,
as cJ.iscussed in the Permit Application, the Soil Survey for Campbell County, Wyoming,
perfoJ,:med by the Soil Conservation Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, was
cmi.sulted to determine soil types present in the area, and whether such soils are sensitive.
Additional soils data are reported in the Dry Fork environ.inental evaluation by EDAW
(2006). Other sources were cons:u1ted whlch observe that soils in the non-'Inoutttainous
regions of Wyoming are typically alkaline and would not be sensitive to acidic deposition or
impacts from the Dry Fork project. Consistent with the NSR Manual, this soils inventory
fulfills the regulatory requirement. No sensitive soils having been identified, no further
mod,eling or evaluation was needeq"
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Indeck-El-w-ood Power Plarit

/

,

The Environmental Coalition quotes at length from the decision of the EP A Environmental
Appeals Board (EAB) in Indeck-Elwood toargue·that the EPA's 1980 Screening Procedure is
inadequate. However, the soils and vegetation evaluation for the'Dry Fork Station did not
rely on the 1980 Screening Procedure, but rather on the process called for ill the NSR .
Manual, which was cited with approval in Indeck-EZwood. PSP Appeal No. 03-04 at 4546.
Also, the Indeck-Elwood facility was to be developed in an industrial park that is
immediately adjacent to the Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie (MNTP) :in illinois,:in which
listed and sensitive plant species were located, and, unlike the case at Dry Fork, both federal
and state agencies had commented that cdr emissions from the Indeck ElwDod facility wo~d
adversely impact or jeopardize listed or sensitive species
'
Summary·
Contrary to the assertion of the Envir0nmental Coalition, site-specific inv;mtories of soils
and vegetation were conducted, and impacts· on sensitive species were evaluated. The
.
evaluation was not done:in accordance with the EPA's 1980 Screening ProcedUre criticiied
by the Environmental Coalition, hut rather in accordance with the NSR Manual.. The
analysis described in the Permit Application was supplemented by additional soils and
vegetation a:nalyses which are reported in the environmental evaluation and briefly
summariZed herein. Modeled levels of all pollutants are below secondary ambient air.
quality standards, and almost all modeled levels are below de ntinimis modeling or . ,
nionitorLTlg levels. No sensitive salls 'or threatened,. or endangered or sensitive vegetation
have been identilied that would .experienceadverseimpacfs from the Dry' Fork Station air
p ollutant. emissions
' . '
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